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In Chinese percussion instruction, there is an almost singular focus on folk repertoire. 
Instruction typically involves a three-step process: rote transmission from the teacher, 
memorization by the student, and reinforcement through the observation of live performances. 
Because this learning process is atypical of Western percussion studios, it is unsurprising that 
Western-trained percussionists often lack the knowledge to perform Chinese folk repertoire with 
appropriate instrument choice, sound, style, and technique. This study investigates socio-political 
impacts on the greater Chinese educational system, analyzes and contrasts percussion curricula 
of American tertiary institutions with their Chinese counterparts, reveals insights about 
contemporary Chinese percussion instruction via interviews with prominent Chinese Percussion 
Specialists, and provides an extensive set of resources intended to fill gaps in knowledge for the 
Western-trained percussionist. Research reveals that Chinese percussion teachers prioritize 
performance skills (e.g., physical technique and memorization of repertoire) over extra-musical 
skills (e.g., using the metronome to autonomously develop efficient, personalized practice 
techniques), with little evidence of Western general learning strategies in the curricula. Western-
  
trained musicians can combine prior percussion knowledge with established Chinese percussion 
traditions to improve Chinese folk percussion interpretations. An entire section of the study 
breaks these critical traditions down into an extensive set of charts, photographs, instrument 
descriptions (including construction, nomenclature, relative ranges, appropriate substitutions, and 
musical context), and detailed explanations of notational systems and vocables (e.g., rote 
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Chinese-inspired works are increasingly prevalent in the Western orchestral repertoire 
(Lau, 2017). Consequently, Chinese percussion instruments are appearing with greater frequency 
and prominence in the Western concert hall. 
As was once the case with Latin percussion, Chinese percussion is transitioning from 
“exotic” to commonplace in orchestral programming. Orchestral performers have benefited from 
the incorporation of Latin percussion in tertiary orchestral percussion programs, and orchestral 
performance practice has improved accordingly. The contemporary Western-trained 
percussionist must be proficient in a variety of Latin percussion instruments, with a basic 
understanding of historical significance, traditional techniques, and proper sound production 
(Goldberg, 1995). Until this occurs with Chinese percussion, Western interpretations of Chinese 
music are more likely to be artistically lacking and technically flawed. 
Many Western tertiary instructors carefully craft, publish, and revise their syllabi online 
for all to see. They share pedagogical questions, innovations, and challenges at conferences and 
online forums to the clear benefit of aspiring and accomplished performers and teachers. This is 
not the case at Chinese institutions. Repertoire and teaching methods in Chinese instruction 
remain shrouded in mystery, to the detriment of most English-speaking, Western-trained 
orchestral percussionists. 
Western percussion curricula, on the other hand, are frequently accessible online to the 
general public. One aspect of Western percussion curricula evident in published materials is the 
ongoing shift toward student-centered education, an effort to achieve a deeper understanding of 
practical outcomes (Richardson, 2003). For example, Texas A&M University has a percussion 
curriculum tailored toward “any personal goals each student might have” (Texas A&M 
 2 
University, 2020). The University of Kentucky percussion department “provides professional-
level experiences and opportunities for all students that foster growth through self-discipline, 
creativity, and entrepreneurship” (University of Kentucky, 2020). Above all else, American 
syllabi suggest a real commitment to so-called total percussion, characterized by well-
roundedness. 
Programming of Works by Chinese Composers 
While certain composers of the Baroque (e.g., J.S. Bach), Classical (e.g., Beethoven), 
Romantic (e.g., Tchaikovsky), and Neoclassical (e.g., Stravinsky) periods remain evergreen in 
Western classical programming, an ever-increasing roster of Chinese composers has joined the 
repertory (Melvin and Cai, 2004). Prominent percussion soloists such as Colin Currie, Evelyn 
Glennie, and Martin Grubinger regularly perform and record works containing Chinese 
instruments. An increasing number of Chinese composers are using a variety of outlets that 
appeal to Western cultures. Chinese folk music appears in cinemas, concert halls, opera houses, 





Examples of Chinese Compositions in a Variety of Genres 
Composer: 
Composition 





   
Chen Qigang: 
Coming Home 
Film score https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bpy52ucN0aM 
   
Guo Wenjing: 
Drama 
Chamber music https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBXAVP7iMp8 
   
Bright Sheng: 
Seven Tunes Heard in 
China 
Folk music (adapted to 
Western instruments) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXKBnWwrgPA 
   
Tan Dun: 
Nu Shu: The Secret 
Songs of Women 
Multimedia https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-1t-lnJ3Yg 
   
Ye Xiaogang: 
The Tianjin Suite 
Orchestral suite https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVDZRQxLONI 
   
Yin Chengzong & Chu 
Wanghua: 
The Yellow River 
Piano Concerto 
Orchestral concerto https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3AzIofkQfM 
   
Zhou Long: 
Madame White Snake 
Western opera https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvACXrWGWcY&t=11s 
 
These representative composers share many attributes. First, their works are appreciated 
as much for substance as for cultural interest (Lam, 2008). Second, the composers meld Chinese 
and Western approaches through orchestration, instrumentation, vocal techniques, multimedia, 
and creative use of notational systems (Winzenburg, 2017). Third, percussion is often featured 
prominently in their compositions, reflective of traditional Chinese folk music (Rao, 2017). Each 
work conjures China’s traditional folk music but is printed in Western staff notation – unlike the 
folk music itself. 
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Composers like Chen Qigang, Chen Yi, Bright Sheng, and Tan Dun are recognizable to 




Partial List of Orchestral Programming: Works by Chen Qigang, 2017-2019 
Symphonic ensemble Year of programming 
BBC Wales National Symphony (United Kingdom) 2018 
Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra (Finland) 2019 
Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra (China) 2017 
Hangzhou Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
Hong Kong Philharmonic (Hong Kong) 2019 
Janackova Filharmonie Ostrava (Czech Republic) 2017 
Juilliard Orchestra (USA) 2018 
MDR Sinfonieorchestrer (Germany) 2018 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (Australia) 2018 
National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra (Taiwan) 2019 
NCPA Orchestra (China) 2018 
NDR Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (Germany) 2019 
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2019 
New York Philharmonic (USA) 2017 
Orchestre de Paris (France) 2018 
Orchestre National de Capitole de Toulouse (France) 2018 
Orchestre National de Lyon (France) 2018 
Orchestre Philharmonique de Monte-Carlo (Monaco) 2019 
Philarhmonique de Strasbourg (France) 2018 
Philharmonie Zuidnederland (Holland) 2018 
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2019 
Rundfunk Sinfonieorchester Berlin (Germany) 2017 
Stuttgarter Kammerorchester (Germany) 2018 
Sydney Symphony Orchestra (Australia) 2019 
Tonhalle-Orchester Zurich (Switzerland) 2018 






Partial List of Orchestral Programming: Works by Chen Yi, 2017-2019 
Symphonic ensemble Year of programming 
All-Illinois Junior Band (USA) 2018 
Ball State University (USA) 2018 
Boston Conservatory Hemenway Strings (USA) 2018 
California All-State Music Education Conference Band (USA) 2018 
Chinese Central Conservatory of Music Symphony (China) 2018 
Chinese University of Hong Kong Chui Wind Orchestra (China) 2017 
Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra (USA) 2018 
College of New Jersey Band (USA) 2017 
DePaul University Wind Ensemble (USA) 2017 
Florida State University Wind Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
Hawaii Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Hodgson Wind Ensemble (USA) 2017 
Indiana University Summer Philharmonic (USA) 2018 
Lafayette Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Los Angeles Philharmonic (USA) 2017 
Mid-America Freedom Band (USA) 2018 
New Jersey Symphony (USA) 2018 
New Mexico State University Wind Symphony (USA) 2017 
Ningbo Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
Orchestra Now (USA) 2018 
Oregon Wind Ensemble (USA) 2018 
Qingdao Symphony Orchestra (China) 2017 
Seattle Symphony (USA) 2019 
Stockton Symphony (USA) 2019 
Stony Brook University Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2018 
TJCM Youth Symphony (China) 2017 
University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2018 
University of Missouri-Kansas City Symphony (USA) 2018 
University of South Dakota Concert Band (USA) 2018 
University of Utah Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band (USA) 2018 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse Wind Ensemble (USA) 2018 
Vietnam National Symphony Orchestra (Vietnam) 2018 






Partial List of Orchestral Programming: Works by Bright Sheng, 2017-2019 
Symphonic ensemble Year of programming 
Bainbridge Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Carnegie Mellon Philharmonic (USA) 2019 
Chamber Music Northwest (USA) 2018 
Festival City Symphony (USA) 2018 
Hangzhou Philharmonic Orchestra (China) 2017 
Interlochen Symphony (USA) 2018 
Qingdao Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
San Francisco Symphony (USA) 2018 
Sarasota Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
Suzhou Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
United States Coast Guard Band (USA) 2017 




Partial List of Orchestral Programming: Works by Tan Dun, 2017-2019 
Symphonic ensemble Year of programming 
Auckland Philharmonia (New Zealand) 2017 
BBC Philharmonic (United Kingdom) 2017 
Beethoven Orchester Bonn (Germany) 2018 
Beijing Symphony Orchestra (China) 2017 
Breckenridge Music Festival (USA) 2018 
Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Darwin Symphony Orchestra (Australia) 2017 
Fresno Philharmonic Orchestra (USA) 2018 
Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra (China) 2019 
Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra (Hong Kong) 2018 
Juilliard Orchestra (USA) 2017 
London Symphony Orchestra (United Kingdom) 2017 
Los Angeles Philharmonic (USA) 2018 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (Australia) 2018 
Münchner Philharmoniker (Munich) 2018 
NDR Radiophilharmonie (Germany) 2017 
Nederlands Strijkers Gilde (Netherlands) 2017 
New Japan Philharmonic (Japan) 2018 
Nuernberger Symphoniker (Germany) 2017 
Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della Rai (Italy) 2017 
Orchestre Nationale d’Lyon (France) 2019 
Orchestre Symphonique de Montréal (Canada) 2017 
Philharmonie Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 2017 
RAI National Symphony Orchestra (Italy) 2019 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (United Kingdom) 2017 
Shanghai Philharmonic Orchestra (China) 2017 
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
Shenzhen Symphony Orchestra (China) 2018 
Singapore Symphony Orchestra (Singapore) 2017 
Sun Valley Summer Symphony (USA) 2018 
Sydney Symphony Orchestra (Australia) 2017 
Ural Philharmonic (Russia) 2017 
World Youth Symphony Orchestra (USA) 2017 




Structure of the Study 
Western knowledge of Chinese percussion instruments often does not extend beyond 
general terms such as “drum,” “cymbal,” or “gong.” The result is a lack of consideration for 
instrument size, volume, timbre, folk origins, and more. In fact, there are relatively few Chinese 
percussion instruction resources in the English language in print or on the Internet. This study 
analyzes Chinese percussion instruction for the benefit of Western-trained percussionists who are 
less familiar with Chinese percussion instruments and practices. 
The Literature Review establishes how various traditions have helped shape the Chinese 
educational system in socio-political terms. The literature focuses on the influences of 
philosophy (e.g., moral education), politics (e.g., Communism and the Cultural Revolution), and 
government policy (e.g., standardized examinations). 
The Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi details musical and extra-musical 
components of contemporary American percussion instruction, forming an expansive total 
percussion framework for comparison with Chinese percussion curricula. The data, along with 
insights from the Literature Review, form the basis for interview questions with Chinese 
Percussion Specialists about their respective programs. 
In the Synthesis of Interviews with Chinese Percussion Specialists, five Chinese 
Percussion Specialists discuss personal attitudes and approaches toward contemporary Chinese 
percussion instruction. Elements of American percussion pedagogy identified in the Literature 
Review and  Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi are focal points. Appendix B contains 
complete interview responses in both simplified Chinese and English. 
The Resources for the Western-Trained Percussionist section details critical performance 
traditions in an extensive set of charts, photographs, instrument descriptions (including 
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construction, nomenclature, relative ranges, appropriate substitutions, and musical context), and 
detailed explanations of notational systems and vocables (e.g., rote learning and luo gu jing), 
revealing a path toward better-informed Chinese percussion performance practice. 
Lack of Chinese Percussion in the Western Curriculum 
None of the programs referenced in the Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi 
designate Chinese percussion as a part of the curriculum. There could be several reasons for this. 
First, instructors might be reluctant to immerse themselves in a new area of focus because of 
limited time, interest, or accessibility of resources. Second, faculty might hesitate to take on such 
content when they are not authentic practitioners themselves (Palmer, 1992, p. 33). Third, 
educators might be concerned that students are already spreading themselves too thin with 
existing pillars of the curriculum such as technical fundamentals, ever-expanding repertoire, 
practical career training, audition preparation, and examinations. 
For students wishing to participate in a multicultural group, the Chinese folk ensemble 
might be less appealing than familiar offerings like gamelan or steel pan. Additionally, the 
relatively small quantity of Chinese or Chinese-inspired works in the standard solo percussion 
repertoire might limit students’ desire to explore this family of instruments in private study. As a 
result, Chinese percussion might not be intrinsically motivating to American students and 
teachers. 
At the institutional level, changing curricula and introducing new material take 
significant time, effort, and openness on the part of teachers – not to mention substantial trust 
and patience on the part of administrators. Arguably, a more diverse faculty (full-time or part-
time) could result in a more diverse curriculum. Regardless of teacher diversity, increased 
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awareness of multiculturalism and its inherent value to pedagogy emboldens and empowers 
instructors and administrators alike to expedite curriculum adjustments. 
Authenticity in Music Performance 
The ultimate aim of this study is to provide insights into the teaching process and 
performance practice of Chinese percussion but not to cultivate performances that mimic 
Chinese experts, as one might attempt with a video clip. Music performed in a Western ensemble 
is, after all, a different art form with different instrumentation, acoustics, and target audience. 
Honoring traditions and artistic spirit are fundamental to informed interpretation. In World 
Musics in Music Education: The Matter of Authenticity, Anthony J. Palmer suggests that “the 
primary question is to what degree compromise is acceptable before the essence of music is lost 
and no longer representative of the tradition under study” (Palmer, 1992, p. 32). Palmer reveals 





Factors Adversely Affecting Authenticity in Music 
Factor adversely affecting authenticity Consideration in study 
Different setting 
(acoustical and socio-cultural) 
Differences established between Chinese folk 
and Western symphonic traditions 
  
Use of recordings rather than live performances Chinese pedagogy explained rather than actual 
performance advice provided 
  
Performers lacking in training by authentic 
practitioners of the style 
Chinese Percussion Specialist interviewees 
recognized as expert performers and teachers  
  
Language problems such as translations, new and 
inappropriate textual underlays, or lack of intimate 
knowledge of the language 
Pedagogy: importance of Chinese language 
and rote traditions established 
 
Interview translations: certified by a 
professional agency 
  
Changes from the original media Benefits and limitations of notational systems 
explored and explained 
  
Simplified versions and other didactic adjustments Suggested instrument substitutions provided 
by experts with significant experience in 
Chinese and Western percussion 
  
Introductions and other cultural structures such as 
tunings, harmonizations and arrangements 
Focus maintained on appropriately adapting 
Chinese performance traditions 
Note. Adapted from “World Musics in Music Education: The Matter of Authenticity” by Anthony J. 
Palmer, 1992, International Journal of Music Education, Volume 19, p. 33. 
 
In Carlos R. Abril’s article, Music that Represents Culture: Selecting Music with 
Integrity, the author suggests that a well-researched performance contributes to a more authentic 
exhibition, saying it is key “knowing the right questions to ask, people to consult, and things to 
examine” (Abril, 2006, p. 38). In this spirit, the Chinese Percussion Specialist interviewees are 
“culture bearers” of Chinese percussion (Abril, 2006). 
Abril makes a critical point about the vagaries of musical authenticity: music can serve 
“as a culturally valid representation; not a definitive version, as is implied by the term 
‘authentic’” (Abril, 2006, p. 40). Therefore, this study is intended to provide a pathway toward 
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better-informed but still personalized interpretations rather than absolute replication of traditional 
styles. Technically sound performances must remain personal, practical, and reflective of cultural 
context. Instrument substitutions must conjure the traditional timbres and textures achieved in 
Chinese folk ensembles. The performer’s responsibility is to realize the intentions of arrangers 
and composers, illuminated by its context in Chinese folk music (Goetze, 2000). 
The Literature Review, Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi, and Synthesis of 
Interviews with Chinese Percussion Specialists yield a plethora of information about the origins 
and traditions of Chinese percussion instruction and enhance the tools published in the Resources 
for the Western-Trained Percussionist section. The combined sections provide a deeper 
understanding of the respective teaching traditions and facilitate interpretations that Mr. Abril 
might label authentic. 
A Note on Navigation 
 This PDF document features the extensive use of hyperlinks, underlined words or phrases 
that allow the reader to navigate directly to relevant sections of the paper. To jump to a new 
destination, simply click on the underlined word or phrase. To return to the original position in 
the text before activating the hyperlink, use the following keystrokes: 
• Macintosh: command (⌘) + left-arrow 
• PC: Alt + left-arrow 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chinese Socio-Political Dynamics and Education: Justification for Research 
This section examines articles addressing the impacts of philosophy, politics, and 
government policy on China’s greater educational system. The literature selected for this review 
illuminates the link between general educational policy and Chinese folk percussion instructional 
traditions. Recognizing the “origins and evolution of beliefs and attitudes” of Chinese pedagogy 
is fundamental to understanding contemporary approaches toward teaching (Ho, 2018, p. 143).  
Moral education has shaped instruction, assessment, and curriculum design since 
Confucius’ time (551 BC – 479 BC). In this philosophy, character and morality theoretically 
determine classroom content. As the concept of living righteously changes, tradition clashes with 
progressiveness, and openness to Western ideas dwindles. In the name of morality, the 
government can encourage conformity, painting external innovations as threats to Confucian 
ideals (Zhao, 2014). Confucius espoused the acceptance of classical knowledge while embracing 
authoritative pillars such as conformity (Zhang and Schwartz, 1997, p. 189). 
Politicians have both embraced and shunned Confucian principles throughout history, 
transforming the Chinese educational system along the way (Wu, 2011). In the late Qing 
Dynasty (1840-1911), Confucianism first combined with Western philosophy. Intellectuals then 
challenged and condemned Confucianism in The Republican Era (1912-1919). The government 
purged Western influences in Mao’s Era (1949-1977) before reversing course in the period of 
Reform and Opening Up (1977-1999) (Deng, 2011, pp. 562-563). 
If Confucius’ philosophies reside at the core of China’s educational system, then politics 
and government policy have been the major forces to shape it over the past century. In his article, 
The “Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution”: China’s Modern Trauma, Thomas Heberer places 
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the Cultural Revolution at the center of government influence and interference in teaching 
(Heberer, 2009). He describes Chairman Mao’s attitudes toward education as an attempt to 
cultivate loyalty in the younger generation: “manual labor prior to spiritual education, political 
training prior to professional knowledge, practice prior to theory” (Heberer, 2009, p. 170). 
The critical thinking and individuality espoused by Confucius are clearly at odds with 
Mao’s authoritarian views. Bindewald et al. succinctly put it this way: “Critical thinking is 
essential for the healthy functioning of a democratic state, lest its citizens fall victim to 
groupthink, mass media manipulation, or the propaganda and brainwashing of authoritarian 
regimes” (Bindewald et al., 2016, p. 4). The ability to distinguish valuable content from 
propaganda is fundamental to comprehending the motives behind curriculum design. 
Understanding the intersection of education and politics is the first step in gleaning the impetus 
behind instructional approach. 
Methodology 
This section surveys articles and books focused on how Confucian philosophy, general 
education, government policy, and politics have shaped the development of instruction in China. 
Each article appears in a scholarly database (including IEEE Xplore, Jstor, SAGE Journals, 
Springer Link, Taylor & Francis Online, and Wiley). Source material was originally written in 
English, eliminating the potential inaccuracies, inconsistencies, and misinterpretations that can 
come with translations. For balance of perspective, authors are of both Chinese and Western 
descent and represent a combination of musicians and non-musicians. 
Moral Education 
Several articles present the case that Confucius’ so-called moral education is beneficial to 
quality education. At its core is imparting benevolence, justice, and wisdom in students (Cheng, 
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2016, p. 53). Confucian philosophy is considered a bastion of differentiated instruction, 
characterized by creativity and individualized truth-seeking. In fact, little evidence of 
differentiation is cited in the literature. Instead, it appears that moral education is more likely a 
counterweight to Western culture. 
Li Jin, in his article Chinese Conceptualization of Learning, describes a “cultural model of 
learning” instilled in Chinese educational philosophy, consisting of “carefully-constructed and 
shared domains of knowledge that serve to structure and constrain people’s experiences” (Li, 
2001, p. 113). The author suggests that this originates from the Confucian concept of xue xi (学
习), “which encouraged the idea of human perfectibility as a moral purpose through individuals’ 
lifelong dedication to learning, not merely literacy but, more importantly, contemplation on 
moral life” (Li, 2001, p. 113). 
In the classroom, however, Li acknowledges a lack of differentiated instruction by asserting 
that learning activity frequently “contains principle learning activities” that do not cater to 
“idiosyncratic learning styles or preferences” (Li, 2001, p. 126). Nevertheless, the author 
proclaims the prominence of hao xue xin (好学心) in the curriculum, characterized by “one’s 
own knowledge seeking, instead of making one’s learning dependent on others’ teaching” (Li, 
2001, p. 130). Unfortunately, Li furnishes no specific examples of actual practice, an issue 
endemic to most articles surveyed here. One surmises that xue xi and hao xue xin are more of a 
reverential nod to Confucius’ knowledge-seeking than tenets of individualized instruction. 
Hierarchical Leadership 
Confucius encapsulated leadership in what he termed the jun zi (君子), commonly 
interpreted as one possessing “Five Constant Virtues” (“right attitude, right procedure, right 
knowledge, right moral courage, and right persistence”) (Reagan, 2018, p. 171). Relationships 
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are central to this concept: “ruler and subject, father and son, husband and wife, older brother 
and younger brother, between friends” (Reagan, 2018, p. 171). One could add “teacher and 
student” to the list. 
The jun zi is key to understanding leadership hierarchy, as detailed in Luo Shirong’s essay, 
Confucius’ Virtue Politics as Ren as Leadership Virtue (Luo, 2012). Confucius defined ren (仁) 
as “the right way to attain leadership positions” (Luo, 2012, p. 17). Confucius designated “five 
constituent virtues of ren” (respectfulness, tolerance, trustworthiness, quickness, and generosity) 
as the ideal means to climb the ranks to a high government position (Luo, 2012, p. 26).  
Luo summarizes Confucius’ ren in a way that epitomizes the “ideal” government official: 
Respect for virtuous superiors, wisdom, principled loyalty, tolerance of the minor faults 
on the part of subordinates, trustworthiness, loving the worthy, and caring for the 
common people can all be used as evaluative criteria for determining whether someone is 
qualified for a leadership position or whether a leader should remain in office. (Luo, 
2012, p. 35) 
 
Because civil service is the ideal position in society for one exemplifying ren, superior 
leaders typically toe the party line to maintain or gain power (Sigurðsson, 2017). Leaders 
qualified for posts based on their “willingness to obey authority” (Luo, 2012, pp. 20-23). In the 
educational environment, obedience often results in students’ reluctance to inquire about process. 
In the name of respect (or to avoid embarrassment), students might not seek clarification about 
the relevance of content and the best way to study it. A music student told to practice for six 
hours per day might follow his or her teacher’s instructions but show little improvement over 
time. On the other hand, if a student seeks clarifications on practice goals and strategies, he or 
she could better apply practice techniques to future situations. 
In an education system so closely allied with the Communist Party of China, teachers might 
choose the path of least resistance and avoid conflict with monolithic government guidelines. In 
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musical instruction, one might expect static repertoire, conformist syllabi, superficial musical 
understanding, and uniform career goals for each student, all in the name of a properly 
functioning society. 
Luo refers to a “hierarchical system of officialdom,” in which the lower official “should not 
malign his superiors, for he would not want his subordinates to do the same to himself” (Luo, 
2012, p. 25). This traditional model of leadership (subordinates = students; superiors = teachers) 
establishes educators as authority figures who command respect based on their position and age. 
Student autonomy is, therefore, inherently limited. When students fear asking questions or 
personalizing material, intrinsic motivation expectedly wanes. 
In contrast, Confucius proclaims that “virtuous leaders should examine and criticize their 
own shortcomings” and should “forge alliances with like-minded colleagues” (Luo, 2012, p. 25). 
In modern society, this might materialize in teachers consulting one another to re-evaluate 
pedagogical approaches and revise curricula accordingly. Music instructors might publish and 
implement new methods materials, share their approaches online, encourage their students to 
utilize online resources, and collaborate with others from within and beyond the institution. 
Teachers might model an interdisciplinary approach that stimulates students’ creativity, open-
mindedness, entrepreneurialism, and leadership. 
In her book, The Instructional Leader and the Brain: Using Neuroscience to Inform Practice, 
Margaret Glick defines instructional leaders as those who, among other things, provide 
resources, communicate well, and filter effective strategies from ineffective ones (Glick, 2011). 
Such institutional autonomy could enable a teacher to cultivate resources from abroad for a 
variety of perspectives, justify new content, and be willing to break from or supplement 
longstanding traditions that may no longer prove as effective as they once were. 
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Thomas J. Sergiovanni describes the teacher as a leader in his article, Leadership as 
Pedagogy, Capital Development and School Effectiveness. The author defines what he calls 
“pedagogical leadership,” characterized by the provision of “the conditions necessary to improve 
the level of student learning and development” in a caring environment (Sergiovanni, 1998, p. 





Potential Roles of Pedagogical Leaders in Musical Instruction 
Role as defined by Thomas J. Sergiovanni Potential example in musical instruction 
Purposing (bringing “together shared visions…with a 
moral voice”) 
Reconciling overarching institutional mission 
statements with elements of instruction (e.g., 
preserving folk music as the heart of all instruction) 
  
Maintaining harmony (building “a consensual 
understanding of school purposes, of how the school 
should function, and of the moral connections between 
roles and responsibilities while respecting individual 
conscience and individual style difference”) 
Encouraging interdisciplinary collaborations between 
departments (e.g., for recordings and performances) 
regardless of different cultures and approaches 
  
Institutionalizing values (translating “the school’s 
covenant into a workable set of procedures and 
structures that facilitates the accomplishment of school 
purposes, and that provides norm systems for directing 
and guiding behavior”) 
Adapting institutional codes of ethics and behavior 
(e.g., cultural sensitivity and mutual respect) to 
departmental guidelines 
  
Motivating (providing “for the basic psychological 
needs of members on the one hand, and for the basic 
cultural needs of members to experience sensible and 
meaningful school lives on the other”) 
Ensuring that the syllabus is intrinsically meaningful 
(e.g., cultivates skills for life beyond the classroom) 
and provides adequate levels of autonomy to 
differentiate instruction 
  
Problem-solving (mobilizing “others to tackle tough 
problems and help them to understand the problems 
they face”) 
Granting students sufficient autonomy to make 
informed decisions via critical thinking (e.g., 
programming concerts and managing schedules) 
  
Managing (ensuring “the necessary day-to-day support 
(i.e., planning, organizing, agenda-setting, mobilizing 
resources, providing procedures, record keeping) that 
keeps the school running effectively and efficiently”) 
Considering performance outcomes and assessments 
before designing the syllabus and delegating tasks 
(e.g., studio booking) accordingly 
  
Explaining (giving “reasons for asking members to do 
certain things, and [giving] explanations that link what 
members are doing to the larger picture”) 
Clarifying the impetus behind syllabus design (e.g., 
examination rubrics) and specific policies (e.g., 
instrument maintenance regulations) 
  
Enabling (removing “obstacles that prevent members 
from meeting their commitments, and provide 
resources and support to help members to meet their 
commitments”) 
Considering potential barriers (e.g., commitment levels 
of students in terms of scheduling) when designing and 
implementing the curriculum and being flexible as 
situations arise 
  
Modeling (accepting “responsibility as head follower 
of the school’s covenant by modeling purposes and 
values in thought, word and action”) 
Embodying institutional academic and disciplinary 
visions and values in speech (e.g., private lessons), 
publication (e.g., syllabus design), and action (e.g., 
enforcing a code of ethics) 
  
Supervising (providing “the necessary oversight to 
ensure the school is meeting its commitments, and 
when it is not, to find out why and to help everyone do 
something about it”) 
Being accountable for institutional standards of 
academics within the department, considering 
deficiencies within the department, and determining 
new means toward maintaining or improving standards 
Note. Adapted from “Leadership as Pedagogy, Capital Development and School Effectiveness” by Thomas J. 
Sergiovanni, 1998, International Journal of Leadership in Education Theory and Practice, Volume 1, Issue 1, pp. 41-
42. 
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Admittedly, the pedagogical leader portrayed by Sergiovanni might prove disruptive in the 
East. Officials groom leaders in China based heavily on their status as good citizens, or gong min 
(公民) (Li and Tan, 2017). Li Hui and Tan Chuanbao caution that perspectives on responsible 
citizenry diverge significantly between the East and the West in their essay, Chinese Teachers’ 
Perceptions of the ‘Good Citizen’: A Personally-responsible Citizen (Li and Tan, 2017). While 
citizens “in the West tend to seek truth through the ‘conflictual progress’ of interests, identities 
and ideas...a ‘good citizen’ in the East is principally thought of as one who promotes and 
preserves harmony in society” (Li and Tan, 2017, p. 37). Their study reveals that the top three 
priorities in Chinese education are country (patriotism), community (good behavior habits such 
as learning, health habits, orderliness, and thrift), and virtues (honesty and gratitude) (Li and 
Tan, 2017, pp. 40-41). It is difficult to imagine a Western syllabus built upon these three pillars. 
Government Influence Through de yu (德育) 
The materialization of moral education in the classroom is known as de yu (德育). Li, Zhong, 
Lin, & Zhang explore its basis in ideology, politics, and morality in Deyu as Moral Education in 
Modern China: Ideological Functions and Transformations (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 2004). 
When the ideological aims are to “cultivate patriotism, collectivism and socialism,” top-down 
standardization and uniformity follow (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 2004, p. 454). The authors 
highlight the influence of Marxism on lesson plans throughout the nation, describing an 
indoctrination of “students in the Party’s ideology through course content, setting ideals and 
communicating proper ways of behavior” (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 2004, p. 453). Beyond the 
obvious limitations set on content (e.g., restricted personal interpretation and variety of 
literature), global perspectives are downplayed or discouraged. Students are inclined to replicate 
their teachers’ performances or instructions rather than develop independent voices. 
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In the name of sociopolitical stability, de yu aligns teaching materials and standards with 
Chinese Ministry of Education guidelines (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 2007, p. 454). It reinforces 
a “Chinese moral heritage” that is a source of multi-generational pride (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 
2007, p. 459). On the other hand, clinging to such traditions also encourages conformity over 
individual expression (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 2007, p. 455). It also restricts Western influence 
on curricula. 
Li et al. acknowledge the influence of government policy on the educational system, pointing 
out the need to “teach students how to deal with political and moral issues, rather than giving 
them pre-set answers to all problems” (Li, Zhong, Lin, & Zhang, 2007, p. 459). Because this 
approach is custom-tailored to civil service life, students are likely to spend more time trying to 
serve the State than finding their own voice. 
Tradition and Western Influence 
Openness to ideas and innovations of the West has not been a constant in Chinese history. 
Deng Zongyi acknowledges as much in his essay, Confucianism, Modernization, and Pedagogy: 
An Introduction, stating that “modernization of education in China is characterized by a one-and-
a-half century old, and on-going, contestation between Western modernity and the Chinese 
(Confucian) tradition” (Deng, 2011, p, 563). 
Deng acknowledges that instruction in the Chinese educational system often “becomes the 
process of delivering a body of pre-specified information, knowledge, and skills controlled by a 
system of assessment and examination.” He claims that this model has prevailed over Confucian 
cultures and triumphed over Western methods that encourage critical thinking (Deng, 2011, p. 
561). The author also contends the current trend is for China to “return to its roots for inspiration, 
producing its own norms and standards” (Deng, 2011, p. 564). 
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The clear danger in relying so much on ancient traditions is a non-progressive approach to 
curriculum design that is devoid of new learning strategies. In his article, Transmitting and 
Innovating in Confucius: Analects 7:1, Yu Jiyuan claims that Confucius considered himself a 
filial son of Heaven, the “ultimate innovator,” and as such, it was his responsibility to “re-
interpret, to re-discover, to deepen” understandings (Yu, 2012, p. 377). Yu further elaborates by 
claiming that “innovation can only be done on the basis of deep appreciation of ancient wisdom, 
and innovative change means a more profound expression and extension of the fundamentals of 
the tradition” (Yu, 2012, p. 379). He suggests that “major notions and ideas from historical 
classics” can be transformed “by ascribing new meaning to them” before being enriched, 
developed, and re-interpreted (Yu, 2012, p. 382). Tradition, then, must be honored, but not at the 
expense of personal expression. Music students empowered with the autonomy to ask questions, 
make personal decisions about repertoire, and seek personal meaning in music would expectedly 
produce more inspired interpretations, even in rote learning scenarios. 
Standardized Examinations 
Standardized testing in China took hold in the 7th century with the Civil Examination System 
(Li, 2001). In his article, Non-Western Educational Traditions: Local Approaches to Thought 
and Practice, Timothy Reagan claims the tests “had an integrating and stabilizing effect on 
Chinese life,” despite “a narrowness of view encouraged by both the content of the 
examination…and its form” (Reagan, 2018, p. 179). The author affirms that narrowed content is 
reassuring and predictable, though the result is inevitably “teaching to the test” (Bindewald et al., 
2016, p. 3). 
Cheng Kai-Ming reflects on standardization in his article, Pedagogy: East and West, Then 
and Now. The author discusses how Confucius’ pedagogy “reflects the contemporary 
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understanding of human learning” and how “learning is not transmission of knowledge, as if it is 
a pouring of liquid into the human brain” (Cheng, 2011, p. 592). He also posits that “Confucius’ 
pedagogy is also plural” in that “he provided different answers to different students, even with 
the same question” (Cheng, 2011, p. 592). 
It is difficult to reconcile this with the present-day reliance on standardized examinations. 
Cheng acknowledges shortcomings in contemporary instruction by describing how the Imperial 
Civil Examinations replaced “the open-ended pedagogy that Confucius practiced,” asserting that 
“studying in preparation for the Civil Examinations contained little zest for knowledge, pursuit 
for wisdom, or perfection of personality” (Cheng, 2011, pp. 593-594). Unfortunately, the author 
does not reveal what is actually happening on the ground in contemporary classrooms. Without 
such evidence, it is impossible to determine what remains of Confucius’ plurality in classrooms 
today. 
These tests arguably provide a platform for consistent assessment and are an example of 
meritocracy. However, standardized examinations also have the potential to repress creativity 
and critical thinking via pre-determined answers. Consequently, teachers become transmitters of 
content rather than facilitators of creativity or critical thinking. If told how to interpret a phrase, 
how to practice, and how to simply replicate the teacher’s demonstrations, music students might 
also lose intrinsic motivation to strive for a deeper understanding of repertoire. 
Social control perpetuates standardized examinations. A unified approach to assessment 
helps the government cultivate conformity and, in turn, ideal civil servants. On the other hand, 
modes of assessment that accommodate a wide range of interests and encourage independent 
thought might not align with Communist Party ideals. 
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Rote Learning and Memorization 
Learning by rote is an ideal means of gaining a broad base of foundational knowledge in the 
Chinese educational system (Tan, 2015). In the realm of Chinese folk music, vast quantities of 
unpublished repertoire would disappear without such oral traditions. Memorization is a 
complementary skill to rote learning that facilitates reliable and quick retrieval of information. It 
is the only path to learning copious quantities of repertoire in a limited period of time. 
Unfortunately, surface understanding often results from a teaching model steeped primarily in 
imitation. Additionally, content is less meaningful and less inspiring to students who do not have 
adequate opportunities to ask questions. 
In her article, Beyond Rote-Memorisation: Confucius’ Concept of Thinking, Charlene Tan 
delineates the difference between “surface learning” (“the intention to be able to reproduce 
content as required”) and “deep learning” (“an intention to develop personal understanding”) 
(Tan, 2015, p. 429). If the purpose of rote instruction is to tell students what to think of certain 
content, deep learning is an unlikely conclusion. Tan explains how the Confucian concepts of si 
(思) (thinking) and xue (学) (learning) promote inferential thinking and facilitate self-
examination in Chinese classrooms (Tan, 2015, pp. 431-434). Unfortunately, she fails to explain 
how si and xue materialize in the Chinese educational system today. The author’s claim that 
memorizing and repeated practice do not necessarily equate to surface understanding is also not 
reinforced with specific evidence (Tan, 2015, p. 436). 
In fact, Peking opera instruction exemplifies the importance of rote learning and 
memorization (Liu, Du, Zhao, & Cai, 2019, p. 363). In this genre, the teacher aurally transmits a 
significant portion of the percussion repertoire to the student. In The Other Classical Musics: 
Fifteen Great Traditions, Terry E. Miller and Michael Church exclaim that “because the plays 
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were written by and for the literati, many scripts have survived, but apart from the names of the 
tunes, no music has done so” (Miller & Church, 2015, p. 128). Peking opera’s spontaneous 
nature requires aspiring percussionists to hone aural skills from their teachers so they can 
eventually perform in folk or orchestral ensembles. In Listening to Theatre: The Aural 
Dimension of Beijing Opera, Elizabeth Wichmann points out that “no music for any passage of 
lyrics in any Beijing opera play is entirely fixed. Specific musical passages are, to varying 
extents, actually created by the singing performers themselves, both in rehearsal and 
performance” (Wichmann, 1991, p. 53). Musicians must be alert to Peking opera elements such 
as key points in the story, movements of the dancers and actors, and improvised vocalizations. 
Memorization is, therefore, essential in order to maintain direct contact between musicians and 
those onstage. In fact, rote learning and memorization are essential components of authentic 
learning; there are no better methods to learn large quantities of repertoire. By extension, critical 
thinking and individuality may not be essential to the Chinese folk percussionist’s craft. 
The Cultural Revolution 
The Cultural Revolution had devastating effects on the greater Chinese educational 
system, including the diminished quality and availability of schooling, lack of resources, 
psychological consequences, and the interruption of Chinese culture (Reagan, 2018). In 
response, the Chinese educational system rejected Confucian-classical culture (Heberer, 2009, p. 
167). Timothy Reagan points out that “the idea that schools can, and should, contribute to social 
change flies in the face of Confucian teaching about the nature and purposes of the ‘good 
society’” (Reagan, 2018, p. 190). The author’s assertion that “Confucius’ object was not 
successful careers but good government” suggests that social order remains a top priority of the 
educational system (Reagan, 2018, pp. 172-173). During the Cultural Revolution, teachers lost 
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the authority to innovate, and students lacked the autonomy to determine independent career 
paths. 
In their essay, The Common Core and Democratic Education: Examining Potential Costs 
and Benefits to Public and Private Autonomy, Bindewald et al. describe private autonomy as 
“one’s opportunity and capacity to think for oneself, to set one’s own goals, and to pursue those 
goals free from excessive outside influence” (Bindewald et al., 2016, p. 1). Such a degree of 
autonomy for both teachers and students would be unimaginable during the turbulent Cultural 
Revolution. 
David Cheng Chang’s overview of Barbara Mittler’s A Continuous Revolution: Making 
Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture also focuses on the impact of the Cultural Revolution on 
Chinese education (Cheng, 2015). Chang views the Cultural Revolution as a period of 
“unprecedented cultural stagnation” and a time when so-called “propaganda art was state-
sanctioned” (Cheng, 2015, p. 240). He posits that the Cultural Revolution was not so much a 
culture as “a product of the politics of Mao’s rule that largely eliminated cultural choice” 
(Cheng, 2015, p. 241). Because the purpose of art was to serve the people, teachers aligned their 
teaching plans as closely as possible with the central government’s messaging, having a chilling 
effect on repertoire and individual expression. 
In the music education realm, content was severely limited during Mao’s authoritarian 
rule. In her essay, Chinese Opera Percussion from Model Opera to Tan Dun, Nancy Yunhwa 
Rao points out that “Chinese music culture was even more closely scrutinized and controlled” 
during the Cultural Revolution, resulting in the so-called model opera (Rao, 2017, p. 165). This 
form of Chinese opera was dominated by a relatively limited number of sanctioned, 
revolutionary songs. Art became a means to disseminate political propaganda, and all 
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compositions, arrangements, and the performers themselves, had to be approved by government 
officials (Rao, 2017, p. 166). The government also narrowed content in music classrooms, 
favoring patriotic repertoire. 
Ironically, as Cheng points out, “Confucian culture was perpetuated not in spite of, but 
because of, its vilification during the Cultural Revolution years” (Cheng, 2015, p. 187). While 
Mao publicly embraced Chinese tradition and encouraged using Western innovations to help 
China (Mao: “Make the past serve the present, and make foreign things serve China”), the 
reverse occurred, with Western influences all but disappearing from view (Cheng, 2015, p. 244). 
The “stagnation, destruction, and suppression” the author describes deterred teachers from 
implementing progressive strategies, particularly from the West (Cheng, 2015, p. 252). Teachers 
feared ostracization for embracing foreign ideas, as a civil servant might fear retribution for 
challenging superiors. 
Authoritarianism 
Any discussion involving the Cultural Revolution would be incomplete without 
addressing the impact of authoritarianism on education. In theory, absolute governmental control 
gives society a unified purpose in which the sum is greater than the parts. In practice, top-down 
standardization of curricula dictated by the government limits autonomy for both students and 
teachers, restricts content, and reduces foreign influence. 
Zhao Yong confronts this head-on in his book, Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Dragon? 
(Zhao, 2014). Zhao describes the Chinese educational system as “an effective machine to instill 
what the government wants students to learn” rather than “supporting individual strengths, 
cultivating a diversity of talents, and fostering the capacity and confidence to create” (Zhao, 
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2014, p. 9). Such a one-size-fits-all approach would undoubtedly stifle artistry, individualism, 
and motivation.  
The author boldly refers to what he calls “the clever ploy of social control,” in which the 
Chinese educational system “rewarded obedience, encouraged compliance, and fostered 
homogeneous thinking” by design (Zhao, 2014, p. 37). One wonders whether limiting autonomy 
is a means toward glorifying the government rather than promoting culture. As Zhao writes, 
“When autonomy is granted, people become more motivated and, because they are free to act, 
(they) are more creative in designing solutions to their problems” (Zhao, 2014, p. 54). On the 
other hand, students who are less entrepreneurial might find themselves ill-equipped to compete 
with others in the marketplace. 
Zhao describes how “the Confucian values that had been inculcated in every generation 
for thousands of years had been reinforced by thirty years of Communist government” (Zhao, 
2014, p. 59). Recommendations and regulations established by the Ministry of Education in 
China often require a trust-and-serve-the-government attitude that Zhao considers a remnant of 
Confucius’ wu wei er zhi (无为而治) (“governing without action”) (Zhao, 2014, p. 61). With 
civil service at the heart of government guidelines for education, one might expect the lines 
between teaching content and propaganda to be blurred, immediately calling into question the 
validity of instruction. 
Such propaganda was particularly evident “under Mao’s autocratic rule, (when) China 
went back to being an empire closed off to the outside world” in which “maintaining control of 
the people was of paramount importance” (Zhao, 2014, p. 81). Students were rewarded for their 
obedience to teachers and their willingness to accept information with a minimum of questions. 
It is not difficult to imagine the challenges this presents in arts education, which demands 
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individual artistry and expression. When content is transmitted as if it were a standardized 
examination, performances suffer, intrinsic motivation evaporates, and curricular innovation 
stagnates. 
Of all authors on the reading list, Zhao digs deepest into the psyche of educators and 
students. He taps into the common misconception that Chinese are eminently successful because 
they are among the hardest-working and persistent. The author points out that “diligence is 
required for innovations, but diligence alone is insufficient. One can be forced to memorize 
Shakespeare, but one cannot be forced to produce plays of Shakespeare quality” (Zhao, 2014, p. 
113). This is a key point in music education; performances are less compelling without an 
inherent understanding of the inspiration and theory behind the music. On the other hand, 
exercises in critical thinking such as musical analysis cultivate a deeper understanding of 
repertoire while improving communication between teacher and student (as well as performer 
and audience). 
The author argues that “the most damaging aspect of Chinese education is its 
effectiveness in eliminating individual differences, suppressing intrinsic motivation, and 
imposing conformity” (Zhao, 2014, p. 121). Unlike memorizing knowledge for standardized 
tests, musical examinations and performances require artists to interpret, compose, and perform 
with originality. Zhao characterizes the Chinese educational system as one “evolved to cope with 
an authoritarian system that had instilled a very narrow definition of success” (Zhao, 2014, p. 
125). He attributes this to the fact that examinations require “the finding and delivering of 
predetermined answers…antithetical to creativity” (Zhao, 2014, p. 133). Zhao highlights how 
traditionally “the only type of creativity rewarded was creativity in pleasing the emperor” and 
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that “creative talents are rewarded only when their creativity happens to be desired by the 
government” (Zhao, 2014, p. 160). 
This sets the stage for one of Zhao’s principal themes in describing a fundamentally 
flawed educational system: “Chinese education is more a tool for social control than a process 
for self-enlightenment” (Zhao, 2014, p. 16). The author suggests that limited institutional 
autonomy is the culprit. Zhao points out that “all educational institutions, except for the few 
private ones, are considered branches of the government” and that “since the system is intended 
and designed to induce obedience and compliance, it is not supposed to cultivate truly creative 
talents” (Zhao, 2014, pp. 161-162). There could be no more destructive atmosphere in arts 
curriculum design than one that suppresses innovation and individuality. Such a cookie-cutter 
approach could easily result in a surplus of aspiring professionals with identical skill sets. 
Music Education in China 
Articles focused on Chinese music education also fail to address specific classroom 
activities. Ho Wai Chung’s article, Westernization and Social Transformations in Chinese Music 
Education, provides a historical survey focusing on how China “attempted to incorporate 
Western learning into its traditional education system” after various military invasions and 
defeats (Ho, 2003, p. 301). However, the author does not discuss actual successful 
implementation in schools and is, therefore, on shaky ground when she ultimately claims to have 
“explored the dynamics of social conservation and change in modern Chinese music education” 
without a single reference to music pedagogy. 
In Moral Education in China’s Music Education: Development and Challenges, the same 
author professes that Confucian philosophies have built “a responsible, cohesive and robust 
society” and that “character building through music learning” is fundamental to Chinese 
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education (Ho, 2010, pp. 71-72). Regrettably, she provides no specifics. Ho refers to policies and 
ideologies of China’s Ministry of Education but makes no reference to specific curricular 
elements, implementation, or effectiveness. Wide-reaching statements like “the Chinese 
government is committed to strengthening moral education in order to help students foster an 
active attitude toward life and discipline as they face the 21st century” ring more like propaganda 
than analysis (Ho, 2010, p. 76). 
Bennett Reimer provides a glimpse into the Chinese music classroom in his article, Music 
Education in China: An Overview and Some Issues (Reimer, 1989). This source, published 
thirty-one years ago, remains a rare personal account of Chinese musical instruction by a noted 
Western music educator. Reimer points out that schools in China “have no ongoing, sequential 
course study in music” (Reimer, 1989, p. 67). He suggests that music notation skills are lacking 
because of “the near-destruction of China’s school system during the years that current college 
students were in primary school, so that much of their early education, including any music 
experiences, was fairly well wiped out” (Reimer, 1989, p. 68). The author also points out that 
“music education is struggling with the issue of balance between the traditional approach, 
emphasizing song-singing and related notation and sight-singing skills, and the recognized need 
to broaden the experiences children have of music” (Reimer, 1989, p. 70). While Reimer 
highlights missing elements in the music curriculum, there are few examples of what is going on 
in the classroom. Reimer makes it clear that openness to Western pedagogical techniques and 
practices would prove beneficial. However, he makes no reference to learning strategies that 
might be appropriate. 
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The Research Gap: Instruction on the Ground 
With the exception of Zhao (and to a lesser extent Reimer), most authors of articles cited 
in the Literature Review do not detail specific aspects of China’s educational system. There are 
several potential reasons for this. Authors residing beyond the borders of China might have 
limited insights into activities within the country. Those residing in mainland China might not 
have a global perspective on learning strategies due to limited Internet access and limited ability 
to attend international conferences. Chinese authors, in particular, might cling to traditions in the 
name of pride and nationalism. Yet another possibility is that Chinese authors fear reprisal from 
administrators for implicitly critical essays. Whatever the explanation, the potential impacts of 
government overreach on instruction are clear: limited institutional and student autonomy, 
stagnant curricula, insular pedagogical approaches with minimal Western influence, limited 
content, and stifled creativity. Regardless of why authors are reticent to cite the adverse impacts 
of politics on the Chinese educational system, the lack of data on the ground is glaring. 
Greater transparency from first-hand sources is necessary to glean what is actually 
happening in the greater Chinese educational system. A significant number of quotations from 
surveyed literature come directly from government documents, suggesting a top-down approach 
by China’s Ministry of Education and a possible reluctance of teachers to suggest deficiencies or 
improvements to such guidelines. Of all literature reviewed in this dissertation, only Zhao’s book 
cites specific evidence, draws conclusions from particular examples, and suggests specific 
improvements for day-to-day classroom activities.  
The literature collectively illuminates how moral education, politics, and government 
policy have helped shape Chinese education over the centuries, but it does not reveal the extent 
of their reach in Chinese classrooms. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF AMERICAN PERCUSSION SYLLABI 
The Literature Review highlights how philosophy, politics, and government policy drive 
the greater Chinese educational system. It also reveals the glaring absence of documented 
instruction on the ground. In this section, an analysis of American syllabi produces a 
comprehensive list of instructional elements that help frame interview questions for the Synthesis 
of Interviews with Chinese Percussion Specialists. 
Fourteen syllabi downloaded from American tertiary institutions’ websites in April 2020 
reveal an extensive range of general learning strategies and elements of percussion pedagogy. 





Criteria for the Selection of Tertiary Institutions 
Criteria Basis 
Undergraduate For comparison with similar Chinese institutions 
  
Performance-oriented (percussion major) For comparison with similar Chinese institutions 
  
Both conservatory and university For a wider sample of institutions and approaches 
  
Based in the United States Readily accessible published syllabi and 
familiarity of approach by the author 
  
Located in a variety of geographic locations Neutralizes governmental influences such as 
financial support and core standards 
  
Publishes a syllabus online For analysis, in lieu of observed instruction 
  
Demonstrates evidence of valid approaches to 
instruction 
Increases validity in terms of clearly defined 
achievement domains (e.g., goals delineated in the 
syllabus), planning for content-related success 
(e.g., practical job acquisition), consistent and 
clearly defined assessment of students (e.g., a 
blend of examinations and performances), and 
consideration of consequential validity (e.g., 
students benefit from minimal negative 
consequences) 
 
Reliability of Data 
This descriptive analysis provides a blueprint for comparison with Chinese percussion 
curricula. Because there was no observation of teaching, school names do not appear in this 
study, and actual instruction is not analyzed. The author makes no judgments about institutional 
philosophies or achievement levels, as published criteria (e.g., music theory or improvisation) 
might not materialize in the classroom. The converse is also true: curricular elements not cited in 
syllabi (e.g., practice techniques and goal-oriented planning) might still appear in the classroom. 
For example, instructors might address sound production when teaching orchestral excerpts or 
apply collaborative learning skills during percussion ensemble rehearsals. 
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Summary of Data 
Table 9 
 
American Syllabi: Instruments Offered 
Instrument offered Percentage of institutions 
Keyboard, snare drum, and timpani 100 % (14/14) 
Multiple percussion 100 % (14/14) 
Drum set 93 % (13/14) 
Bass drum/accessories 79 % (11/14) 
Marching percussion 57 % (8/14) 
Latin percussion 50 % (7/14) 
Steel pan 50 % (7/14) 






American Syllabi: Fundamental Performance Skills Development 
Fundamental performance skill Percentage of institutions 
Tuning and ear training 79 % (11/14) 
Physical technique 57 % (8/14) 
Scales and rudiments 43 % (6/14) 
Sight reading 43 % (6/14) 





American Syllabi: Ensemble Offerings 
Ensemble offering Percentage of institutions 
Percussion ensemble 100% (14/14) 
New music 64% (9/14) 
Marching/drumline 57% (8/14) 
Steel pan 50% (7/14) 
African 36% (5/14) 
Brazilian 36% (5/14) 
World 36% (5/14) 
Afro-Cuban 14% (2/14) 
Gamelan 14% (2/14) 
Pop/contemporary 14% (2/14) 






American Syllabi: Authentic Elements 
Authentic element Percentage of institutions 
Audition preparation (excerpts/mock auditions) 86% (12/14) 
Outside engagements encouraged 14% (2/14) 
Industry discussions 7% (1/14) 
Instrument maintenance 7% (1/14) 
Mallet repair/wrapping 7% (1/14) 
Portfolio development 7% (1/14) 





American Syllabi: Supplemental Skills Development 
Supplemental skill Percentage of institutions 
History and literature 36% (5/14) 
Music theory 36% (5/14) 
Composition/arranging 21% (3/14) 
Improvisation 14% (2/14) 






American Syllabi: Extra-Musical Skills Development 
Extra-musical skill Percentage of institutions 
Collaborative learning 14% (2/14) 
Communication skills 14% (2/14) 
General practice techniques 14% (2/14) 
Problem solving and critical thinking 14% (2/14) 
Goal-oriented planning 7% (1/14) 
Leadership/entrepreneurship 7% (1/14) 
Self-direction (via autonomy) 0% (0/14) 
Time management 0% (0/14) 





American Syllabi: Assessable Performance Opportunities 
Performance Opportunity Percentage of institutions 
Applied/private lessons 100% (14/14) 
Solo jury performances 100% (14/14) 
Solo recitals 100% (14/14) 
Studio classes/seminars/master classes 100% (14/14) 
Rubrics/grading criteria published 57% (8/14) 
Solo non-jury performances 57% (8/14) 
Barrier/proficiency examinations 36% (5/14) 






American Syllabi: Range of Repertoire 
Repertoire Percentage of institutions 
Études and methods 100% (14/14) 
Solo 100% (14/14) 
Orchestral excerpts 86% (12/14) 





American Syllabi: Utilization of Technology 
Utilization of technology Percentage of institutions 
Recording 14% (2/14) 
Electronic instruments 7% (1/14) 
Internet (for research, communication, or storage) 7% (1/14) 





American Syllabi: Research Skills Development 
Research skill Percentage of institutions 
Book reports 14% (2/14) 
Listening cards/lists 14% (2/14) 
Special projects 14% (2/14) 






American Syllabi: Miscellaneous Items 
Miscellaneous item Percentage of institutions 
Concert attendance strongly encouraged/required 36% (5/14) 
Pedagogy/music education topics 36% (5/14) 
Professional society membership recommended 36% (5/14) 
Differentiated instruction 29% (4/14) 
Equipment inventory list provided 14% (2/14) 
Guided by core teaching standards 0% (0/14) 
Observation of lessons/rehearsals 0% (0/14) 
 
Analysis of Data 
Total Percussion Exemplified 
 Programs surveyed in this study represent a continued expansion of the concept of total 
percussion. Well-roundedness now extends well beyond performance outcomes like percussion 
ensemble and multicultural ensembles. Authentic learning activities such as music theory and 
mallet-making complement instrumental instruction, and general learning strategies such as 
collaborative learning, differentiated instruction, and self-direction are embedded directly into 
percussion pedagogy. 
All-Inclusive Elements (100%) 
All fourteen institutions provide a grounding in technical fundamentals, instruction in 
four major areas of percussion (keyboard, snare drum, multiple percussion, and timpani), and 
ample assessable performance opportunities (solo and ensemble concerts, juries, recitals, and 
applied lessons). Studio classes, seminars, and master classes facilitate broader perspectives on a 
wide range of topics. Repertoire studied includes études, methods, and solo compositions. The 
percussion ensemble presents an opportunity to apply skills learned elsewhere in the studio in a 
collaborative environment. 
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Dominant Elements (79% - 93%) 
A majority of programs feature instruction on accessories, bass drum, and drum set, 
providing a more comprehensive orchestral training regimen. Tuning and ear training form a 
solid backbone for timpani proficiency while also laying the groundwork for more 
comprehensive musicianship across all instruments. Published repertoire lists suggest a 
thoughtful and standardized approach to content. Audition preparation, including refinement of 
orchestral excerpts, provides practical training for those aspiring to positions in orchestras. 
Common Elements (50-71%) 
Ensemble offerings include Latin percussion (possibly contained in the study of 
“accessories”), marching percussion, and steel pan, providing a variety of challenges and 
performance outcomes beyond traditional orchestral training. The new music ensemble presents 
additional opportunities to hone collaborative learning and reading skills through exposure to 
more varied repertoire. The refinement of physical technique is a point of emphasis in the 
curriculum. 
Less Frequent Elements (14-43%) 
African, Brazilian, hand drumming, and so-called world percussion present additional 
performance outcomes and exposure to a more diverse set of musical and ethnic cultures while 
expanding proficiency on a wider range of instruments. Focal points include scales, rudiments, 
sight-reading, and sound production. Composition and arranging provide non-performance 
opportunities for individual creative output and critical thinking. Discussions in history, 
literature, and music theory facilitate a more profound understanding of content through 
exercises that stimulate critical thinking. Barrier/proficiency examinations provide ongoing 
feedback and assessment throughout the curriculum while providing audition training. 
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Practice logs and journals lay the groundwork for practice skills like efficient time 
management. Topics in pedagogy and music education expand aspirational performers’ horizons 
and provide valuable content for those inclined to pursue a more scholarly career. Differentiated 
instruction is declared to be an important learning strategy, fostering autonomy and flexibility in 
the syllabus for each student. Professional society membership is a gateway to global 
perspectives and an expanded knowledge base. Regular attendance at concerts is either strongly 
encouraged or required, providing students the opportunity to evaluate and support their peers. 
Infrequent elements (7%-14%) 
Highly specialized offerings such as Afro-Cuban, gamelan, and Indian ensembles inject 
important multiculturalism aspects in a performance-oriented setting. Pop/contemporary 
ensembles develop additional skill sets while increasing intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for 
those who have interests beyond Western classical music. Improvisation skills provide students 
the opportunity to personalize music rather than simply receive knowledge from their teachers. 
Eurythmics sessions expand artistic expression by associating movement with music. Practical 
topics such as industry discussions, instrument maintenance, mallet repair/wrapping, 
leadership/entrepreneurship lectures, portfolio development, performance anxiety discussions, 
verbal communication, the construction of program notes, and special projects constructively 
provide authentic learning opportunities in preparation for individualized career paths. 
Instructors encourage external professional engagements. 
Pedagogical concepts such as general practice techniques, collaborative learning, goal-
oriented planning, problem-solving, and critical thinking are part of regular instruction. Students 
benefit from integrated technological tools such as the Internet (for research, communication, or 
storage) and electronics (instruments and recording techniques). Practice tools, expanded 
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repertoire, and training on additional instruments round out a comprehensive training regimen 
for the complete percussionist in academia or performance. Research methods such as book 
reports, listening lists, and listening cards present the opportunity for better-informed 
performances while potentially motivating students who prefer a more scholarly approach. An 
equipment inventory list is published in the syllabus, suggesting a well-managed and well-
equipped department. 
Absent Elements (0%) 
Various elements that do not appear in any of the surveyed syllabi are possibly already 
folded into regular instruction. These include refining metronome and drum machine techniques, 
observing lessons and rehearsals, encouraging self-direction, developing time management skills, 
and improving work ethic. It is unclear from the syllabi if core teaching standards guide any of 
the curricula. None of the syllabi refer to Chinese percussion instruction. 
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4. SYNTHESIS OF INTERVIEWS WITH CHINESE PERCUSSION SPECIALISTS 
In this section, five Chinese Percussion Specialists reveal insights into individual 
teaching approaches and provide perspectives on Chinese percussion instruction on the whole. 
The responses collectively indicate a primary focus on physical technique and honing of 
traditional repertoire, moderate influence of Western percussion pedagogy, and a lack of 
emphasis on overarching, extra-musical learning strategies.  
Methodology 
Chinese Percussion Specialists were selected based on their roles as “tradition-bearers” of 
Chinese folk percussion (Winick and Bartis, 2016, p. 14). Each interviewee holds a prominent 
teaching position in China and has significant performance experience in Western orchestral 
music. 
Table 20 
Profiles of Chinese Percussion Specialist Interviewees 
Name of Chinese Percussion Specialist Current tertiary position held 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Master Tutor, Associate Professor, 
Director of Percussion Teaching 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Associate Professor of Percussion (Folk Music) 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Professor of Percussion 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 National Percussion Teacher 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Executive Vice President and Percussion Teacher 
 
The Literature Review and Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi sections provided 
source material for the interview questions. Question topics span 
• Extra-musical concepts (active learning and critical thinking, assessment and feedback, 
authentic learning, collaborative learning, constructivism, differentiated instruction, 
government policy, motivational strategies, scaffolding, and teaching traditions); 
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• Musical concepts (ambidexterity, breadth of performance outcomes, implement selection, 
notation, rote learning and memorization, use of published methods materials, use of the 
metronome, well-roundedness, and Western influence); and 





Sources of Extra-Musical Concepts 
Extra-musical concept Source in Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi 
Active learning and critical thinking  Extra-Musical Skills Development 
Research Skills Development 
Supplemental Skills Development 
 
Assessment and Feedback Assessable Performance Opportunities 
Ensemble Offerings 
  
Authentic learning Authentic Elements 
Extra-Musical Skills Development 
Utilization of Technology 
  
Collaborative learning Assessable Performance Opportunities 
Ensemble Offerings 
  
Constructivism Extra-Musical Skills Development 
Research Skills Development 
Supplemental Skills Development 
  
Differentiated instruction Assessable Performance Opportunities 
Extra-Musical Skills Development 




Range of Repertoire 
  
Government policy Miscellaneous Items 
  
Motivational strategies Assessable Performance Opportunities 
Authentic Elements 
Extra-Musical Skills Development 
Ensemble Offerings 
Instruments Offered 
Range of Repertoire 
  
Scaffolding Extra-Musical Skills Development 
Fundamental Performance Skills Development 
Research Skills Development 
Range of Repertoire 
 Supplemental Skills Development 
 
Teaching traditions Authentic Elements 







Extra-Musical Concepts Applied to Musical Instruction 
Extra-musical concept Relationship to musical instruction 
Active learning and critical thinking Freedom for students to ask questions 
Availability of collaborative learning tasks 
Peripheral activities like research projects, music analysis, 
arranging, composition, improvisation, and group discussions 
Self-direction opportunities 
  
Assessment and feedback Measure achievement and growth in both technique and artistry 
Establish goals, content, and style of the curriculum 
Keep the curriculum relevant, meaningful, and progressive 
Frequency and variety  
  
Authentic learning Balance of practical job training and basic skills 
Relevance of content (exercises and repertoire) 
Syllabus adjusted to individual career goals 
  
Collaborative learning Refinement of technical skills, knowledge, and life skills 
Structured to support student autonomy and self-direction 
Honing of communication skills (musical and social) 
  
Constructivism Personalizing knowledge through questioning 
Deeper understanding of content through analysis and research 
Consideration of prior knowledge/strengths 
  
Differentiated instruction Consideration of learning differences 
Syllabus adapted to individual career goals 
Individualized repertoire selection 
Personalized feedback 
  
Government policy  Effects of uniformity on artistry 
Range of literature (methods and repertoire) 
Exposure to progressive strategies from elsewhere 




Motivational strategies Student and teacher autonomy 
Differentiated instruction (students shape the syllabus) 
Student autonomy 
Relevance of content 
Variety of competitions and prizes 
Variety of assessments and rubrics 
  
Scaffolding Carefully sequenced syllabus including technical fundamentals 
Utilization of established methods materials 
Increased autonomy as goals are attained 
  
Teaching traditions Curricular innovation (and clinging to outdated traditions) 
Sense of repudiating traditions 






Musical Concepts Applied to Musical Instruction 
Musical concept Relationship to musical instruction 
Western influence Use of technical exercises 
Emphasis on implement choice 
Global view toward curricular innovation 
Awareness of general learning strategies 
  
Implement selection Sound production 
Technical facility 
Used as a path toward deeper understanding (critical thinking) 
  
Notation jian pu for Chinese music in hybrid notation 
luo gu jing for traditional Chinese music (and rote learning) 
Western notation for all else 
  
Rote learning and memorization Means of transmission and retention of repertoire 
Use of vocables 
Printed scores for Western music 
  
Well-roundedness Crossover skills from instrument to instrument 
Value of specialization 
Competitiveness in the job market 
  
Breadth of Performance Outcomes Means of intrinsic motivation for a wide variety of students 
Expansion of a broader range of skill sets 
Opportunities for wider-ranging assessments 
Encouragement of entrepreneurialism 
  
Use of the metronome Tool for timekeeping 
Tool for differentiated self-assessment 
Tool for synchronization 
Autonomous tool for honing practice efficiency (critical thinking) 
  
Ambidexterity Proper execution of repertoire 
Creation of exercises (critical thinking and deeper understanding) 
Phraseology 
  
Use of published methods materials Availability of quality materials 
Sources for building technique and conceptual understanding 
Accommodation of variable interests and aptitude (differentiated 
instruction) 
Openness to global perspectives 
Means toward scaffolding technique and artistry 
 
Chinese Percussion Specialists received survey questions prior to each interview via e-
mail. The questions were brief and straightforward to facilitate accurate translation by a certified 
translation agency and minimize misunderstanding. The interviews were conducted in person, by 
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video (Facetime or WeChat), text (WeChat), and e-mail. Follow-up interviews clarified critical 
points.  
Interviewees responded in their mother tongue, in print or on camera, to capture the 
nuance of their arguments more accurately. The same certified agency that processed the 
interview questions also transcribed and translated all responses for consistency. Complete 
questionnaires (in Chinese and English), initial responses, follow-up responses, interview 
formats (live or e-mail), interview dates, and translation certifications appear in Appendix B. 
Occasional references to specific people, institutions, and locations have been removed to 
preserve interviewee anonymity. Digital archives contain all original documents and recordings 
(with no references removed), per signed release from each interviewee. 
The absence of Chinese published syllabi precluded symmetrical comparisons between 
American and Chinese programs. Because observation of teaching is not part of the research 
methodology, quality of instruction or the superiority of either American/Western or Chinese 
curricula are not considered. Chinese Percussion Specialist responses reveal clear philosophies, 
but actual implementation in Chinese percussion studios is unknown. 
A series of charts highlights key interview elements for each Chinese Percussion 
Specialist. A brief analysis follows each table, encompassing general pedagogy, relevance to 
music education, and potential impacts on Chinese percussion instruction. 
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Interview Content and Analysis 
Differentiated Instruction 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Differentiated Instruction in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Learning progress monitored 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Weaknesses in sense of music, versatility, 
technical facility, and control of timbre are 
addressed 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Defined by each student’s ability to understand 
and absorb; students are asked about learning 
needs each semester 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Interests (solo, ensemble, band), level of 
creativity, instrument of specialty, and individual 
strengths are considered 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Prime focus is on practicing better; more 
individualized than teaching lectures 
 
In differentiated instruction, teachers adapt the syllabus to students’ individual needs and 
adjust instruction according to differences in learning (Good & Brophy, 2008, p. 3). Teachers 
can challenge students of different levels equally and focus on elements that are more relevant to 
each. Students take personal pride and ownership in the skills they develop. 
In musical studies, differentiated instruction allows teachers to consider strengths and 
deficiencies in technical and musical development before customizing the syllabus to meet a 
particular student’s needs. Scaffolding in a wide range of musical and extra-musical scenarios 
helps expose students of disparate backgrounds of experience and culture to a broader range of 
repertoire, thereby increasing intrinsic motivation. Consistent attention paid to individual career 
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goals (e.g., a shift of career focus from performance to education) and personal development 
(e.g., improving attention span) allows the teacher to adjust the curriculum in real time. A variety 
of personalized feedback methods (e.g., discussions, printed reports, and grades) benchmark the 
student in meaningful ways while highlighting areas that need improvement. 
All five Chinese Percussion Specialists claim to use differentiated instruction when 
transmitting content, but none seem to consider non-performance factors. The Specialists factor 
musical and technical development into lesson plans but cite no accommodations for attitude or 
personal interest. Consideration of how students interact with authority figures and cope with the 
syllabus, “previous experiences and home cultures,” and the need for students to “learn more 
than subject matter in school” also do not appear to factor into curriculum design (Good & 
Brophy, 2008, p. 3). Additionally, no customization of the syllabus based on individual career 
goals is apparent. Chinese Percussion Specialists reference differentiated instruction as a means 
toward mastering performance skills, but it is unclear about the extent to which they genuinely 
embrace learning differences.  
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Constructivism 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Constructivism in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Prior experience and foundational skills are 
considered 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Focus is on strengthening advanced skills while 
addressing inadequacies 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Instruments of focus are determined by prior 
experience 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Level of proficiency, learning background, and 
musical foundation all considered; those with 
flawed understandings of the basics must 
significantly change or begin again 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Repertoire determined by individual competency 
and previous background 
 
In constructivism, “learners construct their own unique representations of knowledge” 
and “make sense of new information by relating it to their prior knowledge” (Good & Brophy, 
2008, p. 337). At its core is the concept of active learning, in which teachers encourage students 
to construct knowledge rather than simply transmit information. Because students actively 
participate in the learning process, the material is theoretically more meaningful to them 
(Splitter, 2009, p. 139). 
Because constructivists believe that learning is a social act in which a community of 
individuals works toward shared goals, collaborative learning situations like chamber music are 
natural environments in which students can link previous experience to new techniques (Scott, 
2006, p. 18). Teachers can nurture this atmosphere in collaborative or independent settings by 
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encouraging a deeper understanding through music analysis or assigning research projects that 
investigate genres or compositions. Asking students to relate technical exercises to specific 
repertoire also qualifies as a constructivist activity. Teachers can encourage music students to ask 
questions and provide the latitude to articulate personal feelings about repertoire. 
Interview candidates conflate constructivism with differentiated instruction, even in 
follow-up interviews. While each specialist considers each student’s deficiencies and differences, 
none indicate the desire to restructure and build upon existing knowledge to create a deeper 
understanding of the material. Instead, teachers focus on assessing deficiencies and strengthening 
skill sets. Interviewees do not refer to music analysis, history, and research projects as 
enhancements to repertoire. Additionally, it seems unlikely that students personalize knowledge 
by asking questions. Without allowing students to construct their own experiences, learning 
could prove superficial and lacking in meaning, from carbon-copy interpretations of their 




Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Motivational Strategies in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Achieved through watching performances, 
participating in master classes, drawing relevance 
to life experience, maintaining contact with 
students’ families, and establishing a practice 
routine 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Achieved through the appreciation and joy of 
music as well as regular participation in concerts 
and competitions 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Achieved through teacher modeling 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Achieved through rigorous training and 
demonstrations, as well as exposure to better 
musical works, performers, and professional 
orchestras 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Achieved through the careful selection of 
repertoire that is appropriate to playing level; 
teachers motivate by relating personal experiences 
(including strengths and shortcomings) because of 
oral traditions and a lack of teaching materials 
 
Students are intrinsically motivated when activities are meaningful, worthwhile, 
enjoyable, and engaging. Ali Hosseini Baygi describes the concept as “self-fulfillment…rooted 
in discovering our true potentials through personal growth” (Baygi et al., 2008, p. 172). Tasks 
may be challenging, but they remain fruitful and inspiring as long as a sense of growth is 
apparent. Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, offers material rewards like prizes or financial 
gain. Core activities may or may not be as enjoyable or seem to be as valuable to an individual, 
so external rewards are intended to stimulate effort. The two learning strategies need not be 
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“mutually exclusive constructs” and can be used in tandem to optimize instruction (Hayenga & 
Corpus, 2010, p. 379). 
Music students are intrinsically motivated by increased autonomy, such as having the 
freedom to select more appealing and relevant repertoire. They might respond more 
enthusiastically to specific content (e.g., audition repertoire), knowing that the material is 
meaningful and worthwhile. Students who are empowered to tailor the syllabus toward personal 
career goals may experience a similar boost in engagement. Creative, individualized activities 
like improvisation and arranging may also stimulate interest. On the other hand, students who are 
primarily extrinsically motivated by grades and examination results might only “study to the 
test” or try to please the teacher, with mastery of content the prime goal rather than personal 
fulfillment. Such external motivators potentially compromise individuality and might not 
stimulate interest in practicing or seeking deeper musical meaning. Competitions can be both 
intrinsically and extrinsically rewarding for prize winners but may adversely affect morale for 
the rest. Providing competitive activities as one element of a multi-faceted syllabus might be the 
best path forward when attempting to motivate music students. 
Chinese Percussion Specialists appear to rely heavily on extrinsic motivators like 
concerts and competitions. The teaching content itself is intended to be intrinsically motivating, 
as it represents authentic learning. Vague descriptions such as “emphasizing the joy of music-
making” do not guarantee the encouragement of individual expression or a deeper understanding 
of the material. Attending performances is designated as a source of intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation. While there is evidence of both learning strategies inherent in Chinese percussion 
instruction, curricula would benefit from additional sources of intrinsic motivation, incentivizing 
students to work harder for their own benefit, paving the way for increased levels of artistry. 
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Assessment and Feedback 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently do you give 




Role of Assessment and Feedback in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Weekly lessons; feedback given after monthly 
concerts 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Mid-term and final examinations each semester; 
each lesson is evaluated, based on the student’s 
preparation level; monthly concerts are followed 
by student feedback 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Semester examinations are the primary source of 
feedback from both teachers and students 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Mid-term and final examinations are 
comprehensive assessments; students receive 
feedback through monthly reports 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Students are given feedback and grades following 
examinations every six months, according to 
school guidelines; work ethic is more important 
than constant assessment 
 
In its many forms, educational assessment documents and measures what students have 
learned in an academic environment. It also plays a crucial role in setting the goals, content, and 
style of the curriculum. In essence, “educational assessments affect what and how learning 
occurs” (Baird et al., 2017, p. 340). Miller et al. explain that it provides “direction for the 
instructional process by clarifying the intended learning outcomes” (Miller et al., 2012, p. 48). 
Periodic assessment also “provides a type of feedback-corrective procedure that aids in 
continuously adapting instruction to group and individual needs” (Miller et al., 2012, p. 31). In 
this sense, assessment helps keep the curriculum relevant, meaningful, and progressive. 
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In musical instruction, timely feedback in lessons (e.g., assessing the level of detail in 
practice) can help students stay focused and motivate them to make positive changes. Regular 
monitoring of student progress facilitates constructive changes to the syllabus in real-time for a 
given individual while stimulating creativity and collaboration (Glick, 2011, Loc.2158). 
Carefully crafted assessments based on rubrics that gauge both technical and artistic achievement 
(e.g., those that evaluate musical expression as well as note accuracy) help students develop into 
more complete artists while also intrinsically motivating them (e.g., enabling the selection of 
enjoyable repertoire). Frequent assessments more accurately reflect students’ progress. On the 
other hand, infrequent assessments discourage risk-taking, reduce motivation, and hinder 
innovation in the syllabus. Grades offer perspective on relative achievement, but excessive 
reliance on standardized examinations could prove harmful (as described in the Literature 
Review). 
The Chinese Percussion Specialists refer to assessments that are relatively infrequent and 
generalized. With excessive emphasis on departmental examinations that lack wide-ranging 
rubrics, one envisions a natural limiting of content in the name of mastery. Feedback also 
appears to be infrequent, jeopardizing students’ direction, motivation to practice, and 
opportunities to improve faster. The limited variety of assessments suggests an absence of 
differentiated instruction in the curriculum. Chinese percussion instruction could benefit from an 
expanded view of educational assessment – one in which evaluation and feedback positively 
shape curriculum design as it is continuously updated to meet student needs. 
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Active Learning and Critical Thinking 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 
Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and seek deeper 




Role of Active Learning and Critical Thinking in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Present in instruction 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Students are encouraged to ask questions and 
form their own understanding, as the primary role 
of teachers is to help students develop their own 
learning methods 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Students have different needs, so they need to find 
their own way 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Student questions help shape teaching plans; 
questions and problems that arise during lessons 
are addressed immediately 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Available to answer questions, though students 
are often hesitant to ask 
 
In active learning, students actively participate in the learning process. Instructors present 
information to students, involve them in interactive discourse, and engage them in learning 
activities and assignments (Good & Brophy, 2008, p. 301). Active learning techniques like 
problem-solving, group discussions, and research stimulate critical thinking. A deep 
understanding of content is the primary goal. 
Music educators might harness active learning by cultivating an atmosphere in which 
students feel comfortable asking questions about the music they are studying (e.g., inquiring 
about how to apply physical techniques to a passage). Teachers might organize collaborative 
tasks with the rest of the studio (e.g., chamber music), research projects (e.g., tracing the history 
of an instrument), or authentic activities that can be self-directed (e.g., mock auditions). Students 
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might devise comprehensive practice routines and rehearsal schedules and revise them 
accordingly. Specialized areas such as music analysis, arranging, and composition also 
encourage critical thinking and enhance individual artistry. 
The Chinese Percussion Specialists collectively espouse the importance of active learning 
and critical thinking in the studio but provide little insight into its existence in the curriculum. 
They make no reference to music analysis or other projects that stimulate cognitive thought. 
Some specialists encourage students to ask questions and “devise their own learning methods,” 
though it is unclear whether students fear embarrassment or retribution for doing so. One 
Specialist highlights how students often hesitate to ask questions. It would seem that it is the 
teacher’s responsibility to instill a culture of asking questions rather than waiting for the students 
to do so. The teacher’s authority, as well as longstanding traditions of oral/rote instruction, could 





Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Authentic Learning in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Practical training is offered only when there is 
time, as the primary responsibility of the teacher 
is fulfilling institutional requirements 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Focus is on basic skills; études are a means of 
honing actual performance repertoire 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Refinement of basic skills is complemented by 
concerts and competitions, as performance is not a 
substitute for training 
 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Technical training and practical training are 
equally balanced; mental toughness is honed 
through performance; fixed regular performances 
teach students how to practice more efficiently 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Technique and real-life preparations are both 
indispensable 
 
Authentic learning is a teaching strategy in which the syllabus promotes meaningful 
outcomes that students can relate to the real world. Students can “explain what they have learned 
in their own words and connect it to prior knowledge, appreciate its value because they know 
that there are good reasons for learning it, and apply it to their lives outside the school” (Good & 
Brophy, 2008, p. 298). The essence of authenticity in education is “thinking, meaning and 
understanding,” as opposed to “learning, truth and knowledge” (Splitter, 2009, p. 136). Because 
the course content is relevant beyond the classroom, this learning strategy is intrinsically 
motivational. 
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 In music education, the syllabus is typically vocational: aspiring scholars might focus on 
history, arrangers and composers might spend more time on literature and theory, and performers 
might concentrate on technical skills and repertoire. An excessive amount of time spent on 
technical exercises might leave a student uninspired and ill-equipped to compellingly interpret 
pieces. Similarly, preparing repertoire without proper technical scaffolding might inhibit one’s 
ability to accurately execute a part. A thoughtful regimen of research (e.g., performance practice 
of a musical era), theory (e.g., music analysis), relevant repertoire (e.g., for competitions and 
auditions), repertoire-related exercises (e.g., isolating passages and refining the skills required to 
execute them), and discussions (e.g., audition strategy talks) potentially motivate the student and 
better prepare him or her for life beyond school. 
 Learning extensive quantities of repertoire arguably constitutes authentic learning for the 
Chinese folk percussionist. Specialists transmit traditional music primarily by rote, placing less 
emphasis on individual interpretation than in the West. While the scaffolding of technical skills 
and required repertoire is evident in Chinese Percussion Specialist interview responses, ancillary 
skill development (e.g., mallet-making or communication skills) is not. Interviewees cite 
technical drills as the ideal means of preparation for the “real world.” Concerts, competitions, 
and assessment opportunities are all part of the curriculum, though it is unclear how accurately 
they reflect professional opportunities. From a Western perspective, a genuinely authentic 
learning environment might constitute a greater variety of learning strategies, content, outcomes, 
and assessments adapted to each student’s needs. Such an individualized approach might not be 
as appropriate for Chinese percussionists destined for careers in performance, but for those who 




Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Collaborative Learning in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Collaborative scenarios include Chinese opera 
percussion ensemble, Western percussion 
ensemble, and excerpt classes 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Significant percentage of instruction is 
collaborative because most Chinese percussion 
music is ensemble-oriented 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Prominent part of instruction because most 
repertoire is ensemble-oriented (such as luo gu 
[锣鼓] training); ensemble exams are given each 
semester 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Actively emphasize the need for teamwork; 
students learn to observe and listen in ensembles; 
students are asked to exchange parts at times 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Prominent 
 
In collaborative learning, students acquire and refine technical skills, knowledge, and life 
skills (e.g., self-direction and leadership) in a group setting as they work toward a unified 
product. This strategy promotes deep learning, characterized by high-quality social interaction 
(Scager et al., 2017, p. 2). As individuals combine their efforts, they also develop interpersonal 
skills. Students assist one another by checking each others’ work or providing feedback (Good & 
Brophy, 2008, p. 190). With the increased student autonomy that comes with self-directed, 
collaborative learning, it is reasonable to expect a proportionate boost in self-esteem and intrinsic 
motivation. 
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In the musical arena, chamber music (e.g., percussion ensemble, string quartet, or brass 
quintet) is a prominent example of collaborative learning. Students enjoy substantial autonomy 
as they develop self-direction skills (e.g., preparing an unconducted piece) while working 
together to refine a singular cohesive product. They hone communicative musical skills such as 
breathing, physical cueing, and balance while developing interpersonal skills, leadership, and 
teamwork. Collaborative learning can also take the form of discussions or group research. A 
team of students might work together to gain historical perspective on a work or insights into 
performance practice. Group discussions might occur about technical aspects like cueing and 
appropriateness of interpretation. Students might also organize mock auditions and be 
responsible for everything from the selection of repertoire to assessment. As students recognize 
the effectiveness and fun of working as a team, they might select material with greater technical 
demand (e.g., learning a new instrument), take more risks (e.g., volunteer for more exposed or 
demanding parts), and set more ambitious goals for themselves as individuals and as a group 
(e.g., memorizing a complete program). 
It is unclear whether teachers are taking full advantage of collaborative learning 
opportunities. Chinese Percussion Specialists unsurprisingly cite collaborative learning as a 
prominent component of instruction, as Chinese folk percussion is ensemble-oriented by nature 
(e.g., commonly occurring gong-drum combinations such as luo gu [锣鼓]). However, only one 
Specialist describes higher-order teamwork and collaborative skills, suggesting that collaboration 
is frequently repertoire-driven rather than an opportunity to develop overarching general skills. 
Additional emphasis on extra-musical skills such as communication, goal-planning, and 
teamwork would make this learning strategy a more authentic experience in the Chinese 
percussion studio and for life beyond.  
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Scaffolding 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Scaffolding in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Fundamentals are important 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Foundation is laid before addressing repertoire so 
that students do not need to think about technique 
when playing; focus is on fundamentals like grip, 
timbre, vibration, acoustic principles, and playing 
positions on different instruments 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Basic skills training is combined with learning 
repertoire, with more of a focus on basic skills 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Basic skills help with musical interpretation and 
better realizing the intentions of composers 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Time spent on fundamentals varies because each 
student’s foundation is different; students are 
limited by examination preparations, so time spent 
on fundamentals is reduced 
 
When teachers scaffold, they “engage students in activities or assignments that provide them 
with opportunities to practice or apply what they are learning” (Good & Brophy, 2008, p. 325). 
Instruction typically begins with more simplified tasks and gradually increases in complexity to 
achieve a deeper understanding of content. As students master tasks, the “scaffolding” is 
removed, and outcomes that were once out of reach become attainable (Wass et al., 2011, p. 
319). Students enjoy autonomy and gain more confidence through critical thinking. 
Carefully scaffolded syllabi theoretically provide music students the opportunity to be more 
independent, well-rounded, physically capable, and artistically mature. Scaffolding in musical 
instruction might begin with the establishment of physical fundamentals and basic reading skills. 
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As teachers introduce increasingly challenging repertoire, technical facility and sight-reading are 
less frequently learned in isolation. Students elevate technical and musical standards (e.g., 
facilitating a greater range of color) as they develop skill sets, theoretically resulting in 
performances with fewer technical or musical deficiencies. 
All five Chinese Percussion Specialists emphasize the importance of establishing strong 
technical fundamentals before studying repertoire. However, they describe no sequenced 
activities establishing a robust physical foundation, from exercises to methods materials. 
Additionally, the Specialists make no reference to linking exercises to repertoire in order to make 
them more meaningful. Only one specialist refers to musical skills in this context, suggesting 
teachers prioritize technique over topics like sight-reading, phraseology, and practice techniques. 
Extending scaffolding beyond the realm of physical conditioning would help students become 
more complete – and more efficient – musicians.  
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Government Policy 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Government Policy in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Some influence 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Minimal impact 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Guidelines from the Ministry of Education are 
followed, but each institution crafts its own 
syllabus 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Government support is required to maintain 
enrollment and quality; necessary to understand 
the policies of society in order to enhance 
competitiveness in the market for students; 
students spend more time on mandated academics, 
resulting in a diminished standard 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Directly affects recruitment (full-time teachers 
who are usually not percussionists are responsible 
for recruitment, so some students who do not meet 
enrollment criteria are still accepted; quality of 
students can be mediocre or worse); management 
of facilities and acquisition of instruments and 
materials is also a reflection of policy 
 
External forces beyond the classroom often have a significant impact on curriculum 
design. Government control varies by country, frequently leaving teachers and policymakers to 
lament insufficient power in decision-making (Pinar, 2013, ix). Ideology also has the potential to 
shape government educational mandates (Arar, Kondakci & Taysum, 2019, p. 296). Beyond 
providing philosophical and pedagogical recommendations, the government also holds the purse 
strings for public institutions and consequently can influence the syllabus. 
Aberbach & Christensen cite three examples of “academic freedom” that teachers enjoy 
when institutions are granted professional or academic autonomy from the government: 
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• “Being able to participate in public debate based on one’s own academic knowledge and 
research, without being censored by either leaders from one’s own university or superior 
public authorities”; 
• “The ability to move freely and to participate in scholarly meetings, whether nationally or 
internationally”; and 
• “To have freedom from others’ leadership in teaching and research, or eventually freedom 
from having to serve in an administrative capacity” (Aberbach & Christensen, 2018, pp. 
488-491). 
Music teachers must be free to capitalize on prior personal experience (e.g., focusing on 
instruments or styles of strength), learn about others’ approaches (e.g., attending international 
conferences), and publish perspectives (e.g., proposing curriculum improvements in journals). 
On an administrative level, Bindewald et al. highlight the “potential losses to local control over 
school policy and curricular decisions – conflating adoption and implementation processes with 
the standards themselves” (Bindewald et al., 2016, p. 2). With bureaucrats adjusting the syllabus 
well beyond their expertise (e.g., determining repertoire), convenience and party line potentially 
take precedence over both musical and extra-musical pedagogy. Firmly ingrained academic 
traditions such as standardized testing limits content. Additionally, censorship reduces the ability 
of administrators and teachers to align methodologies with successful models worldwide. 
 The Ministry of Education in China publishes guidelines for musical instruction, but as 
one Chinese Percussion Specialist points out, each institution still crafts its own syllabus. Two 
specialists cited the adverse effects of government policy on recruitment, as Ministry suggestions 
may override institutional standards, resulting in the acceptance of subpar candidates. Specialists 
indicate no cases of government overreach (e.g., insufficient autonomy or a lack of funding) or 
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political interference (e.g., insufficient freedom to choose core activities relevant to their 
students). Additionally, interviewees do not mention a limiting of content (e.g., restricted 
literature). On the contrary, most interviewees claim that government influence is minimal. On-
the-record discourse provides little insight into the effects of government policy on the 
educational system, as seen in the Literature Review. Chinese Percussion Specialists are either 
being opaque, or they genuinely do not view government policy as a significant barrier to 
curriculum design and implementation.  
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Teaching Traditions 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Teaching Traditions in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 In the 1980’s and 1990’s, the aim was to cultivate 
traditional Chinese percussion music; in present 
day, the syllabus is only a guide; there is now 
differentiated instruction, more teaching 
materials, exchanges with foreign institutions, 
more repertoire, greater variety in performance 
styles, more interactions with composers, 
increased use of technology, and the existence of 
percussion ensemble; basic proficiency in 
Western techniques is now expected 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Currently, age, strengths, and weaknesses are 
considered; curriculum can be tailored to soloists 
or ensemble players; there is a greater emphasis 
and awareness of fundamental skills, instruments 
from around the world, and changing repertoire 
than before 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Traditions were previously primarily by rote; 
now, imitation is still important but must be 
supplemented with an understanding of printed 
scores and a knowledge of melodic expression 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Primary difference is immersion of Western 
percussion into a better-rounded curriculum; 
students can no longer specialize in just one 
instrument; students now must consider their 
ultimate career path 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Instruction is not as strict; admission is less 
selective 
 
Updating or replacing longstanding traditions can be difficult. Some claim that 
curriculum modernization is a “progressive step forward,” while others warn that it can be 
“catastrophic” (Pinar, 2013, x). Because customs might be considered antiquated by some but 
sources of pride for others, there can be a reluctance to innovate, even in small doses. A means 
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toward developing a progressive curriculum without rejecting proud traditions or pandering to 
authorities is replacing dated assessment types while ensuring the content is relevant in the 
contemporary world (Jacobs, 2010, p. 29). 
 Music teachers often transmit information to their students as their teachers once did for 
them. A teacher with training steeped in aural instruction might de-prioritize sight-reading skills. 
Similarly, an orchestral musician might use excerpts as a means of transmitting and refining both 
technical and musical skills. A teacher who carved out a unique career path in school might 
extend significant autonomy to his or her students, emphasizing individualism and 
entrepreneurialism. An instructor who studied overseas might incorporate a worldview into the 
syllabus. Ongoing assessment provides the opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of 
longstanding traditions and new ideas alike and adjust the curriculum accordingly. 
 The Chinese Percussion Specialists’ responses suggest that curricula continue to evolve, 
with increasing influence from the West (e.g., adopting printed resources, formalizing exchanges 
with foreign institutions, and expecting basic proficiency on a wider variety of instruments). 
Rote learning, a mainstay in Chinese percussion education for generations, is increasingly 
supplemented by printed music, facilitating exposure to a wider variety of repertoire. There also 
appears to be a shift toward well-roundedness and greater openness to ideas from around the 
world. In general, it seems that teachers are enjoying greater latitude to modernize the curricula. 
However, extra-musical learning strategies and more varied assessments do not appear to be part 
of curricular revitalization. Teachers continue to prioritize performance skills over learning 




Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Extent of Western Influence in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Existence in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Western influences appear in technical exercises, 
particularly rudiments 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Western influences are significant, due to personal 
experience in Chinese and Western percussion; 
Western and Chinese departments at the school 
combine efforts, resulting in an overlap of 
approach 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Western percussion pedagogy has significantly 
influenced my Chinese percussion instruction 
(e.g., adapting timpani technique to striking 
Chinese percussion instruments); Chinese folk 
percussion instruction is not as scientific or 
rigorous as Western instruction 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Western implements used; confluence point of 
modern and traditional; distinction should not be 
made between Chinese and Western in 
contemporary works 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Balance of Western and Chinese performance; 
traditional Chinese music focuses on strength and 
speed, while Western music focuses more on 
musical sense and timbre 
 
 Globalization plays a vital role in the modernization of curricula, despite a spectrum of 
political, economic, and socio-cultural climates (Liu, 2013, pp. 86-88). Liu Jiafang welcomes the 
injection of international perspectives into Chinese curriculum design but cautions that 
traditional culture and “appropriateness in our nation” must be considered when bringing 
curriculum knowledge from the West to China (Liu, 2013, pp. 98). Standardized testing is a case 
in point; standard examinations have significantly less appeal in the West due to the potential 
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limiting of content and personal expression. In China, negative sentiments toward this form of 
testing could be construed as a repudiation of a proud and successful tradition (as referenced in 
the Literature Review). 
A wide range of Western learning strategies intrinsically motivate students with diverse 
interests. Music students in Western countries typically enjoy the autonomy to help blaze 
independent paths via student-centered learning. They have the power to focus on a variety of 
areas such as academia, education, or performance. Differentiated instruction encourages 
individual creativity while catering to varying degrees of experience (e.g., determining content 
based on student experience) and objectives (e.g., customizing assessments for a range of career 
outcomes). Authentic learning ensures that the content is relatable and useful (e.g., gaining 
proficiency on a wider range of instruments and musical styles to increase professional 
versatility). 
 Each Chinese Percussion Specialist acknowledges and welcomes Western influences, 
contrasting their own Chinese-centric experiences as students. Adopted Western elements are 
primarily performance-related. Specialists refer to adapting physical techniques (e.g., applying 
timpani technique to Chinese drums) and utilizing exercises (e.g., snare drum rudiments) from 
the West, but they do not discuss connecting these techniques and exercises directly with 
repertoire. Well-roundedness is another area of Western influence. Chinese percussion students 
must display proficiency in a broad range of folk instruments before eventually specializing in 
one area. Teachers now expose students to Western percussion instruments, techniques, and 
implements, resulting in a hybrid approach toward instruction. They also correlate Western 
percussion instruments with Chinese counterparts. Percussion pedagogy from the West is evident 
throughout the curriculum, but Western extra-musical learning strategies are not. 
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Implement Selection 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Importance of Implement Selection in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Importance in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Very important; basis for sound production and 
timbre; considerations include material, length, 
weight, and thickness 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Use of a range of mallets is suggested but not 
required due to the vast number of instruments as 
well as student financial constraints; for concerts, 
students are encouraged to change implements 
when possible 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Students are required to use a range of high-
quality implements; sound, timbre, and pitch are 
now considerations, particularly from drum to 
drum 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Implement choices are made on the basis of 
precision and musical expression; weight, density, 
material, and length are important considerations; 
important as bows for string instruments  
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 No special requirements for less experienced 
students in early years of study; more advanced 
students are expected to use more suitable tools 
 
In percussion terms, an implement is a stick, mallet, or beater used to strike an 
instrument. Teachers who emphasize the importance of implement selection promote critical 
thinking in students and a deeper understanding of music. When students personalize 
interpretations, they heighten musical effect and are more likely to explore a given composition 
on their own terms. The teacher also harnesses constructivism by urging students to select their 
own tools for performance and justify their rationales (Scott, 2006, p. 18). Students engage in 
active learning when seeking the most suitable implements for the job. 
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Because sticks and mallets can dramatically impact performance, implement choice has 
become a significant part of Western percussion pedagogy. Manufacturers worldwide produce a 
wide array of sticks and mallets to suit a range of budgetary and musical demands. Physical 
construction (e.g., hardness, length, weight, thickness, shaft material, core, and wrap) affects 
sound quality and sound output. Implements may be chosen for practical reasons – keyboard 
mallets that are longer increase range on the marimba, while lighter snare drumsticks allow 
delicate phrases to be played more softly on the snare drum. Pitch fundamental, timbre, and 
articulation are also factors in stick and mallet selection. The playing surface, range, and acoustic 
characteristics of the instruments themselves also require consideration, sometimes resulting in a 
combination of mallets that vary in hardness or color. In ensemble work, stick and mallet choice 
contributes to cohesiveness of approach and sound from player to player (e.g., keyboard players 
matching the mallets they use to achieve a more homogenous sound). Critical thinking is the 
common ingredient in the plethora of implement considerations. As students consider such 
musical outcomes in terms of technique and artistry, performances become more personalized 
and meaningful. 
All Chinese Percussion Specialists claim that implement choice is given significant 
consideration in the curriculum. Traditionally, implement options were few in Chinese 
performance, but increasing influence from the West has widened the sound palette of Chinese 
percussion. In addition to a greater variety of sticks made explicitly for Chinese percussion, 
Western-designed implements are now frequently used on Chinese instruments. While traditional 
folk music performance does not necessarily require implement changes, the quality of the sticks 
(and consequently, awareness of sound production) has improved. The Chinese percussionist 
now uses his or her sensibilities to find the most suitable sticks for the instrument and ensemble, 
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particularly when a piece includes Western instruments. With implement manufacturing also 
increasing in China, sticks and mallets have become more affordable and accessible. Implement 
awareness might be one of the most prominent examples of Western performance practice in 




Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Effect of Notational Systems in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Effect in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Teaching primarily in Chinese notation; the 
different systems embody two different 
civilizations and cultures 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Traditional Chinese scores reflect timbre and 
phrasing, unlike Western printed scores, which 
require personal interpretation; Western notation 
is universal, but text must be added and notation 
adjusted so that non-Chinese can understand the 
music better; Chinese characters better express 
intonation, phrasing, rhythm, timbre, strength and 
feeling of Chinese traditional music 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Instrument choice, sound production, and playing 
methods can be articulated with only one line of 
music in Chinese traditional music; disadvantage 
of Chinese notation is that it is not as rigorous 
with tempo, strength, and articulation (though 
“this is where the subtle and delicate charm lies”); 
Chinese notation is difficult for Westerners to 
understand 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Percussion music of traditional Chinese opera 
cannot be recorded by Western notation; melodic 
expression was taught through the use of tension 
and relaxation techniques of Chinese opera; 
legacy inherited through rote learning 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 After shifting to traditional printed music, Chinese 
character scores have proven as effective as 
Western scores; it is advantageous to learn 
Chinese percussion notation 
 
Conventional staff notation is generally associated with the Western classical music 
tradition (Reifinger, 2020, p. 21). Over time, Chinese notational systems have progressively 
shown more influence from the West. The most commonly used Chinese notation today is jian 
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pu (简谱) – literally meaning “simple score.” It is a clear example of Western influence on 
Chinese traditional notation. This system features diatonic pitches (represented by the numbers 
1-7 as in solfège), accidentals and key signatures, dots to show octave displacement, grace notes 
printed in smaller script, underlines and dots to designate note durations, bar lines, expression 
marks like slurs and ties, and time signatures (Yu & Henríquez, 2013, p. 2). Western music can 
be transcribed to jian pu notation in straightforward fashion (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1 
 
Transcription in jian pu (简谱) Notation: “Amazing Grace” 
 
Note. From Amazing Grace Numbered Musical Notation, in Wikimedia Commons, n.d., Retrieved August 
7, 2020, from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:AmazingGraceNumberedMusicalNotation.png 
Created by Felix Wan and released into the public domain. 
Chinese folk music instruction has traditionally involved a three-step process: 
transmission by rote from the teacher, memorization by the student, and reinforcement through 
the observation of live performances. A distinctive notational system for Chinese folk percussion 
that grew out of this aural tradition is luo gu jing (锣鼓经), which “uses individual Chinese  
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characters to identify combinations of instruments, modes of articulation, timbres, and so on for 
traditional percussion accompaniments” (Rao, 2017, p. 171). Luo gu jing uses standardized 
onomatopoeic syllables to succinctly indicate instruments, rhythms, texture, note length, tone 
color, open/closed tones, and more, as detailed in the Understanding luo gu jing (锣鼓经) 
Notation) section. In Wang Jianhua’s arrangement of nao tian gong, the top line is luo gu jing, 





Example of luo gu jing: “nao tian gong” arranged by Wang Jianhua 
 
Note. Reprinted with permission from the arranger, Wang Jianhua. 
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Chinese works intended to be performed by Western ensembles are published in Western 
staff notation, allowing the musicians to interpret parts in a framework they understand. Many 
techniques are not easily represented in Western notation and require English performance 
instructions, such as the array of general playing techniques for the da gu (大鼓). 
Table 37 
 
General Playing Techniques for da gu (大鼓) 
Name of technique Description 
gu xin (鼓心) Play normal strokes at the center of the drum 
  
gu kuang (鼓框) Click on the wooden rim 
  
dian ji gu bian (点击鼓边) Play normal strokes on the skin near the wooden 
rim (position on head known as the gu bian [鼓
边]) 
  
ping ji gu bian (平击鼓边) Flat shot on the skin near the wooden rim 
(position on head known as the gu bian [鼓边]) 
 
Produces a slapping sound 
  
men ji (闷击) Muted/muffled playing, facilitated by: 
• one hand: pressed onto the center (or 
slightly off center) of the head 
• other hand: strikes the head with a stick 
  
gua gu ding (刮鼓丁) Scrape nails around the wooden rim of the drum 
 
Does not apply to the xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) 
  
bian ying (变音) Pitch bending, facilitated by: 
• one hand: stick that is pressed flat onto 
the skin slides across the skin (from 
wooden rim to center to wooden rim) 
• other hand: stick plays near the other hand 
 
Does not apply to the xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) 
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Western staff notation affords the opportunity to express general playing techniques but 
is less well suited to musical nuances. As an example, “x” frequently represents a stroke on the 
wooden rim of a da gu (大鼓), as in Zhou Long’s The Rhyme of Taigu (Figure 3). 
Figure 3 
 
Adapted Western Notation: “The Rhyme of Taigu” by Zhou Long 
 
Note. Reprinted with permission from Zhou Long and Edition Peters Group. Copyright 2003. 
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In Figure 4, luo gu jing style percussion appears in Western notation in the orchestral 
work Spring Festival Overture by Li Huan Zhi. Instrument names are in plain English for the 
convenience of the Western performer (see Resources for the Western-Trained Percussionist for 
terminology issues). While luo gu jing provides additional insights into ensemble texture, it 
would be unreasonable to expect the typical Western performer to understand such a system. 
Figure 4 
 
Adapted Western Notation: “Spring Festival Overture” by Li Huan Zhi 
 
Note. Reprinted with permission from HNH International Limited. 
Arrangers and composers also adapt music traditionally learned by rote into Western staff 
notation. In The Butterfly Lovers by Chen Gang and He Zhan Hao (Figure 5), the composers 
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divide the Peking opera instrument ban gu (板鼓) into two staves for readability – the top staff 




Adapted Western Notation: “The Butterfly Lovers” by Chen Gang/He Zhan Hao 
  
Note. Reprinted with permission from HNH International Limited and Universal Music. 
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Rote learning remains the principal means of transmitting Chinese folk percussion 
repertoire, but students must gain basic proficiency in Western notation. The Chinese Percussion 
Specialists cite benefits and deficiencies of each system. Students acquire skills in rote learning, 
memorization, and Chinese notational systems (including the use of vocables) when studying 
Chinese traditional repertoire. Western staff notation is used almost exclusively for Western 
music or adaptations. Specialists concur that Chinese notation better communicates timbre, 
phrasing, and ensemble texture for Chinese traditional music. One specialist explains that 
Westerners have great difficulty understanding Chinese notation, suggesting that instructors take 
a hybrid approach to teaching. In an attempt to rectify this knowledge gap, a comprehensive set 




Rote Learning and Memorization 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Roles of Rote Learning and Memorization in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Rote teaching = 30%; printed music = 70% 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 For Western music, printed scores are used as 
much as possible (“whenever a score is available, 
use it”); Peking opera music cannot be fully 
represented in print and is taught by rote, and 
musical feeling is acquired by ear 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Because there were no musical scores in 
traditional teaching, teachers relied on what was 
inherited verbally and memorized it; learning 
occurred through observing, listening, and 
imitating; speed and flexibility cannot be reflected 
in printed music for Chinese percussion, so 
teachers’ experience is essential 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Rote instruction is only for Chinese opera, which 
accounts for a small percentage of instruction; 
rote teaching = 10%; printed music = 90% 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 95% of time spent using printed music; rote 
instruction (including vocables and memorization) 
constitutes about 5% 
 
Rote learning and memorization have played prominent roles in Chinese instruction, 
dating back to the days of Confucius (Tan, 2015, p. 310). For expediency reasons, much of the 
repertoire, including Chinese opera, is not notated; performers follow the onstage actor-singers 
and imitate or improvise accordingly. Nancy Yunhwa Rao points out that “practices traditionally 
transmitted in person from one generation of musicians to another…included nuanced details of 
inflection, ornamentation, melismatic passagework, and timbre” (Rao, 2017, p. 171). In this 
sense, rote learning is an example of authentic learning, as it is essential in actual performance. 
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Rote learning remains a vital part of Chinese folk percussion instruction today. In Music 
of the Billion, Liang Mingyue describes two complementary processes at the core of oral 
transmission from teacher to student (Liang, 1985, pp. 185-186). Xin shou (心授) (heart-to-heart 
understanding) involves listening and learning through musical sounds. Kou chuan (口传) 
(literally “mouth transmission”) involves verbal instruction from the teacher. The author points 
out that “even with the availability of notation, culture dictates that a teacher is necessary to give 
‘life’ to otherwise ‘dead’ notes” by transmitting 
• Basic musical parameters; 
• Bodily gestures; 
• Performance mannerisms; 
• Personal interpretation; 
• Personal philosophy on music; and 
• Psycho-spiritual outlook. (Liang, 1985, p. 186) 
In the Western percussion curriculum, repetition (e.g., honing physical skills with 
technical exercises or repeating a challenging passage until it is consistently accurate) and 
memorization (e.g., preparing concerti) are not uncommon. Geir Sigurðsson acknowledges as 
much by pointing out that “academics and arts education requires some formal repetitive 
elements in order both to memorize certain things and to inculcate some level of discipline” 
(Sigurðsson, 2012, p. 229). While memorization of content like concerti is standard in Western 
curricula, rote learning is relatively rare. On the other hand, rote learning and memorization are 
the prime means of transmission in Chinese folk percussion instruction. 
Luo gu jing (锣鼓经) notation exemplifies the longstanding tradition of rote learning in 
Chinese percussion instruction. The use of vocables, along with the lack of published folk music, 
requires students to learn new repertoire by rote and memorize it for quick retrieval at a later 
time (see the Understanding luo gu jing (锣鼓经) Notation section). The balance between rote 
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learning and printed musical materials in Chinese percussion instruction correlates to the time 
spent on folk music and Western literature. Each Chinese Percussion Specialist relegates rote 
learning and memorization to Chinese folk music (arguably, deep understanding of repertoire is 
not a significant consideration in this genre). On the other hand, students use printed scores when 
honing Western repertoire. Three out of five Chinese Percussion Specialists rely more on printed 
scores, presumably reflecting the complexion of music studied. When it comes to Chinese folk 
percussion, however, rote learning remains a critical authentic learning strategy.   
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Well-Roundedness 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Importance of Well-Roundedness in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Importance in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Well-roundedness is important, but there is still an 
instrument of specialization 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 A range of instruments is learned as a foundation; 
as studies progress, focus is increasingly on one 
instrument, according to special interests and 
aptitude 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Students divide their practice time according to 
personal preferences; students are encouraged not 
to favor certain instruments (“they must master 
the instruments they should master”); for those 
who want to join an orchestra, specializing is 
impractical (“Do we want to train a specialist or a 
general practitioner? – we hope general 
practitioner”); by the time of graduation, students 
should have an instrument of specialty for which 
he/she is recognized 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Important to study a wide variety of instruments 
but also excel in a few 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Well-roundedness is important, but specialization 
is also important; students should be “a jack of all 
trades and master of one” 
 
Possessing diverse skill sets typically gives one a competitive edge in terms of job 
acquisition and job security. In this sense, emphasizing well-roundedness is an example of 
authentic learning, in which knowledge is meaningful and useful in the “real world.” The more 
wide-ranging the experience, the greater the pool of opportunities to succeed. Encouraging 
students to excel in more areas expands the library of content and theoretically opens more 
career doors. 
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 In Western percussion studies, students strive for proficiency in an ever-increasing array 
of instruments (e.g., keyboard, snare drum, timpani, drum set, orchestral accessories, and ethnic 
instruments). This well-roundedness has come to be known as total percussion. Students prepare 
for internships, graduate school, and audition opportunities, “which often require a high level of 
performance on a variety of percussion instruments” (Buyer, 2015, p. 20). Specialization in the 
field has become increasingly rare, even for those who wish to focus on one instrument 
exclusively, such as timpani or marimba. The ability to perform on a variety of instruments 
opens more doors in the workplace (an example of authenticity), instills greater awareness of the 
range of implements and approaches to practice (encouraging critical thinking), and facilitates 
exposure to a broader range of repertoire (increasing intrinsic motivation). Overlapping skill sets 
foster a deeper understanding of percussion families (e.g., applying timpani sound production 
techniques to the marimba or applying rudimental snare drum training to the drum set). 
 Chinese Percussion Specialists expect proficiency on a variety of instruments, but as 
students progress in their studies, they gradually focus on one instrument. This approach serves 
Chinese percussionists well if they hope to perform in folk ensembles but less so if they hope to 
be orchestral performers or teachers. Continued movement toward well-roundedness would 
foster an atmosphere in which students possess more expansive skill sets that meet the demands 
of any workplace. 
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Breadth of Performance Outcomes 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Importance of Breadth of Performance Outcomes in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Offerings in solo, chamber music, large ensemble, 
body percussion, and opera percussion 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Offerings in solo, chamber music, and orchestra 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Offerings in solo, chamber music, and orchestra 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Offerings in solo, chamber music, and orchestra 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Range of offerings exist 
 
Breadth of experience presents the opportunity to develop more diverse skill sets while 
intrinsically motivating students through a range of appealing outcomes. It also stimulates 
entrepreneurialism, an attractive attribute in most professions. Possessing a broader set of job 
functions more easily identifies lucrative opportunities and formulates a strategy to exploit them 
(Kacperczyk & Younkin, p. 732, 2017). A variety of performance outcomes also presents a 
broader base for valid assessment. 
Entrepreneurialism has become a necessary asset for the aspiring musician hoping to 
secure employment in the West. Nurturing this through a breadth of offerings might include 
training in a wide variety of instruments (e.g., acoustic and electronic), idioms (classical, folk, 
jazz, and popular), scenarios (e.g., competitive and non-competitive), and ensemble offerings 
(e.g., chamber music and orchestra). An expansive set of practical skills can be attained from 
each, leading to versatility in virtually unlimited situations. Solo opportunities may be more 
suited to active learning (e.g., finding one’s voice in interpretation). Chamber music offers the 
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chance to develop leadership skills through collaborative learning and self-direction (e.g., 
leading a rehearsal while still an active participant). Large ensemble experience promotes 
authentic learning (e.g., developing balance, blend, and timing skills). A variety of assessment 
opportunities (e.g., solo, chamber, or large ensemble) rewards students for achievement in areas 
of particular strength or interest, motivating them to work harder and encouraging them to build 
upon their strengths constructively. 
It appears that programs run by the Chinese Percussion Specialists feature a host of 
performance outcome opportunities. Students destined for performance careers benefit from 
performance scenarios that encourage high degrees of proficiency on their instruments of 
specialty. The professional folk percussion arena itself is highly specialized and leaves little 
room for entrepreneurialism, so the breadth of offerings authentically suits the needs of qualified 
students. However, students who will not be top candidates for employment could benefit from 
embedded extra-musical learning strategies like differentiated instruction and self-direction. The 
range of performance outcomes is varied, but Chinese Percussion Specialists make no mention of 
similarly varied assessment models that would intrinsically motivate students and reward them 
for unique strengths. Customizing and updating forms of assessment would encourage students 





Use of the Metronome 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 




Role of Metronome in the Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Used by younger students in every class; used 
only in the preparation of certain pieces by senior 
year 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Used with younger students to establish accurate 
rhythm and counting skills around 90% to 100% 
of the time; when rhythmic sense has been 
established, use of the metronome is reduced 
proportionately 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Used more frequently at the beginning of 
instruction as a basis for memorizing tempi and 
internalizing a sense of rhythm 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Students are encouraged to use until final 
polishing of a piece; used about 80% of the time; 
rubato cannot be practiced with it 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Used about 30% of the time in order to check 
accuracy on difficult pieces; instilling inner 
rhythm is more important 
 
The metronome is a time-keeping device that musicians use in performance and practice 
scenarios. In addition to primary functions like tempo control and synchronization, the 





Uses of the Metronome According to Grove Music Online 
Use Elaboration 
To establish an appropriate tempo “Driven by the need for composers and editors to fix 
the tempo they considered appropriate for a particular 
work” 
 
Necessitated “when the music of different nationalities 
evolved markedly different styles and performance 
conventions but was internationally available” 
 
Would not “have become ubiquitous without 
Beethoven’s brief flirtation with it” 
  
To establish consistency of tempo 
through a work or exercise 
“Marked trends of approval and disapproval, with 
many fine teachers asserting that it is antimusical and 
promotes only wooden performance” 
 
Czerny popularized “the practice of taking a 
technically difficult piece, or more particularly an 
exercise, at various different tempos” 
 
Facilitates “practicing a work at speeds faster and 
slower than seem musically correct…in order to 
produce more relaxed and controlled playing at a 
musical tempo” 
  
Synchronization “Film composers must almost invariably calculate their 
music to a fully edited film” 
 
“Advertising jingles must be judged to a specific ‘slot’ 
measured in seconds” 
 
“The recording of a commercial lyric in several 
superimposed layers is often done against a 
metronomic pulse” 
 
Compositions like Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Gruppen 
require multiple synchronized tempos simultaneously 
  
Comparison of recorded performances “A precise documentation of tempos can help define 
the style or characteristics of a particular performer or 
conductor” 
  
As an instrument Used as “a musical instrument in its own right”, 
including Maurice Ravel’s L’huere espagnole, Heitor 
Villa-Lobos’ Suite sugestiva, and György Ligeti’s 
Poeme Symphonique 
Note. Adapted from “Metronome” by D. Fallows in Grove Music Online, retrieved 29 September 2020. 
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In addition to performance-related applications, the metronome encourages autonomy, a 
critical learning strategy in which individuals have adequate space to plan and execute 
significant decisions. In his article, Beyond Constructivism: Autonomy-Oriented Education, 
Aharon Aviram describes an autonomous individual as one who is “capable of recognizing (or 
forming) his or her interests, forming rational plans for their implementation, based on his or her 
self-knowledge…and knowledge of the relevant reality, and as being emotionally mature, 
capable of implementing them despite the all too natural difficulties and obstacles.” (Aviram, 
2000, pp. 480-481). When harnessing critical thinking to develop efficient personalized practice 
methods with the metronome, students strategize, grow, and even gain confidence when not in a 





Autonomy-Oriented Education and the Metronome 
Criteria Description by Aharon Aviram Applicability to Metronome Usage 
Flexible freedom The individual’s ability to change 
an activity’s parameters when 
already committed to the activity, if 
the change is educationally justified 
The metronome is a practice tool 
that facilitates thoughtful 
adjustment of short, medium, and 
long-term goals 
   
Plurality of experiences The availability of as many 
different and varied categories as 
possible 
The metronome is a versatile tool 
for a wide variety of scenarios (e.g., 
practice efficiency tool, 
performance skills tool, click track) 
   
Physical and emotional security The individual’s ability 
to benefit from flexible freedom 
and a plurality of experiences 
The metronome fosters confidence 
as short, medium, and long-term 
goals are achieved and adjusted 
   
Rationality The individual’s ability to examine 
and justify activities by measuring 
them against general principles and 
their possible consequences 
The metronome is an assessment 
tool that accommodates comparison 
to others (e.g., performance tempi 
and practice efficiency) 
   
Meaningfulness The individual’s ability to respect 
wishes and personal characteristics, 
seek out and identify activities that 
are of interest and are meaningful, 
and to strive to become 
involved in these activities 
The metronome is a means toward 
independently exploring new 
projects and more challenging 
materials, without requiring the 
constant guidance of a teacher 
   
Reflectivity The individual’s ability to be self-
aware, introspective, and to identify 
wishes, interests, styles, and talents 
as well as modes of thinking and 
planning 
The metronome is a tool for self-
assessment (e.g., identifying 
strengths and weaknesses), artistic 
interest (e.g., selecting repertoire), 
and defining objectives for musical 
and technical growth 
   
Empathy The individual’s ability to 
understand and feel the point of 
view and emotions of others 
The metronome can be thoughtfully 
used as a collaborative tool that is 
blind to the personal attitudes and 
learning differences of others 
   
Commitment/involvement The individual’s ability to conceive 
of themselves as belonging to a 
certain group of people 
The metronome is a tool of self-
direction espoused by professionals 
from a wide array of backgrounds 
Note. Adapted from “Beyond Constructivism: Autonomy-Oriented Education” by Aharon Aviram, 2000, pp. 482-
483. 
When students use the metronome to increase practice efficiency, they learn how to 
independently manage time, refine details, set goals, mark progress, and gain consistency in 
performance. Armed with the autonomy to develop these life skills in the practice room, students 
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learn how to succeed in realms beyond practice. The metronome is a powerful tool of 
differentiated instruction that facilitates objective self-assessment (e.g., marking daily progress in 
tempo and accuracy), accommodates different learning paces, and fosters a deeper understanding 
of content (e.g., reinforcing consistent attention to accents, articulations, or transitions between 
musical passages). At the same time, the metronome retains its traditional value as a device to 
instill tempo control, hone rhythmic accuracy and listening skills, and synchronize performances.  
 The metronome appears to play a limited instructional role for each Chinese Percussion 
Specialist. The device is used to improve tempo control but not necessarily to develop 
overarching, extra-musical skills. Specialists discuss how the metronome heightens rhythmic and 
counting skills, internalizes tempo, and improves accuracy on more challenging pieces. 
However, they do not refer to the metronome as a tool to enhance autonomy, increase practice 
efficiency, assess progress, or reinforce self-direction skills. As students progress through the 
syllabus, they use the metronome considerably less. This contrasts with many Western programs, 
in which the metronome is used throughout one’s studies to refine performances and develop 
extra-musical skills. The metronome could play a more substantial role in Chinese percussion 




Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Importance of Ambidexterity in Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Very important 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Important, though the degree of ambidexterity 
varies instrument by instrument, due to the unique 
technical challenges of each 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 Ultimate goal is ambidexterity; emphasis is on 
weaker hands/arms 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Balance between speed and strength of hands is 
important; goal is for students to play moderately 
difficult works without burden 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Encourages practicing with the weaker hand as 
much as possible via “reverse” exercises 
 
Determined action can help train a non-dominant hand to be as adept as the dominant one 
(Deora et al., 2019, p. 489). In percussion performance, the ability to use left and right equally 
facilitates greater speed, flexibility, phrasing possibilities, rhythmic accuracy, and evenness. In 
The New Breed, Gary Chester describes how balanced limbs lead to improved control on the 
drum set, discouraging any weakness in either hand or foot (Chester, 1995, p. 4). Ambidexterity 
also facilitates quick instrument changes and mastery of instruments that require different 
playing techniques for each hand (e.g., the triangle). Additionally, encouraging students to play 
certain instruments (e.g., the tambourine) equally well with either hand fosters both critical 
thinking (e.g., systematic practice planning) and deeper understanding (e.g., comprehending 
physical challenges and how they inherently affect performance). 
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Because ambidexterity is central to percussion performance in the West, technical 
exercises are commonplace in instruction, practice, and warmup and are easily relatable to 
repertoire. One prominent example of practical exercises is the set of snare drum rudiments, 
short patterns crafted to facilitate “an orderly progression for the development of physical 
control, coordination, and endurance” (Wanamaker & Carson, 1984, p. 3). Each pattern increases 
physical strength, balance, and agility for both hands, enabling better execution of natural 
accents, alternate sticking options, and increased fluidity around multiple percussion setups or 
drum set. A commonly recognized collection of these patterns is the Percussive Arts Society 40 





Western Exercise:“40 Snare Drum Rudiments” by the Percussive Arts Society 
 
Note. Reprinted with permission from 40 Essential Rudiments, Retrieved August 1, 2020, from 
https://vicfirth.zildjian.com/education/40-essential-rudiments.html. Copyright 2020 by The Avedis 
Zildjian Company. 
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Another common exercise that develops ambidexterity is the check pattern, which 
“implement a consistent method of sticking,” “emphasize tempo control and placement of the 
downbeat,” and “develop accuracy and control of silence, note length, and subdivision” 
(Hannum, 2009, p. 3). Check patterns facilitate the ability to lead passages with either hand, 
thereby improving coordination and fluidity (see Figure 7). 
Figure 7 
 
Western Exercise: “Check Patterns” by Thom Hannum 
 
Note. Reprinted with permission from A Percussionist’s Guide to Check Patterns: Building a 
Fundamental Rhythmic Vocabulary, by Thom Hannum, Alfred Publishing Co. Inc. Copyright 2009 by 
Alfred Publishing Co. Inc. 
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In Western percussion pedagogy, teachers frequently relate rudiments and check patterns 
to repertoire. The Chinese Percussion Specialists, however, make no mention of this authentic 
learning strategy. The Specialists concur that the achievement of ambidexterity is essential to 
execute content properly. Responses suggest, however, that teachers prioritize physical 
conditioning over the reinforcement of active learning skills. In a more constructivist approach, 
teachers might apply rhythmic accuracy, coordination, and phraseology directly to repertoire 
(e.g., using snare drum rudiments to improve movement around pai gu [排鼓] or using check 
patterns to strengthen general subdivision skills). Physical development is a crucial step in 
percussion studies, but isolating it from artistry is a missed opportunity to scaffold complete 
musicianship.  
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Use of Published Methods Materials 
Survey question to Chinese Percussion Specialists: 
 




Role of Published Methods Materials in Curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist Role in curriculum 
Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 Utilized 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 Limited use because very few quality published 
textbooks on Chinese percussion exist, and many 
contain an abundance of mistakes; rote instruction 
is often used instead because of these deficiencies 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 There is a limited quantity of methods materials 
as compared with Western texts because of the 
tradition of rote instruction; in recent years, more 
have been published, but they are riddled with 
errors; using the texts requires the personal 
experience of a knowledgeable teacher 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 Utilized 
  
Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 Utilized 
 
Western music teachers commonly use methods materials in instruction, from 
introductory texts to advanced, highly specialized materials. They are effectively textbooks for 
the syllabus, establishing the scope (e.g., an overview of orchestral accessories), sequence (e.g., 
laying a technical foundation before relating to excerpts), and learning activities (e.g., duets to 
perform collaboratively with other students) of the course (Bruce, 2015, p. 3). While the primary 
focus of musical methods materials is typically to build technique and conceptual understanding, 
they also have significant overarching pedagogical value (Brittin & Sheldon, 2004, p. 53). 
Methods materials are tools of differentiated instruction when selections are determined by 
individual preferences and needs. They also promote active learning, the constructivist approach 
of placing students in the principal role of acquiring, developing, and applying skills. In this 
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case, “the role of the teacher becomes one of facilitator and supporter, rather than instructor” 
(Westwood, 2008, p. 4). Students, in turn, acquire authentic musical and extra-musical skills that 
are directly relevant to their interests. They also benefit from worldwide perspectives. Educators 
increasingly supplement methods materials with online sources to gain a broader and up-to-date 
perspective. Digital literacy is now essential to supplement information disseminated by teachers 
and textbooks (Bruce, 2015, p. 2). 
Methods materials are an integral part of Western percussion curricula (see the Analysis 
of American Percussion Syllabi). They are an invaluable means of disseminating established, 
meticulously structured teaching systems by experts from different regions (e.g., Europe or the 
United States), backgrounds (e.g., studio musician or orchestral player), and eras (e.g., early 
1900’s or early 2000’s). They provide scaffolding opportunities in physical technique and sight-
reading via exercises, études, excerpts, and established specialists’ explanations. They 
accommodate different learning paces. They also function as encyclopedias of performance 
traditions and repertoire. Because methods books foster active participation in the student, the 
content is more meaningful and intrinsically motivational. 
Chinese Percussion Specialists indicate that methods books do not play a significant role 
in their pedagogy. One reason cited is the prominence of rote learning. Existing Chinese texts are 
also riddled with errors, requiring teachers to inject personal knowledge in order to increase their 
usefulness. It is worth noting that no specialists cite the Internet as an additional resource to 
supplement or replace methods materials, possibly reflecting the challenges of accessing online 
information beyond China’s borders. Chinese Percussion Specialists make no mention of specific 
Western methods books or systems. One might conjecture that openness toward, and awareness 
of, appropriate Western musical methods materials may be hindering implementation. 
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Components of Chinese Percussion Instruction 
Chinese Percussion Specialist responses reveal a different approach toward authentic 
learning than in their American counterparts’ programs. In the United States, practical and 
meaningful training encompasses a well-roundedness in musical and extra-musical skills. 
Students hone note-reading skills to prepare themselves for a wide range of professional 
scenarios. Chinese percussion instruction, on the other hand, focuses heavily on folk repertoire 
learned by rote. Because this music is essential to acquiring work, and because career paths in 
folk percussion performance are limited, the focus on traditional repertoire is both meaningful 
and useful. 
Interview Analysis: Asymmetrical Contrast with American Percussion Syllabi 
Instrumental instruction in contemporary Chinese percussion studios includes the basic 
families of Western percussion (keyboard, snare drum, and timpani) but not drum set, bass drum, 
accessories, marching percussion, Latin percussion, steel pan, and hand drumming/world 
percussion. Such areas appear to be beyond the scope of a professional Chinese folk 
percussionist. It might also be challenging to find teachers qualified to teach such material. 
Chinese Percussion Specialists cite fundamental performance skill development as an 
integral part of instruction, with a primary focus on physical strength, endurance, and sound 
production. They do not refer to tuning and ear training, scales and rudiments, and sight-reading 
as critical parts of the curriculum. The interviewees appear to prioritize physical development 
and ambidexterity over enhancing artistry and increasing practice efficiency. 
Collaborative learning is a central part of Chinese percussion instruction (which is, by 
nature, an ensemble activity). Collaborative performance opportunities include folk ensemble 
and large ensemble work. Performance outcomes are Chinese-centric, with limited exposure to 
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basic Western percussion instruments (e.g., snare drum, marimba, and timpani). No multicultural 
ensembles (e.g., steel pan, African, Brazilian, World, Afro-Cuban, gamelan, pop/contemporary, 
and Indian) are offered. New music groups and marching ensembles are also not mentioned as 
performance opportunities. Group learning is focused primarily on developing performance 
skills rather than communication and leadership skills. 
Authentic learning in Chinese percussion studios seems to be focused almost exclusively 
on repertoire. Interviewees make no mention of extra-musical activities such as external 
engagements, industry discussions, instrument maintenance, mallet repair/wrapping, portfolio 
development, and performance anxiety discussions. Arguably, these are not necessarily as 
important to career success in Chinese percussion as they might be in the West. 
 Many performance outcomes in Chinese percussion curricula echo those of the West: 
applied/private lessons, solo jury performances, solo recitals, and small/large ensemble concerts. 
Interviewees do not mention studio classes, seminars, and masterclasses. Assessment 
opportunities appear less frequent and less varied than in Western programs, with no references 
made to customized rubrics and grading criteria, no barrier or proficiency examinations, and no 
practice logs/journals procured from the students. Assessment in Chinese percussion studios 
primarily seems to occur at the departmental level (e.g., juries, recitals, and competitions), 
suggesting an ongoing reliance on standardized (and therefore non-differentiated) testing (see the 
Literature Review). 
Formal repertoire lists are not issued, possibly reflective of limited and relatively 
unchanged content, rote traditions, and a lack of integrated methods materials. This contrasts 
significantly with Western programs, which make use of carefully constructed, sequential 
repertoire lists and an ever-expanding range of methods books. 
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Auxiliary skills that help Western percussion student blaze unique career paths are not 
evident in the Chinese studios included in this study – and may well lack relevance in Chinese 
markets. Chinese Percussion Specialists do not refer to technology in the studio (e.g., recording, 
electronic instruments, and advanced metronome usage). They also do not cite the Internet as a 
critical research resource, possibly due to limited access. Scholarly endeavors that stimulate 
active learning (e.g., book reports, listening cards/lists, special projects, and program notes 
composition) do not appear to play a significant role in instruction Chinese percussion 
instruction. 
Observing performances is a critical element of Chinese opera training, though concert 
attendance is not mandatory. Specialists make no reference to music education and pedagogy 
discussions, professional society membership, and observance of lessons/rehearsals. These 
progressive topics might be considered irrelevant to the career paths of Chinese percussion 
students. There might also be insufficient time in the schedule for such offerings. 
Interview Analysis: Broad Perspectives of Chinese Percussion Instruction 
The most clear-cut takeaway from the interviews is that Chinese Percussion Specialists 
heavily prioritize performance skills over life skills. Well-structured percussion pedagogy (e.g., 
technical exercises that aim to achieve ambidexterity, independent selection of implements, and 
well-roundedness) is evident, but overarching learning strategies (e.g., differentiated instruction, 
constructivism, and scaffolding) are not. It is unclear whether interviewees find such approaches 
irrelevant or unappealing. Physical technique appears to be isolated from repertoire, missing an 
opportunity to make the exercises more meaningful. Schools provide a range of ensemble 
performance outcomes, but aspects of collaborative learning (e.g., leadership, communication, 
and self-direction) are not points of emphasis. 
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Authentic learning equates to an intensive focus on repertoire. Traditional folk music 
(e.g., Chinese opera) dominates course content, as depth of repertoire knowledge equates to 
employability. Scaffolding exists in terms of technical fundamentals, but students do not 
independently construct additional knowledge with these skills, such as crafting their own 
exercises or personalizing knowledge by asking questions. Teaching objectives appear to be 
almost exclusively repertoire-based. For example, Chinese percussion ensemble is a vehicle to 
learn folk music but not necessarily a means to develop higher-order skills like rehearsal 
efficiency or communication. Additionally, components that promote a deeper understanding of 
content (e.g., history and literature, music theory, composition/arranging, and improvisation) are 
not available in the Specialists’ departments. 
Teachers and students have limited autonomy to think and create for themselves as they 
develop physical technique and expand their repertoire. Instructors personalize approach, but 
each must follow government guidelines when designing syllabi. Skills that foster independence 
(e.g., presentation skills, general practice strategies, problem-solving, goal-oriented planning, 
leadership, self-direction, and time management) are not priorities. Additionally, instructors do 
not encourage personalizing the folk repertoire they teach, in line with traditional performance 
practice. Chinese Percussion Specialists make no mention of students having a say in selecting 
repertoire or otherwise shaping the syllabus. Admittedly, the autonomy-rich atmosphere of 
student-centered education might not align with ideals of the greater Chinese educational system 
(as discussed in the Literature Review). 
Differentiated instruction is another area that appears to have limited reach in the 
curriculum beyond consideration of physical deficiencies. The Chinese Percussion Specialists do 
not appear to consider students’ divergent career ambitions (e.g., education or management) or 
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variable learning paces (e.g., technical deficiencies or memorization struggles). The 
conservatories theoretically prepare students for careers in performance, but they do not 
necessarily address individual needs and changing goals through content and assessment, 
particularly for those not destined for a life in performance. As a result, teachers transmit 
repertoire without providing students the opportunity to constructively build upon the 
knowledge. While this inherently limits the opportunity for personal interpretation, individuality 
is arguably less important in Chinese folk percussion performance. 
Assessments are infrequent and unvaried, reflecting the reduced level of differentiated 
instruction. Instructors most frequently rely upon departmental examinations rather than 
individualized evaluations, with mastery of content prioritized over individuality of 
interpretation. Chinese Percussion Specialists make no mention of rubrics that reward students 
for creativity, selecting challenging material, or risk-taking. As a result, students might lack the 
intrinsic motivation to find new repertoire and blaze personalized paths in their studies. On the 
other hand, there may be limited opportunities for carving out new careers in Chinese folk 
percussion performance. Specialists make no mention of assessments being re-evaluated over 
time to stay relevant and maintain a progressive curriculum. 
There is less evidence of Western learning strategies in the curricula (see Table 46) than 





Evidence of Western Learning Strategies in Chinese Percussion Curricula 
Element of instruction Evidence in Chinese percussion instruction 
Active Learning and Critical Thinking Students are encouraged to ask questions and 
form their own understanding, though few 
specific examples are cited 
  
Assessment and Feedback Feedback is provided via weekly lessons, monthly 
progress reports, mid-term and final examinations, 
and following concerts, though there is no 
mention of rubrics that reflect changing individual 
student needs 
  
Authentic Learning Practical training is equated with the honing of 
repertoire and participation in concerts and 
competitions; career discussions, master classes, 
and research are not mentioned as alternatives for 
those not destined for a career in performance 
  
Collaborative Learning Wide range of ensemble experience is offered 
(e.g., Chinese opera percussion ensemble, 
Western percussion ensemble, and orchestra), 
though the emphasis is on performance rather than 
developing overarching skill sets 
  
Differentiated Instruction Individual weaknesses and preferences for 
instrument of specialty are considered, though 
individual attitude and learning pace do not 
appear to play a significant role in shaping syllabi 
  
Motivational strategies Extrinsic motivators (e.g., observation, 
performances, and participation in competitions) 
are evident, while intrinsic motivation appears not 
to play a significant role in the curriculum 
  
Scaffolding Strong emphasis on physical fundamentals, 
though additional sequential musical and personal 






Evidence of Western Percussion Pedagogy in Chinese Percussion Curricula 
Element of instruction Evidence in Chinese percussion instruction 
Ambidexterity Addressed as a means to counter physical 
weakness, though improving rhythmic accuracy 
or phrasing are not prioritized 
  
Implement Selection Considered as the basis of pitch, sound, and 
timbre; students are encouraged to invest in 
mallets as finances allow 
  
Use of the Metronome Used primarily as a performance tool but not 
necessarily as a means toward improving practice 
efficiency and increasing student autonomy 
  
Use of Published Methods Materials Limited use, as relatively few exist, and they are 
often riddled with errors 
  
Notation Literacy in both Chinese and Western notational 
systems is expected 
  
Well-Roundedness Basic proficiency across Chinese percussion is 
expected, though eventual specialization in one 
area remains standard 
 
Limited exposure to foreign concepts is an example of how government policy and 
politics potentially influence teaching approach and curriculum design (see the Literature 
Review). Some learning strategies like differentiated instruction do not necessarily align with 
Communist Party ideals and government guidelines. Additionally, the government has dictated 
content with more scrutiny at historical inflection points (e.g., limiting Peking opera to certain 
patriotic works during the Cultural Revolution). Chinese Percussion Specialists cite only student 
recruitment and the purchasing of instruments as tangible proof of government intervention, even 
though one expects curriculum designers to be in lockstep with the authorities. A perceived lack 
of transparency and on-the-ground evidence in Literature Review articles could result from fear 
of retribution. 
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Regardless of government policy, the Chinese Percussion Specialists embrace certain 
Western elements of instruction (e.g., technical exercises and implement changes) while 
upholding longstanding Chinese traditions (e.g., rote learning and rigorous physical fundamental 
training). This approach theoretically aligns with Harold T. Shapiro’s vision of the three 
principal tasks of university education: preservation of traditions, transmission of relevant 
content, and advancement (progressiveness) of the curriculum (Shapiro, 2005, p. 10). 
Table 48 
 
Principal Tasks of the University: A Percussionist’s Perspective 
Principal task Chinese percussion instruction American percussion instruction 
Preservation of traditions Instrument specialization Well-roundedness 
   
Transmission of relevant content Folk music learned by rote Orchestral excerpts and audition 
material learned by printed score 
   
Advancement of curriculum Inclusion of Western 
instruments in syllabus 
Student-centered education with 
increasing levels of student 
autonomy 
Note. Adapted from “A Larger Sense of Purpose: Higher Education and Society” by Harold T. Shapiro, 
2005, Princeton University Press. 
Potential for Inclusion in Western Curricula 
While the author is not proposing an overhaul of Western syllabi, students could certainly 
benefit from the inclusion of Chinese folk percussion in curricula. 
A working knowledge of Chinese instruments would significantly improve performances 
and expand well-roundedness (see the Resources for the Western-Trained Percussionist section). 
Students would also acquire skills in vocables and rote learning typically absent in contemporary 
Western percussion pedagogy (see the Understanding luo gu jing (锣鼓经) Notation section). 
Chinese percussion, in general, has multicultural appeal, particularly from the perspective 
of “music as culture”, whereby immersion broadens perspectives well beyond the musical realm 
(Abril, 2006, p. 32). With an increasing number of qualified Chinese performer-instructors on 
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hand to lead discussions, coach chamber music, or teach private lessons or ensembles, Chinese 
percussion could eventually take root in Western syllabi as an auxiliary component of orchestral 
training. Basic techniques and appreciation for Chinese percussion could then shift from 
specialized to standard, as has been the case for Latin percussion.  
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5. RESOURCES FOR THE WESTERN-TRAINED PERCUSSIONIST 
The Literature Review, Analysis of American Percussion Syllabi, and Synthesis of 
Interviews with Chinese Percussion Specialists collectively define a set of criteria for well-
informed Chinese folk percussion practice typically lacking in Western interpretations. 
Performances should reflect an understanding of 
• Folk performance traditions; 
• Oral/rote teaching traditions; 
• A wide range of instruments and instrument combinations; 
• Nomenclature; and 
• Chinese notational systems. 
This section features a set of comprehensive but concise reference tools for English-
speaking, Western-trained orchestral percussionists hoping to interpret Chinese percussion parts 
more accurately. The resources fill a knowledge gap of nomenclature, instrument descriptions, 
relative ranges of instruments, instrument substitutions, explanations of oral traditions, and 
means of decoding notational systems. In a nutshell, this section empowers the reader to make 
more informed choices in a variety of practical scenarios. It also is intended to be a launching 
pad for additional research.  
A series of detailed charts and explanations clarify the most commonly confusing aspects of 
Chinese percussion, arranged and optimized for use as quick reference tools. Included are 
Chinese Percussion Instrument Descriptions, Non-traditional Cymbal Names and Corresponding 
Traditional Names, Relative Ranges of Chinese Percussion Instruments, Suggested Substitutions 
for Chinese Percussion Instruments, and Understanding luo gu jing (锣鼓经) Notation. 
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Both hanyu pinyin (standardized Romanization) and simplified Chinese characters are used 
throughout the section to avoid confusion. With a careful eye, those who do not “read” Chinese 
can still compare the characters published in the charts to those in printed scores. 
Chinese Percussion Instrument Descriptions 
The first series of charts provide detailed descriptions of an extensive range of percussion 
instruments, broken down into five categories: drums, cymbals, gongs, wooden instruments, and 
stone/metal instruments. These groupings relate to the traditional ba yin (八音) scheme 
consisting of stone, skin, gourd, bamboo, wood, silk, earth/clay, and metal instruments (Kartomi, 
1990, p. 39). Each chart designates English translations, alternate name(s), classifications, 
musical roles in Chinese folk context, sound and construction, and traditionally used implements 
and playing techniques for each instrument. Instruments are listed alphabetically within each 





Descriptive Elements of Chinese Percussion Instruments 
Descriptive element Value 
English translation Nomenclature (to cross-reference with instrument 
designations in printed music) 
  
Alternate name(s) Nomenclature (to clarify careless or non-
traditional instrument designations in printed 
music) 
  




Organology (according to the Hornbostel-Sachs 
system – MIMO Consortium Revision) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Musical approach (to guide players in terms of 
typical instrument combinations/textures and 
characteristic styles of musical passages) 
  
Sound and construction Technical approach (to guide players in terms of 
component material, setup, implement choice, and 
adaptability of Western techniques) 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Physical approach (to guide players in terms of 
physical technique and implement choice) 
  
Special note Instrument-specific clarifications (to highlight 
potentially confusing aspects of a given 
instrument) 
 
Nomenclature poses a significant obstacle in the proper interpretation of parts. The sheer 
volume of similar or alternate names (often from different regions and dialects) can be 
confusing. Further complicating matters is the careless mislabeling of instruments by arrangers 
and composers. For example, composers frequently use bo (钹) and cha (镲) interchangeably to 
mean “cymbals,” but the terms mean different things to Chinese percussion experts. While bo is 
the traditional name for “cymbal,” cha is a regionalized term that represents a specific type of 
cymbal – the shui cha (水镲). Charts clarify such issues on a case-by-case basis. Because there is 
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so much confusion with Chinese cymbal names, an additional quick-reference chart links non-
traditional cymbal names with traditional counterparts. 
Direct English translations of Chinese instrument names provide insights into the origins and 
prevailing attitudes toward the instruments. For example, knowing that ban gu (班鼓) literally 
translates as “troupe drum” highlights the instrument’s traditional use in an opera ensemble. 
Understanding that hua pen gu (花盆鼓) literally translates as “flower pot drum” paints a clear 
picture of the instrument’s physical construction – and consequently, its sound. The translation 
of ge da bo (疙瘩钹) – “goosebump cymbals” – vividly describes its physically distinctive bell. 
Instrument names also provide insights into playing techniques, such as the shou luo (手锣), 
literally “hand gong.” Sound can also be represented by instrument names, as is the case with the 
yun luo (云锣), an instrument with a softer, floating sound that translates as “cloud gong.” 
Finally, Chinese names can indicate playing traditions from specific regions, such as the bei 
bang zi (北梆子), translating as “bang zi from the North.” 
In an effort to streamline a large (and growing) number of names for each instrument, 
alternates have been designated and cross-referenced, when applicable. Often, multiple terms 
refer to the same instrument, such as dan pi gu (单皮鼓) and ban gu (班鼓). Some ancient names 
such as xing (星) might appear in scores rather than the more contemporary term peng ling (碰
铃). Some names that are considered illegitimate by Chinese percussion professionals 
nonetheless appear in Western scores, such as the misnomer shi cha (狮镲), intended to represent 
the shi bo (狮钹). Arrangers and composers further complicate matters when they provide 
general descriptions rather than specific instrument names. For example, a composer might 
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designate “medium cymbals” – zhong bo (中钹) – hoping for a moderately loud and relatively 
bright-sounding instrument. In fact, this is a specific instrument with a relative range between 
shui cha (水镲) and chuan bo (川钹). A single chart containing Non-traditional Cymbal Names 
and Corresponding Traditional Names clarifies the particularly problematic cymbal 
nomenclature issues. 
Instrument classifications provide insights into cultural background and historical periods 
(Liang et al., 2019, p. 54). Tables disseminate range (e.g., the da gu [大鼓] subfamily 
encompassing a series of large drums), timbre (e.g., the tang gu [堂鼓] subfamily bearing 
similarities to the Western snare drum), and musical roles within the Chinese folk ensemble (e.g., 
the gang gu [缸鼓] subfamily typically “driving the ensemble”). Classifications also reveal the 
leadership roles of instruments within the group (e.g., the bang zi [梆子] player functioning 
primarily as a timekeeper) as well as instrument combinations and textures (e.g., the da luo [大
锣] player taking center stage in martial fight scenes). Securing or substituting an alternate 
instrument from a generic classification might sometimes make the best musical (and financial) 
sense for the performer. Timbre, tone color, and component material (e.g., wood, metal, or stone) 
are characteristic by family and can help the player make better-informed decisions regarding 
technique and implement choice. For example, understanding that the da tang gu (大堂鼓) is a 
type of tang gu (堂鼓) presents the performer with a broader range of alternate instruments (e.g., 
the gang gu [缸鼓] or the Western bass drum), implements (e.g., wooden dowels), and 
approaches (e.g., utilizing horizontal Western bass drum technique). 
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Classification by organology provides cross-cultural insights into musical instruments, 
focusing on physical and vibrational function rather than origin. The Hornbostel-Sachs system 
(MIMO Consortium Revision) is a widely used, universally accepted musicological 
classification scheme based on the Dewey Decimal System of Classification (Magnusson, 2017, 
p. 287). The scheme is limited to “the nature of the sounding body and some aspects of the 
playing method of each instrument” (Kartomi, 1990, p. 169). All Chinese percussion instruments 
surveyed in this paper fall into the categories of idiophones or membranophones. 
Proper interpretation of Chinese percussion requires a working knowledge of traditional folk 
music. Each instrument’s role in Chinese folk music highlights musical character and suggests 
technical approach. For example, chuan bo (川钹) are loud and ringing cymbals used in festive 
music, while peng ling (碰铃) are finger bells used to delicately accompany Chinese dances. 
Each instrument’s sound and construction lead the user to find Western counterparts in terms 
of technique or substitution. For example, bei bang zi (北梆子) resemble Western claves and 
therefore have a similar approach to physical technique and sound production. Similarly, 
knowing that the tong qing (铜磬) is an instrument of copper, stone, or metal points the 
performer toward suitable Western implements that may already be in personal inventory. 
Awareness of sound and construction also helps eliminate certain instruments from contention as 
substitutes. For example, knowing that the jing luo (京锣) bends downward in pitch eliminates 
Thai gongs (which do not bend at all) as a possible replacements. 
Traditionally used implements and techniques provide insights into stroke and implement 
selection. Western performers can source implements from existing inventory or customize their 
own accordingly. For example, a Western keyboard mallet could replace the short wooden stick 
wrapped with rubber traditionally used to play the tong qing (铜磬). Or, a dense, medium-long, 
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square wooden stick could be crafted or sourced when required to play the shen bo (深波). The 
Western performer has a range of implement options for playing the pai gu (排鼓) due to the 
instrument’s similarity to concert toms. In certain circumstances, traditional technique signals 
that no mallets are to be used at all, as in the case with peng ling (碰铃), which are handbells that 
the player strikes together. Finally, an understanding of physical approach can help clarify 
confusing printed indications or notation. For example, a ban gu (板鼓) part transcribed into two 
separate lines in Western staff notation suggests that one line is for the left-hand wooden 






The ban gu (班鼓) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: ban gu (班鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation ban (班) means “troupe” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) dan pi gu (单皮鼓) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.251.1 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual single-skin conical drums) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Prominent in Peking opera, martial (action/fight) 
scenes in particular; often played in tandem with 
the jing wu luo (京武锣), xiao luo (小锣), and nao 
bo (铙钹); played by the si gu (司鼓), the leading 
drum part/conductor of the percussion 
ensemble/troupe 
  
Sound and construction Single-headed drum producing a sharp and dry 
sound; northern instruments are high-pitched and 
southern ones lower-pitched; relative range of all 
Chinese drums cited in Table 102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with thin bamboo sticks, slightly tapered 
near the tip 
  
Special note Not to be confused with the wooden clapper/drum 




The ban gu (板鼓) 
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Table 51 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: ban gu (板鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation ban (板) refers to the wooden clapper 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
Drum = 211.251.1 (membranophones; drums 
struck directly; individual single-skin conical 
drums) 
 
Wooden clappers = 111.12 (idiophones struck 
directly; concussion idiophones or clappers; 
concussion plaques or plaque clappers) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Primarily a time keeper and accompanying 
instrument in Peking opera and beyond, 
punctuating and driving musical phrases; player 
typically leads the tempo and actions 
  
Sound and construction Wooden clappers (fastened together by a cord) 
and drum (dan pi gu [单皮鼓]) combination; 
relative range of all Chinese drums cited in Table 
102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Wooden clapper played in left hand and drum 
played with right hand, using thin bamboo sticks 
that are slightly tapered near the tip 
  
Special note Not to be confused with the ban gu (班鼓), which 




The bian gu (扁鼓) 
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Table 52 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: bian gu (扁鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation bian (扁) means “flat” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used for celebrations and processions; often 
suspended by fabric on player; characteristic of 
Jiangzhou playing style; prominent in Chinese 
percussion ensemble: most famous characteristic 
piece is Rolling Walnuts 
 
Chinese orchestra: supplementary to da gu (大鼓) 
parts 
  
Sound and construction Double-sided barrel-shaped drum; medium to 
low-pitched drum with softer sound; relative 
range of all Chinese drums cited in Table 102 
  




The da gu (大鼓) 
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Table 53 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: da gu (大鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification General category of large drums, encompassing da 




(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used for musical emphasis or as a driving force; 
similar to the concert bass drum or kick drum in 
Western percussion; frequently combines with the 
mu yu (木鱼) in driving music 
  
Sound and construction Low-pitched drum with animal heads mounted on 
both sides; relative range of all Chinese drums cited 
in Table 102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Head and rims struck with tapered wooden 
drumsticks that resemble dowels; general playing 




The dan pi gu (单皮鼓) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: dan pi gu (单皮鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation dan (单) means “single” 
pi (皮) “skin” 
gu (鼓) “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) ban gu (班鼓) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.251.1 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual single-skin conical drums) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Prominent in Peking opera, martial (action/fight) 
scenes in particular; often played in tandem with 
the jing wu luo (京武锣), xiao luo (小锣), and nao 
bo (铙钹); played by the si gu (司鼓), the leading 
drum part/conductor of the percussion 
ensemble/troupe 
  
Sound and construction Single-headed drum producing a sharp and dry 
sound; northern instruments are high-pitched and 
southern ones lower-pitched; relative range of all 
Chinese drums cited in Table 102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with thin bamboo sticks that are slightly 
tapered near the tip 
  
Special note Not to be confused with the wooden clapper/drum 




The da tang gu (大堂鼓) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: da tang gu (大堂鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
tang (堂) means “hall” or “main hall” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) gang gu (缸鼓) 
  
Chinese classification Type of tang gu (堂鼓); type of da gu (大鼓) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used for musical emphasis or as a driving force; 
similar to the concert bass drum or kick drum in 
Western percussion 
  
Sound and construction Large barrel shaped drum mounted on both sides 
with animal skin; can be substituted with hua pen 
gu (花盆鼓), which is less deep in sound and 
more articulate; relative range of all Chinese 
drums cited in Table 102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Head and rims struck with tapered wooden 




The gang gu (缸鼓) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: gang gu (缸鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation gang (缸) means “jar or cylinder” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) da tang gu (大堂鼓) 
  
Chinese classification Type of tang gu (堂鼓); type of da gu (大鼓) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used for musical emphasis or as a driving force; 
similar to the concert bass drum or kick drum in 
Western percussion 
  
Sound and construction Large barrel shaped drum mounted on both sides 
with animal skin; can be substituted with hua pen 
gu (花盆鼓), which is less deep in sound and 
more articulate; relative range of all Chinese 
drums cited in Table 102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Head and rims struck with tapered wooden 




The hua pen gu (花盆鼓) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: hua pen gu (花盆鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation hua (花) means “flower” 
pen (盆) means “pot” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Type of da gu (大鼓) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used for musical emphasis or as a driving force; 
similar to the concert bass drum or kick drum in 
Western percussion 
  
Sound and construction Low-pitched drum shaped like a flowerpot, with 
animal heads mounted on both sides; can be 
substituted with da tang gu (大堂鼓) or gang gu 
(缸鼓), which are deeper in sound and less 
articulate; relative range of all Chinese drums 
cited in Table 102 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Head and rims struck with tapered wooden 




The pai gu (排鼓) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: pai gu (排鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation pai (排) means “arranged; a row of” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.212.21 (membranophone; sets of double-skin 
cylindrical drums with single playing heads) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Usage is similar to Western tom-toms 
  
Sound and construction Set of 5 or more tuned/pitched drums; exist in 
both single- and double-sided versions; relative 
range of all Chinese drums cited in Table 102 
  








The tang gu (堂鼓) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: tang gu (堂鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation tang (堂) means “hall” or “main hall” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Classification General category of drums, encompassing da tang 




(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used for musical emphasis or as a driving force; 
similar to the concert bass drum or kick drum in 
Western percussion 
  
Sound and construction Large barrel shaped drum mounted on both sides 
with animal skin; can be substituted with hua pen gu 
(花盆鼓), which is less deep in sound and more 
articulate; relative range of all Chinese drums cited 
in Table 102 
  





The xiao gu (小鼓) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: xiao gu (小鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation xiao (小) means “small” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Reminiscent of the orchestral snare drum in Western 
classical music; typically plays busier rhythms with 
driving energy; provides rhythmic accompaniment 
in folkloric tunes; frequently combines with the mu 
yu (木鱼) in driving music 
  
Sound and construction High-sounding barrel-shaped drum; smaller version 
of the da tang gu (大堂鼓)/tang gu (堂鼓); relative 
range of all Chinese drums cited in Table 102 
  





The xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) 
Criteria Description 
English translation xiao (小) means “small” 
tang (堂) means “hall” or “main hall” 
gu (鼓) means “drum” 
  
Alternate name(s) xiao gu (小鼓) 
  
Chinese classification Type of tang gu (堂鼓) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
211.222.11 (membranophones; drums struck 
directly; individual double-skin barrel drums, one 
skin used for playing) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Reminiscent of the orchestral snare drum in Western 
classical music; typically plays busier rhythms with 
driving energy; provides rhythmic accompaniment 
in folkloric tunes 
  
Sound and construction High-sounding barrel-shaped drum; smaller version 
of the da tang gu (大堂鼓)/tang gu (堂鼓); relative 
range of all Chinese drums cited in Table 102 
  






The chuan bo (川钹) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: chuan bo (川钹) 
Criteria Description 
English translation chuan (川) refers to the Si Chuan region of China 
bo (钹) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) ge da bo (疙瘩钹) 
mao bo (帽钹) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in festive music and ritualistic moments 
because of the volume of sound 
  
Sound and construction Large cymbals with a large bell; no definite pitch; 
characterized by ringing and dampened sounds; 
relative range of all Chinese cymbals cited in 
Table 103 
  




The da bo (大钹)/da cha (大镲) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: da bo (大钹) or da cha (大镲) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
bo (钹) or cha (镲) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) guang bo (广钹) 
guang cha (广镲) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Most commonly used large Chinese cymbals in 
the Chinese orchestra; typically used in grand 
moments as Western crash cymbals are; used 
frequently in festive works 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Clashed together 
  
Special note da bo (大钹) or da cha (大镲) are not traditional 
instrument names but may be used by composers 





The ge da bo (疙瘩钹) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: ge da bo (疙瘩钹) 
Criteria Description 
English translation ge da (疙瘩) means “goosebumps” 
(after the shape of the bell of the cymbals) 
bo (钹) means “cymbals” 
  
Alternate name(s) chuan bo (川钹) 
mao bo (帽钹) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in festive music and ritualistic moments 
because of the volume of sound 
  
Sound and construction Large cymbals with a large bell; no definite pitch; 
characterized by ringing and dampened sounds; 
relative range of all Chinese cymbals cited in 
Table 103 
  




The guang bo (广钹)/guang cha (广镲) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: guang bo (广钹) or guang cha (广镲) 
Criteria Description 
English translation guang (广) means “wide or broad” 
bo (钹) or cha (镲) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) da bo (大钹) 
da cha (大镲) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Most commonly used large Chinese cymbals in 
the Chinese orchestra; typically used in grand 
moments as Western crash cymbals are; used 
frequently in festive works 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  




The jing bo (京钹) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: jing bo (京钹) 
Criteria Description 
English translation jing (京) indicates origins in Peking opera 
bo (钹) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) nao bo (铙钹) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking opera; often played in tandem with the dan 
pi gu (单皮鼓), jing wu luo (京武锣), and xiao 
luo (小锣) 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  




The mao bo (帽钹) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: mao bo (帽钹) 
Criteria Description 
English translation mao (帽) means “hat” (as the bell of the cymbal is 
large enough to fit one’s head like a hat) 
bo (钹) means “cymbal” 
 
Alternate name(s) chuan bo (川钹) 
ge da bo (疙瘩钹) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in festive music and ritualistic moments 
because of the volume of sound 
  
Sound and construction Large cymbals with a large bell; no definite pitch; 
characterized by ringing and dampened sounds; 
relative range of all Chinese cymbals cited in 
Table 103 
  




The nao bo (铙钹) 
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Table 68 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: nao bo (铙钹) 
Criteria Description 
English translation nao (铙) means “noise” or “festive” 
bo (钹) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) jing bo (京钹) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking Opera; often played in tandem with the 
dan pi gu (单皮鼓), jing wu luo (京武锣), and 
xiao luo (小锣) 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  




The shi bo (狮钹)/shi cha (狮镲) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: shi bo (狮钹) or shi cha (狮镲) 
Criteria Description 
English translation shi (狮) means “lion” 
bo (钹) or cha (镲) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Often used to accompany lion dances; sometimes 
used to replace the guang bo (广钹) because of its 
lighter sound 
  
Sound and construction Characterized by ringing and dampened sounds; 
smaller version of da bo (大钹) or da cha (大镲); 
relative range of all Chinese cymbals cited in 
Table 103 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Clashed together 
  
Special note shi cha (狮镲) is not a traditional instrument name 
but may be used by composers and arrangers to 




The shui cha (水镲) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: shui cha (水镲) 
Criteria Description 
English translation shui (水) means “water” 
cha (镲) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Distinct sound that is featured in folk music, 
rituals, operas, dances, and processions; 
commonly used in Chinese percussion ensemble 
music like The Rodent’s Wedding and Squabbling 
Ducks 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  




The xiao bo (小钹)/xiao cha (小镲) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: xiao bo (小钹) or xiao cha (小镲) 
Criteria Description 
English translation xiao (小) means “small” 
bo (钹) or cha (镲) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) xiao jing bo (小京钹) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context The most commonly used small Chinese cymbals 
in the Chinese orchestra; typically has the role of 
timekeeper; used in festive music because of its 
distinctive folkloric sound 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Clashed together 
  
Special note xiao cha (小镲) is not a traditional instrument 
name but may be used by composers and 




The xiao jing bo (小京钹) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: xiao jing bo (小京钹) 
Criteria Description 
English translation xiao (小) means “small” 
jing (京) indicates origins in Peking opera 
bo (钹) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) xiao bo (小钹) 
xiao cha (小镲) 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context The most commonly used small Chinese cymbals 
in the Chinese orchestra; typically has the role of 
timekeeper; used in festive music because of its 
distinctive folkloric sound 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  




The zhong bo (中钹)/zhong cha (中镲) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: zhong bo (中钹) or zhong cha (中镲) 
Criteria Description 
English translation zhong (中) means “medium” 
bo (钹)  or cha (镲) means “cymbal” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
 
Non-traditional cymbal names of Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 74 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; cymbals – vessel clappers 
with everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Medium-sized cymbal between shui cha (水镲) 
and chuan bo (川钹) 
  
Sound and construction No definite pitch; characterized by ringing and 
dampened sounds; relative range of all Chinese 
cymbals cited in Table 103 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Clashed together 
  
Special note zhong bo (中钹) or zhong cha (中镲) are not 
standard instrument names but may be used by 
composers and arrangers to represent “medium-
sized cymbals” 
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Chinese Cymbals: Non-Traditional Names 
Table 74 
 
Non-traditional Cymbal Names and Corresponding Traditional Names 
Non-traditional instrument name Traditional name 
chuan cha (川镲) chuan bo (川钹) 
  
guang cha (广镲) guang bo (广钹) 
  
jing cha (京镲) jing bo (京钹) 
  
mao cha (帽镲) mao bo (帽钹) 
  
nao cha (铙镲) nao bo (铙钹) 
  
shui bo (水钹) shui cha (水镲) 
Note. There is much confusion and discrepancy on the use of bo (钹) and cha (镲). Cymbals that have a 
bowl-shaped dome similar to a Western suspended cymbal are known as bo (a representation of the 
cupping sound produced when played). Cymbals that have a trapezoid-shaped dome unlike Western 






The da chao luo (大抄锣) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: da chao luo (大抄锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
chao (抄) means “copy” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) da di luo (大低锣) 
da shai luo (大筛锣) 
Western tam-tam 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context In Chinese opera, large gongs often announce the 
entrance of major players and men, as well as 
punctuate points of drama and consequence 
  
Sound and construction Large and low sounding; no definite pitch; pitch 
generally bends downward; relative range of all 
Chinese gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Traditionally: a larger version of jing luo (京锣) 
mallets 
 




The da di luo (大低锣) 
 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 76 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: da di luo (大低锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
di (低) means “low” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) da chao luo (大抄锣) 
da shai luo (大筛锣) 
Western tam-tam 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context In Chinese opera, large gongs often announce the 
entrance of major players and men, as well as 
punctuate points of drama and consequence 
  
Sound and construction Large and low sounding; no definite pitch; pitch 
generally bends downward; relative range of all 
Chinese gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Traditionally: a larger version of jing luo (京锣) 
mallets 
 




The da luo (大锣) 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 77 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: da luo (大锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) jing luo (京锣) 
  
Chinese classification general category of gongs, encompassing jing hu 
luo (京虎锣) and jing wu luo (京武锣) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking opera; typically plays the downbeats and 
functions like a bass of the percussion section; 
most commonly used hand-held large gong in the 
Chinese orchestra; punctuates musical phrases in 
loud and festive music 
  
Sound and construction Large gong with a raised center; pitch generally 
bends downward; relative range of all Chinese 
gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with a wooden stick with cloth wrapped at 




The da shai luo (大筛锣) 
 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 78 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: da shai luo (大筛锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation da (大) means “large” 
shai (筛) means “mesh sieve” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) da chao luo (大抄锣) 
da di luo (大低锣) 
Western tam-tam 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context In Chinese opera, large gongs often announce the 
entrance of major players and men, as well as 
punctuate points of drama and consequence 
  
Sound and construction Large and low sounding; no definite pitch; pitch 
generally bends downward; relative range of all 
Chinese gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Traditionally: a larger version of jing luo (京锣) 
mallets 
 




The feng luo (风锣) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: feng luo (风锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation feng (风) means “wind” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used to create an eerie and dark atmosphere 
  
Sound and construction Relatively thin; creates a wind-like sound when 
rolled 
  






The gao bian da luo (高边大锣) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: gao bian da luo (高边大锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation gao (高) means “high” 
bian (边) means “side” 
da (大) means “large” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) shen bo (深波) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in Chaozhou percussion music and 
Chaozhou opera 
  
Sound and construction Bronze flat gong 60-80 cm in diameter and an 
edge that is 10-15 cm wide; relative range of all 
Chinese gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Smaller: gong is hand held and played with a 
dense, medium-long, square wooden stick 
 
Larger: gong is suspended on a stand and played 
with larger wooden sticks or a large beater 





The jing hu luo (京虎锣) 
 
Photos credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 81 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: jing hu luo (京虎锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation jing (京) indicates origins in Peking opera 
hu (虎) means “tiger” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Type of jing luo (京锣) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in Peking opera to announce the 
entrance of major characters or highlight 
important plot developments 
  
Sound and construction Mid to low range gong with a raised center; pitch 
generally bends downward; relative range of all 
Chinese gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with a wooden stick with cloth wrapped at 






The jing luo (京锣) 
 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 82 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: jing luo (京锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation jing (京) indicates origins in Peking opera 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) da luo (大锣) 
  
Chinese classification General category of gongs, encompassing jing hu 
luo (京虎锣) and jing wu luo (京武锣) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual gongs bossed 
gongs, flat gongs with flange and intermediate 
types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking Opera; typically plays the downbeats and 
functions like a bass; most commonly used hand-
held large gong in the Chinese orchestra; punctuates 
musical phrases in loud and festive passages 
  
Sound and construction Large gong with a raised center; pitch generally 
bends downward; relative range of all Chinese 
gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with a wooden stick with cloth wrapped at 




The jing wu luo (京武锣) 
 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 83 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: jing wu luo (京武锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation jing (京) indicates origins in Peking opera 
wu (武) means “martial” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Type of jing luo (京锣) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking Opera; often played in tandem with the 
dan pi gu (单皮鼓), xiao luo (小锣), and nao bo 
(铙钹); typically plays the downbeats and 
functions like a bass 
  
Sound and construction Large gong with a raised center; pitch generally 
bends downward; relative range of all Chinese 
gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with a wooden stick with cloth wrapped at 




The shen bo (深波) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: shen bo (深波) 
Criteria Description 
English translation shen (深) means “deep” 
bo (波) means “wave” (not to be confused with bo 
[钹] which means “cymbal”) 
  
Alternate name(s) gao bian da luo (高边大锣)  
which means “high side big gong” 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in Chaozhou percussion music and 
Chaozhou opera 
  
Sound and construction Bronze flat gong 60-80 cm in diameter and an 
edge that is 10-15 cm wide; relative range of all 
Chinese gongs cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Smaller: gong is hand held and played with a 
dense, medium-long, square wooden stick 
 
Larger: gong is suspended on a stand and played 
with larger wooden sticks or a large beater 





The shi mian luo (十面锣) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: shi mian luo (十面锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation shi mian (十面) means “quantity of ten” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.21 (idiophone; sets of bossed, flat gongs 
with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Adds color to festive music; selected pitches are 
based on melodic line; rhythm complements the 
melody 
  
Sound and construction Combination of 10-13 differently pitched gongs 
tied to a rack, played by a single musician; shape 
and tuning are not standardized 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique 
 
 
Wooden stick with cloth wrapped at the point of 
contact; played with one hand 
 
Special note The gong in the uppermost right corner is an 




The shou luo (手锣) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: shou luo (手锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation shou (手) means “hand” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) xiao luo (小锣) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking opera; often played in tandem with the dan 
pi gu (单皮鼓), jing wu luo (京武锣), and nao bo 
(铙钹) 
  
Sound and construction Small gong with a raised center; pitch generally 
bends upward; relative range of all Chinese gongs 
cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Gong is held in the left hand and struck with a 




The xiao luo (小锣) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: xiao luo (小锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation xiao (小) means “small” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) shou luo (手锣) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.11 (idiophone; individual bossed gongs, 
flat gongs with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used primarily in martial (action/fight) scenes in 
Peking Opera; often played in tandem with the 
dan pi gu (单皮鼓), jing wu luo (京武锣), and 
nao bo (铙钹); most commonly used small gong 
in the Chinese orchestra; punctuates musical 
phrases; combines with xiao bo (小钹) in loud 
and festive passages 
  
Sound and construction Small gong with a raised center; pitch generally 
bends upward; relative range of all Chinese gongs 
cited in Table 104 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Gong is held in the left hand and struck with a 




The yun luo (云锣) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: yun luo (云锣) 
Criteria Description 
English translation yun (云) means “cloud” 
luo (锣) means “gong” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.241.21 (idiophone; sets of bossed, flat gongs 
with flange and intermediate types) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Often accompanies dances and softer music in 
Chinese orchestra 
  
Sound and construction Set of ten or more small gongs suspended on a 
frame; number of gongs, pitches, and types of 
gongs are not standardized; simulates the sound of 
the bian qing 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Struck with a wooden or stone stick (without cloth 
wrapped at the point of contact); modern Western 
rubber keyboard mallets can be used as well 
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Chinese Wooden Instruments 
Figure 46 
 
The ban (板) 
 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: ban (板) 
Criteria Description 
English translation ban (板) means “wooden plank” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.12 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; concussion plaques or 
plaque clappers) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Helps keep time and punctuates musical phrases 
  
Sound and construction Wooden clappers (fastened together by a cord) 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique “Clapped” together with single hand 
  





The bang zi (梆子) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: bang zi (梆子) 
Criteria Description 
English translation bang zi (梆子) is the name of the instrument 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification General category of wood block instruments, 




(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.11 (idiophone; concussion sticks or stick 
clappers) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Helps keep time and punctuates musical phrases; 
emphasizes plot developments in Peking opera 
  
Sound and construction High-pitched wood block 
  




The bei bang zi (北梆子) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: bei bang zi (北梆子) 
Criteria Description 
English translation bei (北) means “north” 
bang zi (梆子) is the name of the instrument 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Type of bang zi (梆子) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.11 (idiophone; concussion sticks or stick 
clappers) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Helps keep time and punctuates musical phrases; 
emphasizes plot developments in Peking opera; 
from northern China 
  
Sound and construction Relatively heavy wooden instruments, resembling 
Western claves 
  




The bu yu (卜鱼) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: bu yu (卜鱼) 
Criteria Description 
English translation bu (卜) means “foretell” 
yu (鱼) means “fish” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Type of mu yu (木鱼) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.24 (idiophone; percussion vessels) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Originally an accompanying instrument for monks 
and Taoists; frequently combines with the xiao gu 
(小鼓) or da gu (大鼓) in driving music; can also 
create a calm atmosphere on its own 
  
Sound and construction Wood blocks that are graduated in size and pitch; 
the wood is softer and less dense than that of 
Western wood blocks; larger mu yu (木鱼); 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Small to medium bu yu (卜鱼): struck with 
tapered wooden drumsticks that resemble dowels, 
similar to those used with pai gu (排鼓) or hua 
pen gu (花盆鼓) 
 
Large bu yu (卜鱼): struck with beaters that have 
wooden shafts, and a dense wooden, tear-shaped 




The mu yu (木鱼) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: mu yu (木鱼) 
Criteria Description 
English translation mu (木) means “wood” 
yu (鱼) means “fish” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Larger blocks are sometimes called bu yu (卜鱼) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.24 (idiophone; percussion vessels) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Commonly used by Buddhist monks to 
accompany chanting; frequently combines with 
the xiao gu (小鼓) or da gu (大鼓) in driving 
music; can also create a calm atmosphere on its 
own 
  
Sound and construction Carved, hollow wood blocks that are graduated in 
size and pitch; the wood is softer and less dense 
than that of Western wood blocks 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Small to medium mu yu (木鱼): struck with 
tapered wooden drumsticks that resemble dowels, 
similar to those used with pai gu (排鼓) or hua 
pen gu (花盆鼓) 
 
Large bu yu (卜鱼): struck with beaters that have 
wooden shafts, and a dense wooden, tear-shaped 




The nan bang zi (南梆子) 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 94 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: nan bang zi (南梆子) 
Criteria Description 
English translation nan (南) means “south” 
bang zi (梆子) is the name of the instrument 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification type of bang zi (梆子) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.24 (idiophone; percussion vessels) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Primarily used in Guang Dong opera (from 
southern China); helps keep time, sometimes 
punctuating musical phrases and emphasizing plot 
developments; sometimes replaces the dan pi gu 
(单皮鼓) 
  
Sound and construction High to low-pitched rectangular wood block, with 
a thin slit cut deeply into the block; certain high-
pitched nan bang zi (南梆子) are small pieces of 
wood clamped down on both ends to another 
wooden slat 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Played with thin wooden sticks similar to those 




The pai ban (拍板) 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 95 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: pai ban (拍板) 
Criteria Description 
English translation pai (拍) means “clapping” 
ban (板) means “wooden plank” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification Wooden planks resemble those of the ban (板) 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.12 (idiophones struck directly; concussion 
idiophones or clappers; concussion plaques or 
plaque clappers) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Helps keep time and punctuates musical phrases; 
frequently emphasizes key plot developments 
  
Sound and construction Made up of several (often five) pieces of wooden 
planks which are strung together at the top 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Ends of the instrument are slapped together to 
create a loud, resonating clap; the resulting sound 
resembles the rudimental “flam” 
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The bian qing (编磬) 
 
Photos credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 96 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: bian qing (编磬) 
Criteria Description 
English translation bian (编) means “arranged” 
qing (磬) is a specific instrument made of stone or 
jade 
  
Alternate name(s) qing (磬) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.242.221 (idiophone; sets of suspended bells 
struck from the outside) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Unaccompanied instrument; used in Imperial 
Court performances and ceremonial occasions for 
background music; originated in the Confucian 
temple 
  
Sound and construction Set of L-shaped stone or jade slabs suspended 
from a frame 
  





The bian zhong (编钟) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: bian zhong (编钟) 
Criteria Description 
English translation bian (编) means “arranged” 
zhong (钟) means “row of bells” 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.242.221 (idiophone; sets of suspended bells 
struck from the outside) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Unaccompanied instrument; used in Imperial 
Court performances and ceremonial occasions, 
especially for background music; typically 
multiple sets used, requiring multiple players 
  
Sound and construction Set of graduated tuned bronze bells suspended 
from a frame 
  
Traditionally used implements and technique Larger bian zhong (编钟): struck with long 
wooden poles that are also used to strike the bells 
in a Chinese temple 
 
Smaller bian zhong (编钟): struck with wooden  




The peng ling (碰铃) 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 98 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: peng ling (碰铃) 
Criteria Description 
English translation peng (碰) means “collide” 
ling (铃) means “bell” 
  
Alternate name(s) xing (星) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophone; cymbals, vessel clappers with 
everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in delicate traditional dances 
  
Sound and construction Finger bells tied together with a string 
  




The qing (磬) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: qing (磬) 
Criteria Description 
English translation qing (磬) is a specific instrument made of stone or 
jade 
  
Alternate name(s) bian qing (编磬) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.242.221 (idiophone; sets of suspended bells 
struck from the outside) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in temples for rituals and chants; often used 
in quieter music to help portray scenes of serenity 
and inner calm 
  
Sound and construction Set of L-shaped stone or jade slabs suspended 
from a frame 
  




Struck with a short wooden stick, occasionally 
wrapped with rubber 
 
qing (磬) is sometimes intended to represent the 






The tong qing (铜磬) 
 
Photo credit: Jess Koh Xi Yi (2020) 
Table 100 
 
Chinese Instrument Description: tong qing (铜磬) 
Criteria Description 
English translation tong (铜) means “copper” 
qing (磬) means “singing bowl” in this special 
context 
  
Alternate name(s) N/A 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.242.11 (idiophones struck directly; bells; 
resting bells) or 
 
151 (idiophone; played by friction) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in temples for rituals and chants; often used 
in quieter music to help portray scenes of serenity 
and inner calm 
  
Sound and construction Usually made of copper but occasionally made of 
stone or metal 
  




Either struck or played by rotating a mallet around 
the outside rim to produce a sustained sound; 
implement is typically a short wooden stick that is 
occasionally wrapped with rubber 
 





The xing (星) 
 




Chinese Instrument Description: xing (星) 
Criteria Description 
English translation xing (星) means “star” 
  
Alternate name(s) peng ling (碰铃) 
  
Chinese classification N/A 
  
Hornbostel-Sachs classification 
(MIMO Consortium revision) 
111.142 (idiophone; cymbals, vessel clappers with 
everted rim) 
  
Musical role in Chinese folk context Used in delicate traditional dances 
  
Sound and construction Finger bells tied together with a string 
  




Relative Ranges of Chinese Percussion Instruments 
Understanding the graduated range of Chinese percussion instruments is crucial to selecting 
the most appropriate instruments within a given composition, particularly in a score containing 
vague or unclear markings. It also facilitates best-case instrument substitutions. 
Each chart delineates relative range by family (e.g., drums, cymbals, and gongs). When 
placed in musical context, this reference tool helps the performer select ideal instruments despite 
potentially confusing nomenclature (see Chinese Percussion Instrument Descriptions). For 
example, an arranger or composer may request a da gu (大鼓) – a general classification – in a 
lightly scored segment. The performer can then refer to the chart and select the smallest 
instrument available in the family, such as the hua pen gu (花盆鼓). 
The charts also enable the performer to make an appropriate choice when instrument 
designations are vague or unclear. For example, a composer may request zhong bo (中钹), 
meaning “medium cymbals.” From the chart, a player might select shi bo (狮钹) from the middle 
range. 
 Charts explicitly detail overlaps in range for graduated instruments. For example, pai gu 
(排鼓) are a self-contained set of graduated drums that generally sit between the xiao gu (小
鼓)/xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) and the bian gu (扁鼓) in range, even though the smallest and largest 
drums may overlap. 
For certain instruments and families, relative range is not a consideration, as is the case for 
the feng luo (风锣), or “wind gong,” that sets a mood in folk music but does not possess a 
graduated quality. These particular instruments appear in the Chinese Percussion Instrument 





Relative Range: Chinese Drums 
Relative Range a Name of drum 
1 (highest pitch) ban gu (班鼓) b 
dan pi gu (单皮鼓) b 
  
2 xiao gu (小鼓) 
xiao tang gu (小堂鼓) 
  
3 pai gu (排鼓)c 
  
4 bian gu (扁鼓) 
  
5 hua pen gu (花盆鼓) – under generic classification of da gu (大鼓) 
  
6 (lowest pitch) da tang gu (大堂鼓) – under generic classification of da gu (大鼓) 
gang gu (缸鼓) – under generic classification of da gu (大鼓) 
Note. 
a Pitch is designated from 1 (highest pitch) to 6 (lowest pitch). Extreme sizes of specific drum types may 
overlap positions in the chart. 
b The ban gu (班鼓)/dan pi gu (单皮鼓) is of a distinctly different timbre than other drums in this table. 






Relative Range: Chinese Cymbals 
Relative Rangea Name of cymbal 
1 (highest pitch) xiao bo (小钹) 
xiao cha (小镲) 
xiao jing bo (小京钹) 
  
2 jing bo (京钹) 
nao bo (铙钹) 
  
3 zhong bo (中钹) b 
zhong cha (中镲)b 
  
4 shi bo (狮钹) 
shi cha (狮镲) 
  
5 shui cha (水镲) 
  
6 da bo (大钹) 
da cha (大镲) 
guang bo (广钹) 
guang cha (广镲) 
  
7 (lowest pitch) chuan bo (川钹) 
mao bo (帽钹) 
ge da bo (疙瘩钹) 
Note. 
a Pitch is designated from 1 (highest pitch) to 7 (lowest pitch). Extreme sizes of specific cymbal types may 
overlap positions in the chart. 
b zhong bo (中钹) and zhong cha (中镲) are not traditional instrument names but are used by some 





Relative Range: Chinese Gongs 
Relative Rangea Name of gong 
1 (highest pitch) shou luo (手锣) 
xiao luo (小锣) 
  
2 jing hu luo (京虎锣) 
Medium-sized shen bo (深波) 
Medium-sized gao bian da luo (高边大锣)  
  
3 (lowest pitch) da shai luo (大筛锣) 
da chao luo (大抄锣) 
da di luo (大低锣) 
Large-sized shen bo (深波) 
Large-sized gao bian da luo (高边大锣) 
Note. 
a Pitch is designated from 1 (highest pitch) to 3 (lowest pitch). Extreme sizes of specific gong types may 
overlap positions in the chart. 
Suggested Substitutions for Chinese Percussion Instruments 
One of the biggest obstacles a Western-trained percussionist faces is finding suitable 
substitutions that are faithful to Chinese folk traditions. It is rare when a Western individual or 
ensemble can access the full range of ethnic Chinese instruments requested in an arrangement or 
composition. Western-trained percussionists must do what they can with whatever limited 
resources are available. 
In a series of charts, experts with significant professional experience in both Chinese folk 
percussion and Western orchestral percussion suggest instrument substitutions. Instruments are 
categorized by family (e.g., drums, gongs, and component material – wooden and stone/metal) 
and alphabetized for easy reference. The reader can cross-reference instrument names designated 
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in scores with recommended substitutions that will not offend traditional Chinese folk music 
sensibilities. 
When a given instrument is not available in the individual’s or ensemble’s inventory, a 
Western (or alternate Asian) instrument might be the best alternative. For example, a concert 
bass drum could replace a da gu (大鼓) or temple blocks could replace mu yu (木鱼). 
Size is another frequent obstacle. The bian qing (编磬) might be prohibitively large to place 
onstage, but a glockenspiel with a much smaller footprint could replace it. Or, an instrument that 
is too expensive to rent or purchase – or too obscure to find – such as the shi mian luo (十面锣) 
could be replaced with ten small, unpitched flat gongs mounted on a rack or placed on a table. 
While no replacement is ideal, it is the performer’s responsibility to find the most appropriate 
substitute(s) possible. 
Chinese experts consulted for this study concur that there are no viable substitutions for 






Suggested Substitutions: Chinese Drums 
Chinese instrument Suggested replacement 
ban gu (班鼓) – drum without clapper Very high-pitched wood blocka 
 
Japanese mokushu or wood block or 
Chinese jia ban gu (假板鼓)c 
  
ban gu (板鼓) – clapper/drum combination 2 different high-pitched wood blocksa 
 
Drum part = high temple block 
Wooden clapper = low temple blockb 
 
Japanese mokushu or wood block or 
Chinese jia ban gu (假板鼓)c 
  
bian gu (扁鼓) Floor toma 
 
Small bass drumb 
 
Medium or large wooden drum with animal skin from 
Japan, Korea, or Malaysiac 
  
da gu (大鼓) Taiko drum or resonant kick drum played horizontally 





Medium or large wooden drum with animal skin from 
Japan, Korea, or Malaysiac 
  
dan pi gu (单皮鼓) Very high-pitched wood blocka 
 
Japanese mokushu or wood block or 
Chinese jia ban gu (假板鼓)c 
  
da tang gu (大堂鼓) Small, slightly muted concert bass drum played with 




Medium or large wooden drum with animal skin from 
Japan, Korea, or Malaysiac 
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Table 105 continued at the top of this page. 
 
gang gu (缸鼓) 
 
 
Small, slightly muted concert bass drum played with 




Medium or large wooden drum with animal skin from 
Japan, Korea, or Malaysiac 
  
hua pen gu (花盆鼓) Taiko drum or resonant kick drum played horizontally 
or small, slightly muted concert bass drum played with 
wooden/hard sticksa 
 
Bass drum (smaller, higher-pitched)b 
 
Medium or large wooden drum with animal skin from 
Japan, Korea, or Malaysiac 
  
pai gu (排鼓) Concert tom-toms or bongos/congas or other ethnic 




Small to medium congas or drums with thick wooden 
bodies and thick animal skins; 
high pitch pai gu = bongos/small taiko drum 
low pitch pai gu = congasc 
  
tang gu (堂鼓) Small, slightly muted concert bass drum played with 




Medium or large wooden drum with animal skin from 
Japan, Korea, or Malaysiac 
  




Bongos, small taiko drum, or small congasc 
  




Bongos, small taiko drum, or small congasc 
Note. 
a Suggested replacement provided by Benjamin Boo, Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 
b Suggested replacement provided by Xu Fan, Xi’An Conservatory of Music. 





Suggested Substitutions: Chinese Gongs 
Chinese instrument Suggested replacement 
da chao luo (大抄锣) Western tam-tam (identical instrument)a, b, c 
  
da di luo (大低锣) Western tam-tam (identical instrument) a, b, c 
  
da luo (大锣) N/A 
  
da shai luo (大筛锣) Western tam-tam (identical instrument)a, b, c 
  




Flat Asian gongs (without an edge)c 
  
jing hu luo (京虎锣) N/A 
  
jing luo (京锣) N/A 
  
jing wu luo (京武锣) N/A 
  
shi mian luo (十面锣) N/Aa, b 
 
Ten different sized flat gongs (with an edge)c 
  
shou luo (手锣) N/Aa, b 
 
Small hand-held gongs that bend upwardc 
  
xiao luo (小锣) N/Aa, b 
 
Small hand-held gongs that bend upwardc 
  
yun luo (云锣) Almglocken or vibraphonea 
 
Glockenspiel or vibraphoneb 
 
High and medium pitched Thai or bao gongs or 
vibraphone played with hard yarn mallets or medium-
soft plastic malletsc 
Note. 
 
a Suggested replacement provided by Benjamin Boo, Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 
b Suggested replacement provided by Xu Fan, Xi’An Conservatory of Music. 





Suggested Substitutions: Wooden Instruments 
Chinese instrument Suggested replacement 




Japanese mokushu or wood blockc 
  










bu yu (卜鱼) Wood blocks or temple blocks or “Jam Blocks” (Latin 
Percussion) or log drums – for low sounding bu yu (卜
鱼) a 
 
Temple block (low-pitched)b 
  
mu yu (木鱼) Wood blocks, temple blocks, or “Jam Blocks” (by 





Temple blocks from Japan, Korea, or Taiwan or 
Western wood blocks (with careful consideration of 
timbre)c 
  
nan bang zi (南梆子) Wood blocks, temple blocks, or “Jam Blocks” (by 




Wood blocks of different pitchesc 
Note. 
a Suggested replacement provided by Benjamin Boo, Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 
b Suggested replacement provided by Xu Fan, Xi’An Conservatory of Music. 
c Suggested replacement provided by Qiao Jiajia, Central Conservatory of Music (Beijing).  
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Stone and Metal Instruments 
Table 108 
 
Suggested Substitutions: Stone and Metal Instruments 
Chinese instrument Suggested replacement 





Glockenspiel played with hard plastic mallets 
(attempting a soft and thin sounds)c 
  




Vibraphone played with wooden or hard plastic 
malletsc 
  
peng ling (碰铃)/ xing (星) Finger cymbals or Tibetan bellsa 
 
Crotales or triangleb 
 
Japanese bowl instruments or Tibetan bellsc 
  
qing (磬) N/Aa 
 
Crotales or vibraphoneb 
  




Japanese bowl instrumentsc 
  
Note. 
a Suggested replacement provided by Benjamin Boo, Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 
b Suggested replacement provided by Xu Fan, Xi’An Conservatory of Music. 
c Suggested replacement provided by Qiao Jiajia, Central Conservatory of Music (Beijing). 
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Understanding luo gu jing (锣鼓经) Notation 
Chinese folk percussion instruction occurs primarily by rote, but when students do read 
music, they rely upon extensive knowledge imparted by the teacher beyond the printed page 
(Liang, 1985, p. 185). Chinese percussion notation requires a prior understanding of vocables 
(and the instruments and textures they represent). 
This is exemplified in luo gu jing (锣鼓经), a system expressly used for Chinese solo 
percussion passages featuring the ban gu (板鼓), da luo (大锣), nao bo (铙钹), and xiao luo (小
锣). A basic understanding of luo gu jing notation informs Chinese folk percussion traditions of 
instruction and performance. The system relies upon vocables, a critical part of rote learning. A 
single line of standardized onomatopoeic Chinese characters indicates rhythmic patterns, 
ensemble texture, note lengths, tone color, open/closed tones, and more. The player relates 
characters to sounds and combinations of instruments (e.g., cang [仓] represents a loud 
combination of two gongs and a pair of cymbals). Vocal subdivisions in Chinese percussion also 
originate from this tradition. For example, ban gu (板鼓) players traditionally verbalize 
sixteenth notes as da ba da ba (大八大八). 
Because of the nature of rote learning, luo gu jing encapsulates Chinese traditions in several 
significant ways. It requires a deep understanding of a wide variety of instruments and textures. 
It assumes a knowledge of all parts within the score. It relies heavily upon the depth of 
knowledge imparted by the teacher rather than note-reading skills. Finally, it represents a 
standardized approach to performance rarely characterized by individualized interpretation. 
In an effort to help demystify Chinese folk percussion ensemble practice, five charts 
represent the five instruments that typically appear in luo gu jing: drum, wooden clappers, large 
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gong, small gong, and Chinese cymbals. In each chart, individual Chinese characters link to 
performance instructions (e.g., general approach, texture, dynamics, stickings, and note duration) 
that a Western-trained percussionist should easily understand. The performer can cross-reference 
characters in the charts with musical scores, even without proficiency in the Chinese language. 
Users should find it helpful to cross-reference the instrument designations with the Chinese 
Percussion Instrument Descriptions section. While experienced folk musicians can read luo gu 
jing instantaneously, this series of charts allows the Western-trained performer to interpret parts 




Commonly Used Instruments Used in luo gu jing (锣鼓经) 
Table 109 
 
Legend for luo gu jing drum: ban gu (鼓) 
Printed Chinese characters 
(pinyin Romanization of vocables) 
Performance instructions 
板 (ban) Play the wooden clapper ban (板) with the left 
hand 
  
大 (da) or 拉 (la) 
 
Hit the drum with the right stick 
  
八 (ba) Hit the drum with the left stick 
  
巴 (ba) Hit the drum with both sticks simultaneously 
  
嘟 (du) Play a tremolo/roll with both hands 
 
Can be one of two types: 
long roll = 撕边 (si bian) 
short roll = 搓儿 (cuo er) 
  
龙冬 (long dong) Play the wooden clappers ban (板) with the left 
hand and tap the center of the drum with the tip of 
the right stick simultaneously 
  
多罗 (duo luo) The left hand holds the wooden clappers ban (板) 
while a single-handed short roll is played with the 
right stick 
  
衣个龙大 (yi ge long da) 
 
 
Play the wooden clappers ban (板) with the left 
hand followed by three right hand strokes on the 
drum; performed as if 板大大大 (ban da da da) 
Note. Original source: Wang Jianhua (Beijing Central Conservatory of Music). 





Legend for luo gu jing wooden clappers: ban (板) 
Printed Chinese characters 
(pinyin Romanization of vocables) 
Performance instructions 
扎 (zha) Play the wooden clappers ban (板) for one stroke; 
typically occurs during vocal moments in opera 
 
Play the wooden clappers ban (板) with the left 
hand and play the drum with the right hand 
simultaneously for one stroke; typically occurs 
during interludes and transitions 
  
衣 (yi) Play a light tap on the wooden clappers ban (板) 
with the left hand 
  
乙, 儿 (yi, er) Rest (or, occasionally in softer passages, a light 
tap on the drum with the stick is played instead) 
 
Same instruction for both yi (乙) and er (儿) 
Note. Original source: Wang Jianhua (Beijing Central Conservatory of Music). 





Legend for luo gu jing large gong: da luo (大锣) 
Printed Chinese characters 
(pinyin Romanization of vocables) 
Performance instructions 
仓 (cang) da luo (大锣), nao bo (铙钹), and xiao luo (小锣) 
play simultaneously, usually at a loud dynamic 
  
顷, 空 (qing, kong) Same instruction for both: 
 
da luo (大锣), nao bo (铙钹), and xiao luo (小锣) 
play simultaneously, always at a soft dynamic 
  
匝 (za) da luo (大锣), nao bo (铙钹), and xiao luo (小锣) 
play simultaneously but muffled, usually at a loud 
dynamic 
  
匡 (kuang) da luo (大锣) plays alone (often signaling retreat 
during a battle), usually at a loud dynamic 
Note. Original source: Wang Jianhua (Beijing Central Conservatory of Music). 




Legend for luo gu jing cymbals: nao bo (铙钹) 
Printed Chinese characters 
(pinyin Romanization of vocables) 
Performance instructions 
才 (cai) nao bo (铙钹) and xiao luo (小锣) play 
simultaneously, usually at a loud dynamic 
  
七 (qi) nao bo (铙钹) plays alone, softly 
  
扑 (pu) nao bo (铙钹) plays alone but muffled 
Note. Original source: Wang Jianhua (Beijing Central Conservatory of Music). 




Legend for luo gu jing small gong: xiao luo (小锣) 
Printed Chinese characters 
(pinyin Romanization of vocables) 
Performance instructions 
台 (tai)a, 堂 (tang), 来 (lai)b, 当 (dang) xiao luo (小锣) plays alone 
  
令 (ling) xiao luo (小锣) plays alone, softly 
Note. Original source: Wang Jianhua (Beijing Central Conservatory of Music). 
Detailed descriptions translated by Benjamin Boo (Singapore Chinese Orchestra). 
a Traditional alternative vocable for 台 (tai) is tei 
b Traditional alternative vocable for 来 (lai) is lei 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Because the study is asymmetrical rather than comparative, it evaluates Chinese practice 
through the lens of Western pedagogy but not vice versa. American syllabi form the basis for 
interview questions for Chinese Percussion Specialists, but the lack of published Chinese syllabi 
precluded direct comparison between Chinese and American curricula. 
Reliance upon published syllabi limits the scope of analysis for both American and 
Chinese institutions. Many schools in the United States do not furnish hard or soft copies of the 
syllabus to the public. No surveyed Chinese institutions systemically publish syllabi, eliminating 
any valid points of comparison. 
Additionally, it is impossible to determine precisely how much American percussion 
syllabi reflect actual practice in each studio, as there was no on-the-ground observation of 
instruction. Similarly, only survey responses provide insights into the studios of Chinese 
Percussion Specialists. 
The qualitative nature of this study required the selection of institutions that represent 
percussion pedagogy at large in the United States, inherently limiting sample size. 
Because the researcher is substantially more familiar with American percussion 
instruction than Chinese percussion instruction, and because the researcher is American, there is 
an inherent risk of cultural bias. Language proficiency potentially impacted data collection and 
analysis, particularly because the interviewer was not qualified to ask follow-up questions in the 
Chinese Percussion Specialists’ mother tongue. While a certified third-party agency translated all 
interviews and correspondence from Mandarin Chinese to English, the reliability and validity of 
data collection could still be affected by language proficiency. 
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These limitations indicate the need for additional research. An equal focus on American 
and Chinese percussion instruction (or an asymmetrical approach focused on American 
programs) would yield valuable insights into the potential influence of Chinese percussion 
teaching on American percussion instruction. More in-depth analyses of American percussion 
programs, including the evaluation of actual instruction on the ground, would produce a broader 
range of questions for Chinese Percussion Specialists. A larger sample of American institutions, 
including those without published syllabi, would provide a statistically more significant body of 
data. In essence, a team of Chinese and Western researchers could present a variety of 
perspectives that collectively mitigate cultural bias and cultivate more poignant comparisons 




Oral traditions of Chinese percussion instruction present significant impediments for 
Western-trained percussionists hoping to execute Chinese percussion parts with appropriate 
instrument choice, sound, style, technique, and interpretation. The dearth of available resources 
that provide insights into Chinese folk oral traditions, instruments, notational systems, and 
instructional methods leaves the Western-trained performer little choice but to make educated 
guesses with primarily Western sensibilities. The analyses and resources provided in this study 
fill the existing knowledge gap in a framework easily understood (and easily expanded) by 
Western-trained professionals. 
An investigation into Chinese socio-political dynamics on the greater educational system 
establishes traditional attitudes toward rote learning, conformity, mastery of content, hierarchical 
leadership, standardized testing, and non-differentiated instruction. Western-trained 
percussionists must filter out irrelevant aspects of so-called moral education, extract helpful 
performance traditions from Chinese classrooms, and reconcile them with elements of 
contemporary Western percussion pedagogy. 
An ongoing reverence to standardized examinations in China encourages mastery of 
content over individuality. Longstanding traditions of hierarchical authority reinforce a 
preference for conformity over independent thought and entrepreneurialism. They also result in 
students’ collective reluctance to ask questions in order to gain a deeper understanding of 
exercises or repertoire. The lack of emphasis on general Western learning strategies and extra-
musical skills in curricula illuminate a direct link between rote learning and less individualized 
performances. Arguably, personal interpretation, entrepreneurialism, and Western learning 
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strategies might not equate to authentic content for aspiring Chinese folk percussionists and 
therefore be considered distractions rather than enhancements to the curricula. 
Attitudes and approaches toward rote learning indicate a preference for consistent and 
accurate performances rather than highly individualized interpretations. Oral instruction uniquely 
benefits students as they learn how vocables are fundamental to the proper execution of parts. 
While most repertoire is unprinted, onomatopoeic notational systems like luo gu jing are critical 
to inferring appropriate rhythmic interpretation, ensemble texture, note duration, tone color, 
open/closed tones, and more. Western-educated percussionists can apply this knowledge directly 
to performance. 
Ultimately, the Western performer must have a clear concept of Chinese percussion 
practice in practical terms. Reference tools in the Resources for the Western-Trained 
Percussionist section address some of the most prominent challenges Western-trained 
percussionists face when preparing and performing works of Chinese composers and arrangers. 
These tools clarify enigmatic facets of Chinese percussion instruction such as oral traditions and 
folk origins. The level of detail is appropriate for Western-trained orchestral and solo performers. 
An extensive set of charts, photographs, instrument descriptions (including construction, 
nomenclature, relative ranges, appropriate substitutions, and musical context), and detailed 
explanations of notational systems and vocables (e.g., rote learning and luo gu jing) reveals a 
path toward better-informed performance practice. 
Opportunities for Further Research 
The study presents many opportunities for further research. Scholars of different 
backgrounds could provide a variety of perspectives on Chinese folk percussion instruction and 
performance practice to the benefit of Western-trained orchestral percussionists. Table 114 
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outlines nine potential points of investigation and suggested researcher profiles. Each item is an 
opportunity to focus more closely on topics explored in this study. 
Table 114 
 
Opportunities for Further Research in Chinese Percussion Instruction 
Point of investigation Researcher profile 
Impact of general Chinese educational traditions 
on Chinese percussion instruction 
Former students who have studied in the Chinese 
educational system before studying Chinese 
percussion 
  
Addition of instruments to Resources section Performers with knowledge of additional 
instruments 
  
Bi-directional contrastive analyses of Chinese and 
Western percussion instruction 
Former students who have studied in both China 
and the West 
  
Feasibility and consequences of adding Chinese 
percussion to the syllabus 
Percussion teachers working in the West 
  
Contrasting the application, frequency, and value 
of vocables in American and Chinese percussion 
curricula 
Musicologists and performers with experience in 
multiple instruments that use vocables 
  
Evaluation of Chinese percussion instruction 
through direct observation of live teaching 
Chinese and Western percussion teachers 
  
Exploration of the design and effectiveness of 
assessments on individuals and relevance of the 
curriculum 
Chinese and Western percussion teachers 
  
Evaluation of Chinese percussion performances 
by Western-trained percussionists 
Chinese folk percussionists 
  
Determination of the relevance of contemporary 
Chinese percussion curricula 
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面试问题-中国打击乐专家 (Survey Questionnaire: Translated to Simplified Chinese) 
音乐教育学以外的题目 (Extra-Musical Concepts) 
1. 您是否根据每个人的个人特点定制您的教学方法和进度 (differentiated instruction)? 
2. 您是否会根据学生的音乐基础和经历来教学 (constructivism)? 
3. 您用什么方法来激励学生努力学习与不断地进取 (motivational strategies)? 
4. 您如何评估学生的学习进度，多久评估一次？您多常给学生回馈 (assessment and 
feedback)? 
5. 您是否鼓励学生提问并找出一套自己的学习方法  (active learning and critical 
thinking)? 
6. 您如何兼顾基本技能和实况演奏的培训 (authentic learning)? 
7. 您是否鼓励学生们互相合作，应用专业课所学的概念 (collaborative learning)? 
8. 您是否会先专注于学生的基本功培训，才开始教授曲目 (scaffolding)? 
9. 政府的指导方针 和培训（官 方和非官方） 对您的教学方法 产生了什么 影响 
(government policy)? 
10. 您目前的教学法和您以往的学习经验比较，有哪些不同 (teaching traditions)? 
音乐教育学的专业题目 (Musical Concepts) 
11. 您是否在中国打击乐器教学中采用西方打击乐器技巧 (Western influence)? 
12. 您教学时，演奏工具（鼓棒和鼓槌）的选择有多重要 (implement selection)? 
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13. 您认为中国传统乐谱和西方乐谱相比，有哪些优势和劣势 (notation)? 
14. 您凭记忆（基于重复记忆）教学的时间约占多少百分比，乐谱教学的时间大约占多
少百分比 (rote learning and memorization)? 
15. 在您的教学里，能够掌握多种乐器的演绎是否重要 (well-roundedness)? 
16. 您是否让学生多方尝试独奏、室内乐演奏，以至大型合奏等各种演奏形式 (breadth 
of performance outcomes)? 
17. 您是否鼓励使用节拍器，使用的时间大约占多少百分比 (use of the metronome)? 
18. 您对学生达到双手平衡共用的目标有多重视 (ambidexterity)? 
19. 您教中国打击乐时，是否使用广为通用的出版教材  (use of published methods 
materials)? 
一般信息 (Biographical Data) 
20. 承蒙允许我们进行具名发表，请告知我们您的中英文姓名。 
21.  您在何处担任教职，正式职称是什么？ 
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Survey Questionnaire: English (original) 
Extra-Musical Concepts 
 
1. Do you customize your teaching methods and pace according to individual student needs 
(differentiated instruction)? 
2. Do you consider the prior experience of students and encourage them to build upon it 
(constructivism)? 
3. What methods do you use to motivate students to work harder and achieve more 
(motivational strategies)? 
4. How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently do you 
give feedback to the students (assessment and feedback)? 
5. Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and seek deeper 
understanding of content (active learning and critical thinking)? 
6. What is the balance you strike between rudimentary skills and practical job training? 
(authentic learning)? 
7. Do you encourage students to work together to apply and develop concepts taught in 
lessons (collaborative learning)? 
8. Do you have a sequential system of building fundamentals before teaching actual 
repertoire (scaffolding)? 
9. How has government policy influenced instruction (government policy)? 





11. Do you incorporate Western percussion pedagogy in your studio (Western influence)? 
12. How important are stick and mallet choices in your instruction (implement selection)? 
13. What is the relative importance of Chinese and Western notation in your studio 
(notation)? 
14. What roles do rote learning and memorization play in your instruction (rote learning and 
memorization)? 
15. Do you encourage proficiency in a wide range of instruments (well-roundedness)? 
16. Do your students gain experience in a diverse range of settings (breadth of performance 
outcomes)? 
17. To what extent do you encourage the use of the metronome (use of the metronome)? 
18. How important is the achievement of ambidexterity in your students (ambidexterity)? 
19. Do you utilize published methods materials (use of published methods materials)? 
Biographical Data 
 
20. What is your name, as you wish it to be published, in Chinese and English characters? 





Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 (original Chinese) 
Interview conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 16 
Follow-up response to Question 19 conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 16 
面试问题-中国打击乐专家 (Survey Response: Simplified Chinese) 
音乐教育学以外的题目 (Extra-Musical Concepts) 
1. Q: 您是否根据每个人的个人特点定制您的教学方法和进度 (differentiated instruction)? 
A: 我会根据每个学生的特点制定教学方法及进度 
2. Q: 您是否会根据学生的音乐基础和经历来教学 (constructivism)? 
A: 因为现在中国学生的基础差距比较大（如：音乐学院附中和普通高中的音乐基础差
距非常大），所以我会根据他们的基础及学习经历来制定一个合理的教学进度及方法 
















6. Q: 您如何兼顾基本技能和实况演奏的培训 (authentic learning)? 
A: 我首先要完成我在学院的教学工作，如果有多余时间，可能我才会去参加这样的演
奏培训 









9. Q: 政府的指导方针和培训（官方和非官方）对您的教学方法产生了什么影响 
(government policy)? 
A: 有一定影响，但我们还是按照官方的指导方针进行教学 
10. Q: 您目前的教学法和您以往的学习经验比较，有哪些不同 (teaching traditions)? 
A1: 通过多年的教学工作，我也一直在学习和进步，现在更多的注重和发掘每个学生
的性格特点和激发他们的创造能力。原来的我更多的按照学院教学大纲进行。 
A2: (follow-up e-mail response): 对比您以前上课和现在教学，两者有何差别？ 














音乐教育学的专业题目 (Musical Concepts) 
11. Q: 您是否在中国打击乐器教学中采用西方打击乐器技巧 (Western influence)? 
A: 我会的，特别是小军鼓的复合跳练习，我很推崇，经常让他们在排鼓组合上应用 
12. Q: 您教学时，演奏工具（鼓棒和鼓槌）的选择有多重要 (implement selection)? 
A: 非常重要！鼓棒的材质、长短、重量、粗细。是我们演奏优质音色的基础。 
13. Q: 您认为中国传统乐谱和西方乐谱相比，有哪些优势和劣势 (notation)? 
A: 首先没有可比性，他们是两个不同文明和文化的体现。 
14. Q: 您凭记忆（基于重复记忆）教学的时间约占多少百分比，乐谱教学的时间大约占多
少百分比 (rote learning and memorization)? 
A: 记忆教学百分之30左右。乐谱教学百分之70 
15. Q: 在您的教学里，能够掌握多种乐器的演绎是否重要 (well-roundedness)? 
A: 我个人认为非常重要，这样对他们所从事的专业有巨大的帮助，也会让他们知道自
己适合那种类型的乐器演奏。 
16. Q: 您是否让学生多方尝试独奏、室内乐演奏，以至大型合奏等各种演奏形式 (breadth 





17. Q: 您是否鼓励使用节拍器，使用的时间大约占多少百分比 (use of the metronome)? 
A: 在初级阶段每次课我都会用节拍器，并强制要求他们在平时练习时使用，高年级的
时候只有在乐曲的特殊片段使用。 
18. Q: 您对学生达到双手平衡共用的目标有多重视 (ambidexterity)? 
A: 我很重视这个问题，我想这个问题也是每个打击乐演奏家的追求。 





Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 1 (translated from Chinese to English) 
Interview conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 16 
Follow-up interview conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 16 
 
Extra-Musical Concepts Questions 
1. Q: Do you customize your teaching methods and pace according to individual 
student needs (differentiated instruction)? 
A: I monitor learning progress according to the specific needs of each student. 
2. Q: Do you consider the prior experience of students and encourage them to build 
upon it (constructivism)? 
A: Currently, the level of foundation varies considerably among Chinese students. Take, 
for example, the vast difference in playing level between graduates from high schools 
affiliated with music institutes and those from ordinary high schools. I apply appropriate 
teaching methods and monitor progress based on different levels of foundation and prior 
learning experience. 
3. Q: What methods do you use to motivate students to work harder and achieve more 
(motivational strategies)? 
A: First of all, I regard each student as a good friend. I motivate them in various ways. 
When they run into bottlenecks in the course of study or practice, I get them to analyze 
problems rather than practice cluelessly or give up altogether. I let them watch expert 
performances and participate in various percussion master classes. I give them advice 
while guiding them with life planning. I also stay in contact with my students’ families, 
so we can collectively encourage them in their studies. At the same time, I will also set a 
certain number of hours for which they are required to practice. 
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4. Q: How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently 
do you give feedback to the students (assessment and feedback)? 
A: We hold weekly professional lessons, and there is a professional concert every month, 
in which all students must perform their recent practice repertoire or étude on stage. After 
each concert, I give them my evaluation and feedback. 
5. Q: Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and 
seek deeper understanding of content (active learning and critical thinking)? 
A: I always encourage them! I really hope that they all have a set of self-learning 
methods and systems. I have been working hard toward this goal. 
6. Q: What is the balance you strike between rudimentary skills and practical job 
training? (authentic learning)? 
A: First of all, I fulfill my teaching commitment at the college. Only if I have spare time 
is it possible to provide such performance training. 
7. Q: Do you encourage students to work together to apply and develop concepts 
taught in lessons (collaborative learning)? 
A: Yes, I encourage students to work as a team. At the same time, our current teaching 
model has been updated. At least six percussion teachers of different majors teach each 
student different subjects, including Chinese percussion, Western Percussion (snare drum, 
marimba), Chinese opera percussion, percussion ensemble, percussion excerpts in a band, 




8. Q: Do you have a sequential system of building fundamentals before teaching actual 
repertoire (scaffolding)? 
A: Yes. I attach great importance to their foundational skills. 
9. Q: How has government policy influenced instruction (government policy)? 
A: It has some influence. We teach according to official guidelines. 
10. Q: What are some differences between how you teach now and how you were taught 
(teaching traditions)? 
A1: Through years of teaching, I have learned and improved. Now I explore each 
student’s personal characteristics and pay attention to their individual needs, in order to 
stimulate their creativity. Previously, I used to follow the college syllabus more closely. 
A2 (follow-up interview response): There is a big difference between Chinese percussion 
teaching methods used then and now. When I was a student from the end of 1980s to the 
beginning of 1990s, teaching materials were scarce, and there was almost no exchange 
with foreign institutions. We mainly learned from what the teachers had compiled in 
terms of lesson plans and compositions. The quantity of musical work and variety in style 
were lacking. We could only practice on small military drums instructed by Western 
percussion teachers. After 2000, the amount of the nation’s foreign exchanges 
significantly increased, and there was greater involvement with composers. The whole 
teaching experience has made great strides, mainly due to the diversity of style, as well as 
the depth and variety of technological applications. Now, many composers’ new works 
are created using Western techniques and ideas. We now need to have a foundational 
knowledge of Western percussion. In addition to traditional Chinese percussion 
performance, students also need to perform solos in Chinese, Western and popular 
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percussion, and in ensembles and bands, for which we have specially set up courses such 
as Western Percussion (marimba and tambourine), band percussion, percussion ensemble, 
and popular percussion (jazz drums and hand percussion). It can be said that training and 
teaching from the 1980’s to the 1990’s mainly aimed to cultivate practical application 
talents of Chinese traditional percussion music. Now, the teaching and training combines 
Chinese traditional performance with diversified styles, so as to meet the needs of 
modern society. 
 
Musical Concepts Questions 
11. Q: Do you incorporate Western percussion pedagogy in your studio (Western 
influence)? 
A: I do, especially for paradiddle exercises during snare drum practice. I highly 
recommend students to use these exercises during drum practice. 
12. Q: How important are stick and mallet choices in your instruction (implement 
selection)? 
A: It is very important! The material, length, weight and thickness of the stick and mallet 
are the basis for quality sound and timbre. 
13. Q: What is the relative importance of Chinese and Western notation in your studio 
(notation)? 
A: There is no way to compare the two systems. They are the embodiment of two 
different civilizations and cultures. 
14. Q: What roles do rote learning and memorization play in your instruction (rote 
learning and memorization)? 
A: Rote teaching takes up about 30%. Printed music 70%. 
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15. Q: Do you encourage proficiency in a wide range of instruments (well-roundedness)? 
A: I personally think it’s very important for students to be well-rounded. It helps them 
tremendously in their major and lets them know if their major instrument suits them. 
16. Q: Do your students gain performance experience in a diverse range of settings 
(breadth of performance outcomes)? 
A: We always encourage students or make it compulsory for them to participate in 
various forms of music performance such as solo, chamber music, large ensemble, body 
percussion, and opera percussion. 
17. Q: To what extent do you encourage the use of the metronome (use of the 
metronome)? 
A: In the initial stages, I use the metronome in every class and make its use compulsory 
during normal practice. By the senior year, it is only used in the preparation of special 
pieces of music. 
18. Q: How important is the achievement of ambidexterity in your students 
(ambidexterity)? 
A: I attach great importance to this issue, which I think is also the pursuit of every 
percussion player. 
19. Q: Do you utilize published methods materials (use of published methods materials)? 
A: Yes, I do. 
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16. Q: 您是否让学生多方尝试独奏、室内乐演奏，以至大型合奏等各种演奏形式 







































Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 2 (translated from Chinese to English) 
Initial interview conducted in person on 2020, January 14 (transcribed by Li Chin Teo) 
Follow-up interview conducted by e-mail on 2020, January 15 
Extra-Musical Concepts Questions 
1. Q: Do you customize your teaching methods and pace according to individual 
student needs (differentiated instruction)? 
A: I think there are two different sets of methods in actual teaching. Firstly, there are 
some compulsory fundamentals and rules. For example, commonly recognized playing 
methods for playing an instrument include holding methods, vibration, acoustic 
principles, finding the sweet spots on different instruments, and understanding some 
basic rules of the music. For example, steady speed, accurate tempo and clarity, adjusting 
levels of strength, developing the melody’s horizontal line, the vertical harmony and the 
tidiness that binds it together, the balance of components of sound, production of clear 
melody, and the direction between each part of the sound – are all must-know principles. 
This is what every student must study and learn them. The second part is determined by 
what an individual experiences as he gets more experienced. For example, some students 
have a bad sense of rhythm, some don’t have a good sense of music, some are good at 
one instrument, and some are good at other instruments. Some can’t play fast, are weak, 
or are insensitive to the control of timbre. Therefore, teachers need to see the strengths 
and weaknesses of students clearly. Training methods and the selection of teaching 
materials and repertoire should be formulated so that the students’ strengths continue to 
develop and weaknesses turn to strengths. 
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2. Q: Do you consider the prior experience of students and encourage them to build 
upon it (constructivism)? 
A: Of course I consider the characteristics of each student. For example, if a student had 
learned to play drums and had a great experience with it before, and his grasp of marimba 
or melodic instruments are weak, then I might strengthen his training in these areas. For 
some students who have a weak sense of rhythm, I may focus on more rhythmic training. 
I focus on strengthening his advantages according to previous experience and train more 
to reduce inadequacies. 
3. Q: What methods do you use to motivate students to work harder and achieve more 
(motivational strategies)? 
A: I think in teaching, it is very important to inspire students’ understanding of music – 
that is, to set high standards. I have students learn to appreciate some classics, and, if they 
like the music, they will naturally try to overcome technical deficiencies in performance. 
So, I think the best way to motivate students is to let them fall in love with music and 
allow them to progress gradually. Of course, there are examinations, concerts and 
competitions that also encourage students and stimulate their learning. Through this 




4. How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently do 
you give feedback to the students (assessment and feedback)? 
A: Our school holds two examinations each semester. One is the mid-term exam and the 
other is the final exam. These are intended to evaluate students’ learning progress. In 
addition, I evaluate the students’ progress following each class, to see whether the student 
has practiced well during the week. Therefore, the lesson itself becomes part of students’ 
evaluation. In addition, all of my students have a monthly concert together. This concert 
requires every student to perform as if it were an actual concert. Then after the 
performance, all the students give feedback on each other’s strengths and weaknesses. 
5. Q: Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and 
seek deeper understanding of content (active learning and critical thinking)? 
A: I think it is the primary role of teachers to help their students develop their own 
learning methods. This is because in the study of music, the most important thing is to 
develop the ability to learn new repertoire. In every class, I encourage students to ask 
questions and form their own understanding. I think a good teacher should inspire 
students to discover their own learning methods. 
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6. Q: What is the balance you strike between rudimentary skills and practical job 
training? (authentic learning)? 
A: Some teachers see teaching pieces of music as a substitute for working on skills. In 
my own teaching process, I carry out basic skills training for my students. The étude 
gives students the opportunity to prepare small musical compositions. If students only 
practice basic techniques and only use basic techniques to perform basic kind of études, 
they will quickly lose interest. Students will get to perform the études in concert, or in 
practice. At the same time, rhythm and other practical skills are taught. When we train, 
part of each class involves training basic skills, while part of the time is musical training. 
I use a combination of basic skills training and musical training in my teaching. 
7. Q: Do you encourage students to work together to apply and develop concepts 
taught in lessons (collaborative learning)? 
A: Of course, students are encouraged to work with each other. That is because nearly all 
percussion music, especially Chinese percussion music and traditional Chinese 
percussion music, are ensemble-oriented. There is very little music for solo players. To 
prepare a typical piece of music, students must work together. In addition, there are many 
percussion instruments, and they are very heavy. In every concert, everyone helps each 
other to move the instruments. It is very important for the percussion students to work on 
their team spirit. So, I very much encourage students to work together. 
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8. Q: Do you have a sequential system of building fundamentals before teaching actual 
repertoire (scaffolding)? 
A: Yes. First and foremost I lay a solid foundation, before moving on to actual repertoire. 
I think that the balance of hands and basic concepts timbre must be addressed at the 
beginning. After mastering these, the student doesn’t have to think whether a given 
method is right or not, or whether or not he has played his instrument well. Only after the 
student has mastered basic concepts like timbre can the focus shift to other aspects such 
as melodic expression or the accuracy of melody or rhythm. Only then will the student be 
able to progress in his studies. I think students must first have basic skill training. 
9. Q: How has government policy influenced instruction (government policy)? 
A: At present, neither the government nor the school dictates anything compulsory for the 
percussion students to learn. I don’t think government policy has a great impact on our 
teaching at present. The school has its own curriculum and holds its own examinations. In 
our case, there are compulsory instrument tests with required repertoire. These all 
influence our teaching, but they are required by the school and not the government. 
10. Q: What are some differences between how you teach now and how you were taught 
(teaching traditions)? 
A1: In comparing my teaching with classes I had taken in the past, I consider different 
ages, different learning levels, and different learning directions, in order to give each of 
them the content they require. I make up for shortcomings and build upon strengths so 
that each student can become a well-rounded and outstanding performer. This builds their 
confidence and helps them become what they want to be. For example, some students 
have a strong desire for self-expression, and are capable of brilliant onstage 
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performances. In this case, I let them master the basic techniques of various percussion 
instruments and ensure that ensemble training is not neglected. Students must understand 
that to be a soloist, they must first have the ability to become good chamber musicians 
and ensemble players. To become a good soloist, one must first be a good musician and 
artist. I also give the student more opportunities to play solo works. The students who are 
introverted and want to be ensemble members will be given more opportunities for 
training and practical performance in ensemble and band settings. They will also be 
encouraged to listen to a lot of musical works so that they can understand different styles 
of music. Teaching students in accordance with their aptitude is important in my current 
teaching. In addition, I attach great importance to developing students’ basic skills, 
focusing on correct playing methods, accurate sense of rhythm, and good musical sense. 
A2 (follow-up e-mail response): Our generation’s teachers have a better chance to learn 
percussion instruments beyond the realm of Chinese percussion. Western Percussion 
instruction is more systematic and in-depth. This is increasingly integrated into Chinese 
percussion instruction because of repertoire demands. More ensembles in China are using 
percussion instruments from different parts of the world, so it is necessary for Chinese 
percussion students to master them. In terms of teaching methods, we also learn from the 
systematic teaching materials of Western Percussion. In terms of Chinese percussion 
teaching, we are gradually changing from rote instruction to more systematic teaching 
methods, from playing methods to the teaching of rhythm. 
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Musical Concepts Questions 
11. Q: Do you incorporate Western percussion pedagogy in your studio (Western 
influence)? 
A: In our music college, percussion is taught in both the Department of Western Music 
and the Department of Chinese Music. I am in the Department of Chinese music, which 
teaches Chinese percussion. Chinese percussion teaching began in the 1960’s after the 
National Orchestra was established. The National Orchestra was actually set up to be a 
counterpart of a Western symphony orchestra. Because it uses Western orchestral 
percussion instruments as well as traditional Chinese percussion instruments, we teach 
both Western Percussion and Chinese percussion. I studied in the West to strengthen my 
skills, so I teach students both Western and Chinese percussion instruments but 
distinguish between Western and Chinese percussion techniques. Every instrument has its 
own logic which the player must grasp. 
12. Q: How important are stick and mallet choices in your instruction (implement 
selection)? 
A: We must be selective about drumsticks and mallets. However, under normal 
circumstances, there are too many percussion instruments and too many mallets for each 
instrument, and students may be limited by financial constraints. Therefore, we don’t 
require the students to acquire a specific certain number of mallets for routine training; 
we only make suggestions. The students purchase implements based on what they can 
afford. However, when it comes to concerts or examinations, it is hoped that students will 
choose mallets with varying degrees of hardness to better perform the music. 
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13. Q: What is the relative importance of Chinese and Western notation in your studio 
(notation)? 
A: Traditional percussion scores were recorded in Chinese characters. In Beijing opera, 
when four percussionists play as a group, a line of gongs and drums is traditionally 
recorded in a single line of Chinese characters (see Understanding luo gu jing [锣鼓经] 
Notation). The music score actually indicates rhythm, timbre, strength, and phrasing. 
When I read this kind of score, I immediately recognize the intended phrasing. However, 
when we look at Western music scores, it is difficult to experience the music in this way. 
Instead, one must rely on personal musical experience. Because of their background in 
Western music education, and because their works are intended to be performed around 
the world, Chinese composers like Zhou Long and Chen Yi notate their music in a 
fashion to which everyone can relate. I might convert this kind of score into notation that 
includes Chinese characters, so that things like intonation and phrasing are more evident. 
Chinese music scores also have shortcomings. Scores notated in Chinese characters are 
less likely to be understood by foreign players. So, when we share Chinese percussion 
music, we need to adapt the notation so foreigners can understand it. 
14. Q: What roles do rote learning and memorization play in your instruction (rote 
learning and memorization)? 
A1: If one is playing western music, or a work by a Chinese composer with a Western 
background, one should follow the printed music score as well as the teacher’s 
guidelines, as the teacher may have played the piece before. If I have played a music 
piece previously, I may not refer to the score all the time because I have already 
memorized it, which is still a way of following the score. If it is a new piece that I have 
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never played before, I will refer to the score frequently. Basically, whenever a score is 
available, use it. Chinese percussion music, such as Peking opera gongs and drums, are 
not associated with music scores and are taught by rote, learned and inherited by heart. 
Percussionists have attempted to notate these scores, but they are laden with errors and 
mistakes. If one is familiar with such gongs and drums parts, then one does not require a 
printed score. In this case, we still follow the traditional Chinese method of rote learning. 
A2: I use a printed score nearly all the time with Western music, including newly 
composed pieces and traditional Chinese rhythms found in scores today. Because it is 
difficult to notate traditional Chinese music, one must acquire true musical feeling by ear. 
15. Q: Do you encourage proficiency in a wide range of instruments (well-roundedness)? 
A: At present, my students have the chance to learn many percussion instruments. 
However, I think that in the future, we may not require senior grade students to continue 
learning all sorts of instruments. In the early years, I think all instruments should be 
studied as foundation. But when a student is into the third or fourth year of university 
study, or if he is a graduate student, he should be encouraged to further develop his 
special interests and talents on a single instrument of choice. 
16. Q: Do your students gain performance experience in a diverse range of settings 
(breadth of performance outcomes)? 
A: Our school tests students on their knowledge and technique in chamber music and 
ensembles in mid-term examinations. Final exams consist of a solo performance. 
Students also normally participate in band rehearsals. Students have to complete solo, 
chamber, and band performances. This is specified in the syllabus and not determined by 
the teacher. 
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17. Q: To what extent do you encourage the use of the metronome (use of the 
metronome)? 
A: When I train very young students, I require them to use the metronome in order to 
establish accurate rhythm in their heart. Students must train with the metronome and 
learn to follow along. When a strong rhythmic sense has been established, use of the 
metronome can be reduced proportionately. I think the percentage of using a metronome 
during training is very high, as much as 90% or 100%. However, for slightly older 
students with a stronger and more accurate rhythmic sense, the time used with a 
metronome is reduced proportionately. 
18. Q: How important is the achievement of ambidexterity in your students 
(ambidexterity)? 
A: I think the balance of left and right hands is the most basic requirement for a 
percussionist. That said, performance techniques differ for each instrument. For example, 
in one particular Chinese drum, the right hand often needs to have the command gesture 
and takes the lead during performance. The other three musicians often need to see the 
action of the right hand. In the performance of ban gu (板鼓), both hands require training, 
but the left hand will still be used less. With Western musical instruments such as the 
snare drum or marimba, the left hand may have more of a role to play. Balanced hands 
are the foundation of percussion, but because instruments get played differently, the 
degree of ambidexterity required is different. 
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19. Q: Do you utilize published methods materials (use of published methods materials)? 
A: There are very few published textbooks on Chinese percussion, unlike Western 
percussion. When we teach percussion instruments in China, we use all available 
teaching materials. However, our traditional approach to teaching Chinese percussion is 
through rote, heart-to-heart teaching, which functions like a published textbook. Each 
textbook also has its own mistakes, requiring the teacher to be very familiar with the 
music and be very experienced. When teaching my students, I must recognize what is 
wrong and tell the students what is right. 
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16. Q: 您是否让学生多方尝试独奏、室内乐演奏，以至大型合奏等各种演奏形式 


















反应到 160 应该是一个什么样的速度。谱面上标了 180，他能够马上反应到 180 
应该是一个什么样的速度。同时，他经过节拍器的训练，对他培养心里的拍子一定
是有好处的。只要有可能，我一定是要求学生在训练的时候用节拍器。 






















Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 3 (translated from Chinese to English) 
Interview conducted in person on 2020, January 14 (transcribed by Li Chin Teo). 
Extra-Musical Concepts Questions 
1. Q: Do you customize your teaching methods and pace according to each individual’s 
student characteristics (differentiated instruction)? 
A: I definitely tailor teaching methods and contents according to the distinct 
characteristics of each student. That is because each student’s level is different, as is his 
ability to understand and absorb what is taught to him. 
2. Q: Do you consider the prior experience of students and encourage them to build 
upon it (constructivism)? 
A: Based on prior musical knowledge and experience, I will determine the course content 
for each student, such as the musical instruments to be studied in the field of folk 
percussion, as well as some Western percussion instruments. Then, if the student has 
experience in other areas or is interested in learning other instruments, I will try my best 
to support him. 
3. Q: What methods do you use to motivate students to work harder and achieve more 
(motivational strategies)? 
A: How to motivate students to learn? This starts from me. Teachers should lead by 
example. I am persistent in practicing piano and polishing up my techniques every day so 
I can influence the students. In fact, I push the students to study hard and be serious about 
making continuous progress. I am also constantly learning and making continuous 
efforts. I think this is the best way to encourage and inspire my students. 
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4. Q: How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently 
do you give feedback to the students (assessment and feedback)? 
A: We usually give our evaluations and comments to the students after each semester 
exam. In fact, all the teachers in our teaching and research departments meet after the 
exam to assess the general progress of the class. The students also offer their feedback. 
We ask for the students’ opinions on what they think their learning needs are, and so on. 
5. Q: Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and 
seek deeper understanding of content (active learning and critical thinking)? 
A: We definitely encourage students to develop their own set of learning methods. 
Everyone has his own way to approach the basics, such as warming fingers up before 
practicing. We also encourage students to find their own way. This is because we are born 
different; everyone’s function and physiology are different. 
6. Q: What is the balance you strike between rudimentary skills and practical job 
training? (authentic learning)? 
A: We encourage students to focus on practicing the basics and building their technique.  
When it comes to actual stage performance, that, too, is essential. We simultaneously 
encourage them to participate in practice performances. However, we think performance 
is not a substitute for training. Some Chinese athletes and Chinese opera singers take 
competitions and on-stage performance as substitutes for training and practice. In my 
opinion, performances are supplemental to practice and training – there is a synergy 
between them. While artistic practice and performance are essential, they cannot replace 
basic training and basic technique practice. The two aspects come together nicely.  
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7. Q: Do you encourage students to work together to apply and develop concepts 
taught in lessons (collaborative learning)? 
A: We advocate for students to work with each other. The percussion profession is rarely 
a one-man show. Because percussion instruments are not typically played by soloists, 
many of the performances are not solo. Chinese percussion instruments used to be 
referred to by two Chinese characters that mean “gong” and “drum.” In Chinese 
percussion music, these two instruments are inseparable. There are lot of compositions, 
which cannot be undertaken alone. So, we encourage students to work with each other. 
Therefore, in addition to individual lessons, we have ensemble lessons for which the 
students get tested every semester. 
8. Q: Do you have a sequential system of building fundamentals before teaching actual 
repertoire (scaffolding)? 
A: For students, it is necessary to focus on building a foundation through basic skill 
training. We combine studying compositions with basic training. Students enter 
university having already learned some repertoire and acquired some training, but we are 
more focused on basic skills. We combine the training of the repertoire. We must 
combine the two. 
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9. Q: How has government policy influenced instruction (government policy)? 
A: The Ministry of Education has requirements for college students and postgraduates 
that change according to the different characteristics of each school. We adapt our 
teaching plans to the syllabus set by our college. This certainly has some influence on our 
teaching. We follow the content of the syllabus and the government’s directives in terms 
of what the graduates are to achieve, and to what level. All of this has an impact on our 
teaching. 
10. Q: What are some differences between how you teach now and how you were taught 
(teaching traditions)? 
A: When I went to school, I imitated my teacher’s demonstrations. Now, students not 
only learn to imitate but also learn to read printed scores and develop melodic expression. 
 
Musical Concepts Questions 
11. Q: Do you incorporate Western percussion pedagogy in your studio (Western 
influence)? 
A: When teaching Chinese percussion instruments, we take inspiration from Western 
percussion pedagogy. For example, most performers of the past used only three fingers 
(thumb, index finger, and middle finger) to play the traditional flower pot drum (da gu). I, 
however, ask my students to use all their fingers as one might in playing timpani. In 
general, Western methods are more strict, particularly in rhythmic training. From learning 
a new rhythm to dissecting a rhythm, Western instruction is more scientific and rigorous 
than in the training of Chinese folk percussion. We draw our lessons from these aspects. 
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12. Q: How important are stick and mallet choices in your instruction (implement 
selection)? 
A: I set the bar high with playing tools like sticks and mallets. In the past, we were not 
too particular about the drumsticks and mallets we used. We would not necessarily 
consider sound, timbre, and consistency. In fact, in drumming, good sound and timbre are 
essential. So, I have particularly high requirements for mallets and sticks. I ask my 
students to use the highest quality drumsticks possible. The length, thickness, weight and 
pitch of drumsticks must also correspond accordingly. 
13. Q: What is the relative importance of Chinese and Western notation in your studio 
(notation)? 
A: If Chinese traditional notation holds any advantage over Western music scores, I think 
it would be how efficient the Chinese written music score is. Although there is only one 
line of writing, the Chinese characters designate instrument, sound produced, and playing 
method (see Understanding luo gu jing [锣鼓经] Notation). Many musical instruments 
are represented by only one line of music, which I think is an advantage. The 
shortcoming of this system is that it is not as strict and rigorous as Western notation. For 
example, snare drum, timpani, or marimba music can be perfected as long as printed 
indications like speed, strength, and articulations are followed. Chinese music scores, on 
the other hand, are limited in expression. This is actually far from a disadvantage. I think 
it may be where the subtle and delicate charm of Chinese music lies. Westerners find it 
difficult to understand and accept Chinese music scores. 
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14. Q: What roles do rote learning and memorization play in your instruction (rote 
learning and memorization)? 
A: As described in my discussion of Chinese percussion notation, it is impossible to 
exclusively follow the music score. In early traditional teaching, there were no music 
scores. When we were young, our teachers taught us based on what they had inherited 
verbally and had learned by heart. We learned by watching, listening, imitating, and 
memorizing what the teacher had taught us. Now we have music scores. Some issues are 
easily reflected in print, such as rhythm. However, there is no way to fully reflect the 
flexibility of music. For example, the concepts of accelerando and ritardando apply to a 
large number of Chinese gongs and drums. But, the extent of change in tempo is not 
clearly expressed in most scores. So, it depends on the teacher’s experience and 
understanding of music. A good teacher must have accumulated a lot of experience, 
including professionally. After he has accumulated enough, he can relay this experience 
to his students. 
15. Q: Do you encourage proficiency in a wide range of instruments (well-roundedness)? 
A: Each student may have an instrument he likes, and each student will have personal 
preferences. For example, some students like drums, while others prefer string or 
keyboard instruments. In this way, students choose instruments and spend time practicing 
according to their own preferences. Students who like drums may spend a little more time 
on drums. Students who like piano will spend more time on keyboard instruments. Of 
course, we tell students that they should not favor certain instruments over others. They 
must master the instruments they should master – if a student joins an orchestra, there is 
no way that the orchestra will allow him to specialize in just one instrument. The question 
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is really whether we want to train specialists or general practitioners. We hope that 
students will become general practitioners, with an instrument or two of specialization. In 
addition to being adept in a wide array of musical instruments, the student must have an 
instrument of his own, one which he knows he plays well, or one for which he is 
recognized for playing well. 
16. Q: Do your students gain performance experience in a diverse range of settings 
(breadth of performance outcomes)? 
A: In addition to individual classes, we train students to prepare solo performances as 
well as chamber music, ensemble, and band performances. Students also have band 
rehearsal class and band performances. Our students do not necessarily spend a lot of 
time on band performance because teaching materials are relatively scarce; there is not a 
book dedicated to practicing folk percussion excerpts in a band setting. In fact, we are 
planning to compile challenging Chinese orchestra pieces and publish them as teaching 
materials. We are also working on the same plan for other forms of percussion music. 
17. Q: To what extent do you encourage the use of the metronome (use of the 
metronome)? 
A: I advocate the use of the metronome, particularly in the beginning stages of 
instruction. Of course, the purpose of using the metronome is so that we have no need for 
its use in the end. When using the metronome, I will tell a student that he should learn to 
internalize the beats. This resembles our traditional teaching method, which we call 
“heart board” (the beats we count using our heart). When using the metronome, the 
student has to acquire a very keen sense of tempo so that he can roughly estimate the 
required speed when he stops using it. For example, if a quarter note on the score is equal 
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to 160, he can immediately identify what 160 beats per minute is. When 180 is marked on 
the score, he can accurately respond to that as well. The training the student receives from 
using metronome must cultivate an innate sense of rhythm. Whenever possible, I ask 
students to use the metronome. 
18. Q: How important is the achievement of ambidexterity in your students 
(ambidexterity)? 
A: The ultimate goal of our training is to achieve a sense of balance of our hands. Of 
course, it is easier said than done because most people are more skillful with either their 
right hand or left. For example, most people use their right hand to write and feed 
themselves, so the grasp of their right hand and its level of dexterity is better than that of 
their left hand. I usually encourage students to practice more things starting with their left 
hand and ask them to use their left hand to play right-handed material. This aids in 
balancing the hands. As I said before, our final goal must be to find a balance between 
both hands. Of course, this is very difficult to achieve. In fact, the main purpose of 
training is to hope that we can do the same thing with both hands. 
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19. Q: Do you utilize published methods materials (use of published methods materials)? 
A: Currently, teaching materials for Chinese percussion instruments are relatively scarce 
compared with those of Western percussion instruments. That is because the methods we 
inherited were taught by rote, with no music scores to be used for reference. We just 
began to construct and publish teaching materials in recent years. I personally use many 
published materials and general teaching materials, although many published textbooks 
contain errors or mistakes to varying degrees. In addition, each person who compiles the 
textbook injects his own understanding into the textbook, which I may or may not 
consider to be accurate. I consider these points and supplement my teaching content with 
what I understand or what I have personally compiled. 
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Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 (original Chinese) 
Interview conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 9 
Follow-up response to Question 19 conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 12 
Follow-up interview conducted by WeChat video on 2020, March 31 
(transcribed by Li Chin Teo). 
面试问题-中国打击乐专家 (Survey Response: Simplified Chinese) 
音乐教育学以外的题目 (Extra-Musical Concepts) 















4. Q: 您如何评估学生的学习进度，多久评估一次？您多常给学生回馈 (assessment and 
feedback)? 














他的一个和别人不同的问题，比如是 stick control 的一个特殊的问题，我可能这节课就
变成了去讲 stick control，以他的这个特点来讲。 
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A2 (follow-up We-Chat video response): 我认为应该是 50/50。因为有一个原因是我是从
乐团出来的，那 Fox 也是，我们都是。We are also from the orchestra。所以我觉得他们
的基础练习与演奏是分不开的。两者都同样重要。 
7. Q: 您是否鼓励学生们互相合作，应用专业课所学的概念 (collaborative learning)? 
A1: 非常鼓励学生相互合作，我自身从职业乐团回到学校任教，所以对于学生的合作
意识非常重视。 







8. Q: 您是否会先专注于学生的基本功培训，才开始教授曲目 (scaffolding)? 
A: 会的，有一定的基本功支撑才能够完整的诠释曲目与作曲家的意图。 
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音乐教育学的专业题目 (Musical Concepts) 


















少百分比 (rote learning and memorization)? 
A: 我凭借记忆教学只是在戏曲打击乐范畴之中，仅仅占教学比例的 10%，其他 90%都
是以乐谱进行教学，因为我的学生需全面且系统的学习各类打击乐器，戏曲打击乐只
占其中的一小部分。 
15. Q: 在您的教学里，能够掌握多种乐器的演绎是否重要 (well-roundedness)? 
A: 非常重要，但 重要的是在掌握多种打击乐器演奏的同时，有某一类或一种打击乐
器十分擅长。 
16. Q: 您是否让学生多方尝试独奏、室内乐演奏，以至大型合奏等各种演奏形式 (breadth 
of performance outcomes)? 
A: 是的，而且将独奏、重奏、室内乐演奏，以大型乐队合奏列入学生的必修课。 
17. Q: 您是否鼓励使用节拍器，使用的时间大约占多少百分比 (use of the metronome)? 
A1: 是，且必须使用节拍器。 
A2 (follow-up We-Chat video response): 我自己在教学的过程中，使用节拍器的大概的
比例是百分之八十。原因我可能要解释一下。Fox 他比较了解中国打击乐。有些






18. Q: 您对学生达到双手平衡共用的目标有多重视 (ambidexterity)? 
A: 追求双手速度、力度、手腕与手指的使用相对的平衡，到达一定的标准才能使学生
在演奏一定难度的音乐作品时，没有技术负担。 





Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 4 (translated from Chinese to English) 
Interview conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 9 
Follow-up response to Question 19 conducted by e-mail on 2020, February 12 
Follow-up interview conducted by WeChat video on 2020, March 31 
(transcribed by Li Chin Teo). 
Extra-Musical Concepts Questions 
1. Q: Do you customize your teaching methods and pace according to individual 
student needs (differentiated instruction)? 
A: Yes. While encouraging a well-rounded approach to percussion instruments, the 
teaching plan is still formulated based on student interest, such as solo performances, 
ensemble performances, bands, level of creativity, desired instrument of specialty, and 
individual strengths. 
2. Q: Do you consider the prior experience of students and encourage them to build 
upon it (constructivism)? 
A: This requires teachers to make decisions for each student as they see fit. College 
students recruited by professional colleges come from all over China, and their level of 
proficiency, learning background, and musical foundation vary. Students with prior 
training that was organized and systematic allows the teacher to consider existing music 
foundations and experience. Other students, even if they have studied for an extended 
period of time, have learned in a less desirable way, resulting in a flawed understanding 
of the subject. This is unconducive, so the students would need to change or begin again. 
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3. Q: What methods do you use to motivate students to work harder and achieve more 
(motivational strategies)? 
A: It is about providing higher-level insights and introducing students to better musical 
works, getting acquainted with better performers and professional orchestras, and 
allowing students to gain a stronger understanding of standardized instrumental music 
performance through rigorous teaching and demonstration. 
4. Q: How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently 
do you give feedback to the students (assessment and feedback)? 
A: Mid-term and final examinations each semester are comprehensive assessments for 




5. Q: Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and 
seek deeper understanding of content (active learning and critical thinking)? 
A1: Yes. The same learning methods may work for some but not for others. It is 
necessary to ensure a certain degree of efficiency and quality, so exposure to more works 
and performances is important. 
A2: (follow-up We-Chat video response): I value the response and feedback of my 
students when I teach. I use their feedback as a basis for my own questions throughout 
lessons. In class, I want the focus to be on the students. They should raise questions for 
me to answer rather than have me teach according to a lesson plan. For example, if I have 
a student who is learning to play Western or Chinese percussion instruments, and I find 
that he has specific problems, I will address those in the class. If he has a problem with 
stick control, I may talk about stick control for that lesson, in order to specifically to 
address the issues. 
6. Q: What is the balance you strike between rudimentary skills and practical job 
training? (authentic learning)? 
A1: The only way to put basic technique to the test is through public performance. If the 
time of public performance is fixed (once a month), it requires students to arrange their 
basic technique practice sessions, which of course is an important skill to possess. Public 
performance is the only way for students to demonstrate their skills and train mental 
toughness. 
A2 (follow-up We-Chat video response): I think the balance should be 50/50. One of the 
reasons is that I come from an orchestra background. Basic training cannot be separated 
from performance. Both are equally important. 
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7. Q: Do you encourage students to work together to apply and develop concepts 
taught in lessons (collaborative learning)? 
A1: Students are very much encouraged to cooperate with each other. I left a professional 
orchestra to teach at my school, so I attach great importance to students’ sense of 
cooperation. 
A2: (follow-up We-Chat video response): I actively emphasize the need for teamwork. 
During rehearsals or classes, I ask students to perform together, which could take the 
form of a percussion ensemble or a band. It is common knowledge that if someone is 
lacking in observational or listening skills, they will struggle performing in a group. My 
orchestra experience has taught me that one will never become a proper soloist without 
first performing as part of an orchestra. Hence, I place a great deal of emphasis in this 
area. I request that students play in an ensemble when possible, even if there are only two 
to a group, and even if it involves swapping parts.  
8. Q: Do you have a sequential system of building fundamentals before teaching actual 
repertoire (scaffolding)? 
A: Yes. Only with certain basic skills can we accurately interpret the repertoire and the 
composer’s intentions. 
9. Q: How has government policy influenced instruction (government policy)? 
A1: Government support of the arts directly affects professional college enrollment and 
quality. Whether society perceives art as an important aspect of life also affects 
recruitment policies. Therefore, as a teacher, it is necessary to understand the policies and 
market, so teaching adjustments can be made that help students succeed in a competitive 
market upon graduation. 
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A2: (follow-up We-Chat video response): Yes. This is mainly seen in so-called cultural 
classes. Cultural classes are academic courses which take time away from students’ 
specialization of percussion music. As an example, this year the government requested 
that music schools adjust the academic proportion of the curriculum, increasing a 
student’s total results to 30%. Prior to this, cultural classes constituted 20%, with the 
remaining 80% coming from the student’s specialization. Students now spend an 
increased portion of the time on academic studies and less on their specialization. Judging 
by the current trend, the academic proportion will continue to increase in the coming 
years. This will affect my classes because the number of hours required for students to 
practice will continue to diminish. As a result, the overall standard of students will not be 
as high as it was before. This is the impact of government policy on the arts. 
10. Q: What are some differences between how you teach now and how you were taught 
(teaching traditions)? 
A1: In the past, my students were mainly amateurs. They studied music as an extra-
curricular activity or to participate in music competitions. Currently, my students are 
affiliated with professional art colleges and will seek employment with professional 
orchestras or related educational platforms after graduation. The two groups are 
essentially different. Teaching methods and awareness, therefore, are also be very 
different. 
A2 (follow-up e-mail response): My own learning experience is based on the study of 
Western Percussion Music, after which I joined the Chinese orchestra for work, while 
simultaneously studying Chinese percussion music. My current teaching merges Western 
percussion music and Chinese percussion music. All kinds of instruments are included so 
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students have a rudimentary grasp on their playing while being able to train together in an 
ensemble setting. 
A3: (follow-up We-Chat video response): If I had a student learning to play Western 
percussion instruments, I would focus on teaching Western percussion instruments. 
However, as a teacher of Chinese percussion, I must teach Western and Chinese 
instruments. Because times have changed, there is a difference in terms of well-
roundedness. Unlike my teachers in the past, I must consider how well-rounded students 
have to be in terms of the instruments and other learning directions. When I was still 
studying, students could specialize and simply master a particular instrument or 
instruments. Now, it has become a basic requirement that students be able to play all the 
percussion instruments. Additionally, students must consider the future direction of their 
work, which is different from before. As for the specific differences in teaching methods, 
I cannot think of any at the moment since our teaching methods are not specific as well. 
Different teaching methods are required as each student is different. Hence, compared 
with my time as a student, there are no obvious differences in terms of teaching methods. 
My former teachers would have used teaching methods specific to me and general 
methods that would apply to everyone.  
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Musical Concepts Questions 
11. Q: Do you incorporate Western percussion pedagogy in your studio (Western 
influence)? 
A: Yes. When necessary we even use Western drumsticks to play Chinese percussion 
instruments, mostly in modern works. The possibilities of timbres and technique that can 
be explored is a confluence point between modern and traditional, Western and Chinese. I 
think in modern works, in order to seek more suitable timbres, we should no longer 
classify techniques based on their Chinese and Western origins. Instead they should be 
merged. 
12. Q: How important are stick and mallet choices in your instruction (implement 
selection)? 
A: Drumsticks are the equivalent of bows for string instruments. The weight, density, 
material, and length are all personal. The timbre and strength achieved in performances is 
also determined by the understanding of each work and style, which is conveyed to 
students during each lesson. The selection of drumsticks is made on the basis of 
instrumental performance standards and precision. 
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13. Q: What is the relative importance of Chinese and Western notation in your studio 
(notation)? 
A: Chinese percussion music originates from traditional opera and folk music. Initially, 
there were no music scores; the legacy is one of rote instruction. Melodic expression is 
taught through the use of tension and relaxation techniques of Chinese opera. The music 
score in the West is very systematic, rigorous, and easy to understand. Western 
compositions are notated in print, but the percussion music of traditional Chinese opera 
cannot be recorded by Western notation. 
14. Q: What roles do rote learning and memorization play in your instruction (rote 
learning and memorization)? 
A: Rote teaching is only used in the field of percussion in Chinese opera, accounting for 
about 10% of my teaching time. The remaining 90% of the time I teach by music scores. 
My students learn all kinds of percussion instruments comprehensively and 
systematically, and percussion in Chinese opera only accounts for a small portion of their 
musical studies. 
15. Q: Do you encourage proficiency in a wide range of instruments (well-roundedness)? 
A: The most important thing is to master a variety of percussion instruments but excel in 
certain types of percussion instruments. 
16. Q: Do your students gain performance experience in a diverse range of settings 
(breadth of performance outcomes)? 
A: Yes. Solo, chamber, and large ensemble experience are all compulsory. 
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17. Q: To what extent do you encourage the use of the metronome (use of the 
metronome)? 
A1: Yes, a metronome must be used. 
A2: (follow-up We-Chat video response): I use a metronome about 80% of the time in my 
teaching. It is only 80% because some types of rubato cannot be measured with a 
metronome. I use a metronome more when I teach Western percussion. I require my 
students to always use a metronome, from the time they start practicing up to the point 
that they are able to play the full piece, just before final polishing. Following that, when 
playing the entire piece as part of a class, including when polishing up the final piece, 
usage is reduced to 70% to 80% of the time. 
18. Q: How important is the achievement of ambidexterity in your students 
(ambidexterity)? 
A: Balance of speed and strength between hands is important, from wrists to fingers. The 
ideal is to reach a standard where students can play moderately challenging music works 
without technical burden. 
19. Q: Do you utilize published methods materials (use of published methods materials)? 
A: Yes, I use published materials. 
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Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 (original Chinese) 
Initial interview conducted by WeChat text on 2020, February 15-18 
Follow-up interview conducted by WeChat video on 2020, March 27 (transcribed by Li Chin 
Teo). 
面试问题-中国打击乐专家 (Survey Response: Simplified Chinese) 
音乐教育学以外的题目 (Extra-Musical Concepts) 
1. Q: 您是否根据每个人的个人特点定制您的教学方法和进度  (differentiated 
instruction)? 
A1: 是的！ 














（指 Jon Fox）教的学生恐怕也是这样的，就不可能大家都是一样的。 
2. Q: 您是否会根据学生的音乐基础和经历来教学 (constructivism)? 
A1: 是的！ 















3. Q: 您用什么方法来激励学生努力学习与不断地进取 (motivational strategies)? 
A1: 我的方法是讲述和介绍一些有关的经验、知识及见闻与学生分享，鼓励他们努
力！ 

















4. Q: 您如何评估学生的学习进度，多久评估一次？您多常给学生回馈 (assessment 
and feedback)? 
A1: 半年一次！ 




































5. Q: 您是否鼓励学生提问并找出一套自己的学习方法 (active learning and critical 
thinking)? 
A1: 是的！ 










7. Q: 您是否鼓励学生们互相合作，应用专业课所学的概念 (collaborative learning)? 
A: 是的！ 
8. Q: 您是否会先专注于学生的基本功培训，才开始教授曲目 (scaffolding)? 
A: 原则上是需要这样做的！但是因为每位学生基础都不大相同，所以要按照每位
学生的实际情況加以调整！另外学生有考试的期限和学院的安排，所以必须同时兼
顾！   
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9. Q: 政府的指导方针和培训（官方和非官方）对您的教学方法产生了什么影响 
(government policy)? 
A1: 因为学院的制度和规定与学生的实际情況有一定距离，所以是有一定的影响！ 
A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): 有。有。因为什么呢？这个一个呢可能是属
于教育制度方面的问题。还有一个就是属于管理的问题。比如说我在学院教课的情
































A2 (follow-up We-Chat text response): 现在回答此问题！我现在的教学方法和我以前
的学习经验有很大的不同！我在 60 年前就读的是中国国家交响乐团的乐队学院，
并非一般的音乐学院，学院的目标是选拔和培养高级别的演奏人才！当年在全国有








音乐教育学的专业题目 (Musical Concepts) 




















占多少百分比 (rote learning and memorization)? 
A: 目前我在教授中国打击乐时，还是基本上百分之九十五的时间选择用乐谱教学
的，口传心授的方法只是偶尔穿插在教学当中，比例上大约占百分之五而已！ 
15. Q: 在您的教学里，能够掌握多种乐器的演绎是否重要 (well-roundedness)? 
A: 是的，非常重要！ 
16. Q: 您是否让学生多方尝试独奏、室内乐演奏，以至大型合奏等各种演奏形式 
(breadth of performance outcomes)? 
A: 是的！ 
17. Q: 您是否鼓励使用节拍器，使用的时间大约占多少百分比 (use of the metronome)? 
A: 是的！使用节拍器只是用来检测学生某些困难片段的演奏是否准确而已，使用
率大约只需要百分之三十左右！更加重要的是要培养学生有内心的节奏感！ 
18. Q: 您对学生达到双手平衡共用的目标有多重视 (ambidexterity)? 
A: 非常重视！并且鼓励学生尽量加强练习比较弱的手（左手或右手），而且经常鼓
励他们去做反向练习，用另外一只较弱的手去做同样的事情！ 





Survey Response: Chinese Percussion Specialist 5 (translated from Chinese to English) 
Initial interview conducted by WeChat text on 2020, February 15 
Follow-up interview conducted by WeChat video on 2020, March 27 (transcribed by Li Chin 
Teo) 
Extra-Musical Concepts Questions 
1. Q: Do you customize your teaching methods and pace according to individual 
student needs (differentiated instruction)? 
A1: Yes. 
A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): The students I teach are all different in terms of 
the knowledge they possess, their level and their skills. Hence, one cannot teach in the 
same general way as one might conduct lectures. As we mostly teach private lessons, our 
teaching methods have to be changed accordingly. For example, some students may be 
quite skillful but lack timbre control, a good understanding of musicality, or the ability to 
express themselves. In such cases, I try to inspire them to read more on the topic and 
listen to more music to gain more knowledge about music and strengthen their musicality. 
Additionally, some students might have weaker foundations or have various problems 
with their performances. I pay more attention to these students and highlight their 
mistakes to help them overcome the difficulties they face technically, especially when 
they are practicing. If their practice method is inaccurate or incorrect, I remind them to 
correct their mistakes. When everyone’s situation is different, one must handle them 
individually. Not every student is of the same level. One can hardly expect everyone to be 
the same. 
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2. Q: Do you consider the prior experience of students and encourage them to build 
upon it (constructivism)? 
A1: Yes. 
A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): Yes, certainly! For instance, I do not have a rule 
saying that students have to perform certain pieces. This will depend on their competency 
– whether or not they are capable of the technical demands of that piece of music, and 
whether their skills, experience, or level are sufficient for them to perform the entire 
piece. When I teach, I will first ask questions such as, “what would you like to practice 
this semester?,” “what pieces would you like to work on?,” or “what pieces would you 
like to practice?” Students can then tell me what they think according to their personal 
preference. If a student likes a certain piece of music, but I think that his level is not quite 
there yet, I will offer alternate suggestions. I will tell him, “This piece is not suitable for 
you. You might have to wait until you’re better able to play it before you try your hand at 
it. Maybe next year, or the year after that, you can take your time to try playing this piece. 
For now, you are not quite suited to this piece.” In this way, I give suggestions that are 
appropriate for each student rather than having them all do the same thing. If a student is 
unable perform well but forces himself to do so, even if he manages to complete the 
piece, he will not be able to perform it at a good level.  
 
3. Q: What methods do you use to motivate students to work harder and achieve more 
(motivational strategies)? 
A1: My method is to share and introduce relevant experiences, knowledge, and 
information with students and encourage them to work hard. 
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A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): Every student is different. So, I ask: how can I 
teach in a way to suit the student instead of forcing them to perform beyond their 
capabilities? For example, if a student wants to play a certain piece, I will tell him, “I will 
help you since that is what you want to do.” However, if after he plays the piece, I feel 
that his performance is quite far from my expectations and that the issues cannot be 
resolved in a short amount of time, I will suggest that he not play this for his 
examination. One year later, if I find that his skills in that area have improved, I will then 
encourage him to try and master that piece of music. This is because Chinese percussion 
is unlike Western percussion. There is not a complete set of teaching materials or theories 
for notating scores. It is often rooted in tradition. We were verbally taught by our teachers 
and had to learn music by heart. Our teachers would tell us how to imitate certain sounds 
in certain ways, which is something that cannot be learned from books or from reading 
music scores. Under such circumstances, the students need a teacher to give them one-on-
one guidance. In this way, I can share my own experiences – the things I have learned – 
including the problems that I faced when I was younger. With my guidance, the students 
can avoid these pitfalls and master necessary techniques and knowledge quickly. 
4. Q: How do you assess student progress, how often do you do it, and how frequently 
do you give feedback to the students (assessment and feedback)? 
A1: Once every six months. 
A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): The school has its rules and regulations. The 
students must sit for an examination every half a year. We then provide feedback and 
grades according to the school’s rules and regulations. During that period, I am required 
to report on every aspect of the students’ performances and submit the reports and grades 
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to the school. This evaluation is done according to the school’s requirements and not 
according to my preferences. I treat each and every student equally and do my best to 
teach them. As for how receptive the students are, how quickly they progress, or how 
well they perform, that is up to the students themselves because everyone performs 
differently. Hence, I do not give them feedback or comments in every class. If they do not 
do well one week, I will encourage them to do better the next week. For example, I will 
remind them about the mistakes in their performances so that they can work to resolve 
them. However, they might not be able to improve significantly or even at all within a 
few days or a week. This is because mastery of arts and techniques is the result of 
persistent hard work. It does not come about simply because one does the same thing 
over a period of time. How well a student grasps the concept, how hardworking a student 
is, or how long a student spends practicing are what differentiates one student from the 
next. When I was younger, I practiced ten hours a day. Apart from eating and sleeping, 
the rest of my time was spent practicing. Although it might be surprising to hear that 
practice could be ten hours long, it really is reasonable because there are many different 
types of percussion instruments. One must spend a considerable amount of time and 
effort to master so many different types of percussion instruments. I use this theory 
whenever I teach my students: any percussionist has to be a jack of all trades and master 
of one. One should have an area of mastery. For example, if I prefer the timpani, I should 
spend more time practicing it. However, this does not mean that I can give up on the rest. 
Because I work in an orchestra, I recognize the importance of playing every instrument in 
order to excel at my job. One cannot simply play one instrument and ignore the rest. One 
would not be a very good percussionist in that case. 
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5. Q: Do you encourage students to ask questions, develop their own methods, and 
seek deeper understanding of content (active learning and critical thinking)? 
A1: Yes. 
A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): Generally speaking, I feel that students are afraid 
of me. They are always nervous in class and will not approach me to ask any questions. 
Most of the time, I am the one who discovers and pinpoints their problems or areas for 
them to improve upon and change. This is what happens in most cases. It is not that I 
discourage them from asking questions. I am quite approachable, but it seems that the 
students think that I am very strict and scary, so they do not dare to ask me questions. 
6. Q: What is the balance you strike between rudimentary skills and practical job 
training? (authentic learning)? 
A: Both aspects should be taken into consideration and neither is dispensable. If basic 
skills are lacking, it is impossible to successfully complete preparations for a piece. At the 
same time, we must constantly overcome technical difficulties and improve our own 
shortcomings. 
7. Q: Do you encourage students to work together to apply and develop concepts 
taught in lessons (collaborative learning)? 
A: Yes. 
8. Q: Do you have a sequential system of building fundamentals before teaching actual 
repertoire (scaffolding)? 
A: In principle, this is necessary. However, each student’s foundation is not the same. We 
should adjust the systems according to each student’s situation, including examinations 
and further schooling. 
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9. Q: How has government policy influenced instruction (government policy)? 
A1: The government impacts each college through regulations, as well as the actual 
situation for each student. 
A2 (follow-up WeChat video response): Yes. One reason is a problem with the education 
system. Another is a school management issue. Take student recruitment, for example. At 
some schools, those who teach percussion as well as other subjects will gather to evaluate 
the students during auditions. However, it is not the same where I teach, where only two 
or three people are in charge of recruitment, either face-to-face or in other forms. They 
might be composers, music theory teachers, or violinists. They might not be very familiar 
with or not know much about percussion. I’m not even sure what the evaluation criteria 
are – they might be based on student performance or how well they reply during the 
interview. There have been many instances in which I have found that students of low 
quality with weak foundations have been admitted through this recruitment system. They 
are unable to adapt to my teaching or are ill-suited for this occupation or profession. It is 
very difficult to teach these students. This is an issue with the education system. The 
other issue is that in our school, the management of the percussion department is clearly 
inadequate. The percussion instruments are not well maintained and are not ideal. I feel 
that more money should be invested to acquire better musical instruments and equipment. 
Some instruments will last many years, while some will not. Think of a pencil. The more 
one uses the pencil, the shorter it becomes. More money must be invested to buy or 
replace these instruments. I think that management has not done enough in this area. 
Hence, many times in my lessons, timbre is affected by the poor quality of the 
instruments. This is something about which I am unhappy. 
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10. Q: What are some differences between how you teach now and how you were taught 
(teaching traditions)? 
A1: Nowadays, students are generally lazy and seek success without necessarily wanting 
to put in the hard work. They only pursue personal performance ambitions such as 
competitions. They are not very hardworking and don’t study and practice on their own. 
This is very different from my own situation of learning in class when I was young or in 
my youth. This is an aspect of today’s students which I find unsatisfactory. 
A2 (follow-up We-Chat text response): My current teaching method is quite different 
from my previous learning experience. I studied in the College of China National 
Symphony Orchestra 60 years ago.  This was not just any music college but one whose 
goal was to select and cultivate high-level performers. At that time, 3000 people 
registered in China, but only 30 students were admitted for heavy studying and hard 
training! There were four examinations every year, mid-term and final examinations in 
the first half of the year, and mid-term and final examinations in the second half of the 
year. If one failed any one of the examinations, he would be removed from the college. 
After five years of study and examination, by the time of graduation in the fifth year, only 
seven qualified students (including me) were left. Other students had been eliminated, 
one by one, over the course of five years. As for the students I teach now, it is impossible 




Musical Concepts Questions 
11. Q: Do you incorporate Western percussion pedagogy in your studio (Western 
influence)? 
A: Many people have asked me this question because I have been engaged in the 
performance of Western music for nearly 30 years and Chinese music for more than 30 
years, which results in a hybrid of both Chinese and Western influences. When 
performing, I consider the concepts of Western music and Chinese music. I share this 
experience with my students. My feeling is: traditional Chinese music focuses on strength 
and speed, while Western music pays more attention to musical sense and timbre. 
12. Q: How important are stick and mallet choices in your instruction (implement 
selection)? 
A: At present, major manufacturers around the world produce a large number of different 
drumsticks, so there are many choices, depending on personal preferences, price and 
quality. I do not have special requirements for beginners or students playing basic 
exercises, but I suggest more suitable tools to control the timbre and display skills more 
effectively for high-level students. 
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13.  Q: What is the relative importance of Chinese and Western notation in your studio 
(notation)? 
A: The traditional teaching method of Chinese music, especially for operas (folk gongs 
and drums), was by rote and heart-to-heart teaching, so that students could more easily 
recite and memorize music. Later, in order to facilitate memory and familiarity, written 
notation was incorporated. In modern times, notation has gradually shifted to the Western 
system of a staff of five lines. Traditional Chinese rote instruction is as effective as a 
percussion ensemble score, so it is still convenient and advantageous to learn traditional 
Chinese percussion notation. 
14. Q: What roles do rote learning and memorization play in your instruction (rote 
learning and memorization)? 
A: At present, I teach using music scores 95% of the time. Rote instruction methods are 
only occasionally used, accounting for only about 5% of the time. 
15. Q: Do you encourage proficiency in a wide range of instruments (well-roundedness)? 
A: Yes, this is very important.  
16. Q: Do your students gain performance experience in a diverse range of settings 
(breadth of performance outcomes)? 
A: Yes. 
17. Q: To what extent do you encourage the use of the metronome (use of the 
metronome)? 
A: I only use the metronome to check the accuracy on some difficult pieces. I use it only 
30% of the time. It is more important is to train students to have a better sense of inner 
rhythm.  
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18. Q: How important is the achievement of ambidexterity in your students 
(ambidexterity)? 
A: I pay great attention to it and encourage students to develop their weaker hand (left 
hand or right hand) as much as possible.  I also often encourage students to do reverse 
exercises, in which the weaker hand replaces the stronger one. 





IRB Approved Recruitment Letter: Chinese Percussion Specialist 
English (original) 
Dear <name of Chinese Percussion Specialist>: 
I am an Interdisciplinary Ph.D. student at the University of Maine who will be conducting 
research on Chinese classical percussion that would be relevant for Western-trained 
percussionists. The goal is to create compelling video content for an instructional web site 
targeting Westerners hoping to learn Chinese percussion through specific orchestral excerpts. I 
am contacting you to seek your participation as a Chinese Percussion Specialist who would be 
willing to 
• Discuss pre-designated Chinese percussion excerpts on camera at a convenient time 
and place; 
• Perform pre-designated Chinese percussion excerpts on camera at a convenient time 
and place; and 
• Assess your personal edited video content in terms of folk origins, physical approach 
to the given instrument, considerations unique to the given excerpt, and recording 
quality. 
This process is anticipated to take a cumulative three to five hours of your time to 
complete. You need to be at least 18 years of age to participate. 
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As a Chinese Percussion Specialist, you would 
• Be provided interview questions and a consent form in both English and simplified 
Chinese before the research commences; 
• Have the discretion to approve or veto any material to be published; and 
• Be fully credited on the eventual web site and be provided the opportunity for 
additional publicity on the eventual web site. 
For more information about the research study, please see the attached consent form. I 
would also be delighted to personally provide you with more information should you be kind 
enough to assist in this research. Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have 
at jfoxpercussion@gmail.com. Alternatively, please return the signed attached consent form via 
this e-mail address at your earliest convenience. 



























人将乐意为您提供更多信息。  如有疑问，请随时与我联系：jfoxpercussion@gmail.com。  另
外，盼能尽早签署附带的同意表，回复至此电子邮件地址。 







IRB Approved Consent Form: Chinese Percussion Specialist 
English (original) 
You are invited to participate in a research project being conducted by Jonathan Fox, a 
graduate student in the Interdisciplinary Ph.D. program at the University of Maine, with faculty 
sponsor, Dr. Laura Artesani. The goal is to create compelling video content for an instructional 
web site targeting Western-trained percussionists hoping to learn Chinese percussion through 
specific orchestral excerpts. You must be at least 18 years of age to participate. 
What Will You Be Asked to Do? 
 If you decide to participate, you will be asked to be video-recorded for publication on the 
eventual web site.  Specifically, you will be asked to 
• Discuss given Chinese percussion excerpts on camera at a convenient time and place; 
• Perform given Chinese percussion excerpts on camera at a convenient time and place; 
and 
• Assess your personal edited video content in terms of folk origins, physical approach 
to the given instrument, considerations unique to the given excerpt, and recording 
quality. 
This process is anticipated to take a cumulative three to five hours of your time to 
complete. 
Risks 






• You will have a professional quality recording made and published of your 
performance skills; and 
• The eventual web site (including external links) will be a source of free publicity for 
you. 
Research benefits: 
• Professional performances and commentary on Chinese percussion excerpts and 
instruments will be readily accessible to the public as a springboard to better-
informed performance; and 
• Insights into Chinese percussion pedagogy will be readily accessible as a springboard 
to teaching methodologies for educators. 
Confidentiality 
You will be publicly credited by name on the educational web site for all recorded 
material. All raw and edited recorded material will be archived on secure cloud services. The 
archived recordings will be kept indefinitely. 
Transcripts will be compiled by a certified translation service (if necessary). The 
transcripts will be stored on secure cloud services indefinitely, along with the recordings. There 
is no timeline for removal of the online content. 
Voluntary 
Your participation in this project is voluntary. If you choose to take part in this study, you 
may stop at any time. You are free to decline to answer any particular question or decline to 
record any excerpt that you do not wish to answer or record for any reason. 
 3 0 3  
C o nt a ct I nf o r m ati o n  
 If y o u h a v e a n y q u esti o ns a b o ut t his st u d y, pl e as e c o nt a ct m e at  ( + 6 5 9 8 3 8-1 7 9 6; 
jf o x p er c us si o n @ g m ail. c o m). Y o u m a y als o r e a c h t h e f a c ult y a d vis or o n t his st u d y, Dr. L a ur a 
Art es a ni,  at ( + 1 2 0 7 5 8 1 1 7 4 5; l a ur a. art es a ni @ m ai n e. e d u). If y o u h a v e a n y q u esti o ns a b o ut y o ur 
ri g hts as a r es e ar c h p arti ci p a nt, pl e as e c o nt a ct t h e Offi c e of R es e ar c h C o m pli a n c e, U ni v ersit y of 
M ai n e, 2 0 7/ 5 8 1 -1 4 9 8 o r 2 0 7/ 5 8 1-2 6 5 7 ( or e -m ail u mri c @ m ai n e. e d u ).  
 Pri nti n g y o ur n a m e  b el o w i n di c at es t h at y o u h a v e r e a d t h e a b o v e i nf or m ati o n a n d a gr e e 
t o p arti ci p at e. Y o u will r e c ei v e a c o p y of t his f or m. 
 M a n y t h a n ks f or y o ur p arti ci p a ti o n i n t his pr oj e ct. 
 
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
N a m e ( pri nt e d i n bl o c k l ett ers)     D at e  
 
If y o u w o ul d pr ef er t o r e m ai n a n o n y m o us o n t h e w e b sit e, pl e as e c h e c k t h e f oll o wi n g b o x:  
  I w o ul d pr ef er t o r e m ai n a n o n y m o us o n t h e e v e nt u al w e b sit e.  
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Simplified Chinese (translated) 
同意表：中国打击乐器专家 
您此次受邀参加的研究项目，是缅因州大学跨学科博士计划毕业生 Jonathan Fox 
所开展，由 Laura Artesani 博士提供学术赞助。  研究的目标是为教学网站创建高质量的
视频内容，帮助接受西方打击乐训练者观摩管弦乐演奏特选片段，从中学习中国打击乐
器。  本计划只限年满 18 周岁者参与。 
参加研究者的工作内容 























编辑过的录制素材都将存档在安全的云服务中。  录制存档的素材将无限期保存。 
如有必要，录音稿将经认证翻译后再行汇整。  录音稿将和录音以及视频一起无限
期地存储在安全的云服务中。  在线内容并无定下删除期限。 
自愿参与 
您是自愿参与本项目。  您参与本研究后，仍然可以随时退出。  如果您不愿意，
无论原因为何，您均有权拒绝回答任何特定问题或拒绝录制任何特选片段。 
  
 3 0 6  
联 系 信 息  
 如 果 您 对 本 研 究 存 有 疑 问 ， 请 拨 电 或 发 电 邮 联 系 我 们 ： + 6 5 9 8 3 8 -1 7 9 6 ；
jf o x p er c us si o n @ g m ail. c o m。   您 还 可 以 拨 电 或 发 电 邮 联 系 本 研 究 的 学 术 赞 助 人  L a ur a 
Art es a ni 博 士 ： + 1 2 0 7 5 8 1 1 7 4 5 ； l a ur a. art es a ni @ m ai n e. e d u。   如 果 您 对 自 己 作 为 研 究 参 与
方 所 享 有 的 权 利 有 任 何 疑 问 ， 请 联 系 缅 因 州 大 学 研 究 合 规 办 公 室 ， 电 话 ： 2 0 7/ 5 8 1 -1 4 9 8 或  
2 0 7/ 5 8 1 -2 6 5 7 ， 或 电 子 邮 件 地 址  u mri c @ m ai n e. e d u 。   
 如 在 下 方 整 齐 书 写 您 的 姓 名 即 表 示 您 已 阅 读 以 上 信 息 并 同 意 参 与 本 项 目 。   您 将 收
到 本 表 格 的 副 本 。  
 谢 谢 您 参 与 本 项 目 ！  
 
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
姓 名 （ 正 楷 大 写 ）     日 期  
 
如 果 您 不 愿 在 网 站 公 开 姓 名 ， 请 点 选 下 面 的 框 ：  






Copyright Permission Statements 
Alfred Music Publishing (A Percussionist’s Guide to Check Patterns by Thom Hannum) 
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Edition Peters Group (The Rhyme of Taigu, composed by Zhou Long) 
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Thom Hannum (A Percussionist’s Guide to Check Patterns by Thom Hannum) 
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HNH International Limited (The Butterfly Lovers, composed by Chen Gang and He Zhan Ho) 
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HNH International Limited (Spring Festival Overture, composed by Li Huan Zhi) 
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Professor Wang Jian Hua 
Beijing Central Conservatory of Music 
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Date :  5 May 2020 
Our ref.:  14176 
Your ref.: CERTIFICATION: INTERVIEW RESPONSES –  




Certification of Translation Accuracy  
To whom it may concern: 
 
LINGUA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD, an ISO 17100:2015 certified 
professional translation company, do hereby certify that the translation of the attached 
document(s) was executed by a professional translators competent to translate and 
review from Chinese Simplified, China into English in accordance with the requirements 
set out in the ISO 17100 standard (International Standard for Translation Services), and 
is to the best of our professional knowledge and belief, a true and faithful rendering of 
the original document(s) in Chinese Simplified, China.  
 
Original Chinese Simplified, China document(s): 
 
1. Interview Responses - Luo Tian Qi 
2. Interview Responses - Qiao Jia Jia 
3. Interview Responses - Wang Jian Hua 
4. Interview Responses - Xu Fan 
5. Followup Interview (Hok Man Yim) 
6. Followup Interview (Xu Fan)  
 
Translated English document(s): 
  
1. Interview Responses - Luo Tian Qi 
2. Interview Responses - Qiao Jia Jia 
3. Interview Responses - Wang Jian Hua 
4. Interview Responses - Xu Fan 
5. Followup Interview (Hok Man Yim) 







Loh Wai Wah 
Corporate Development Manager (NRIC No.: S7381646G) 











Date :  5 May 2020 
Our ref.:  14176 
Your ref.: CERTIFICATION: INTERVIEW RESPONSES –  




Certification of Translation Accuracy 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
LINGUA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD, an ISO 17100:2015 certified 
professional translation company, do hereby certify that the translation of the attached 
document(s) was executed by a professional translators competent to translate and 
review from Chinese Traditional (Taiwan) into English in accordance with the 
requirements set out in the ISO 17100 standard (International Standard for Translation 
Services), and is to the best of our professional knowledge and belief, a true and 
faithful rendering of the original document(s) in Chinese Traditional (Taiwan).  
 
 
Original Chinese Traditional (Taiwan) document(s): 
 
1. Interview Responses - Hok Man Yim  
 
 
Translated English document(s): 
  








Loh Wai Wah 
Corporate Development Manager (NRIC No.: S7381646G) 
for and on behalf of LINGUA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD 
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